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Chapterl 1

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

    In Japan, which is a smal1 island country, there is an increasing need for the effective use of

underground space, as it is indispensable for human life. As the population explodes in urban

areas, subways, water, gas, and electric supply pipelines as well as underground rivers are being

constructed under areas where structures are closely clustered together. Thus, carefu1 attention

must be paid to the influence 6f these existing structures when constructing underground

structures. In mountain districts, which have highways of superior quality, 1arge-faced tunnels

will be constructed. And, with the lack of electric power and oil, underground caverns must be

built for powerhouses and oil storage. Recently, underground space is also often being used for

storing industrial waste and radioactive waste materials. Therefore, the efficient construction of

underground space and the effective use of it are very important factors to keep in mind, since

the creation ofan aflluent society for the 21st century is desirable.

    Based on the above background information, we civil engineers insist that methods for both

the design and the construction of underground structures, considering high quality and

economics, be developed and created. .

       A question then arises ofjust how such high-quality and economical underground

. structures can be constructed. Consideration must be given to what important problems exist in

  constructing underground structures. When these problems are faced, they must be matched

  against the joints andlor the discontinuities in rock masses. It is inevitable that joints and/or

  discontinuities will be encountered in rock masses when underground structures are being

  constructed. Thus, the subject of the construction of underground structures in a jointed rock

  mass is taken up in this thesis.

     The mechanical and the hydromechanical behaviors of a jointed rock mass are strongly

affected by rock joints andlor discontinuities. In order to grasp the mechanical behavior of a

jointed rock mass, an estimation ofthe mechanical behavior ofthe rockjoints must be carried out.

In other words, it is important to grasp the discontinuity characteristics and the mechanical

properties. In this thesis, field measurements such as ajoint survey, a seismic exploration, and

boreholejacking tests are carried out and both the distribution and the mechanical properties of

the jointed rock mass are discussed. In addition, fundamental laboratory tests, such as direct

shear tests and seismic propagating experiments, are carried out on rockjoints, and the knowledge

obtained through the laboratory tests is applied to discussions on the results of the field
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measurements. Therefore, the distribution and the mechanical propenies ofthe jointed rock mass

can be estimated in further detail.

     The purpose ofthis thesis is to grasp the distribution and the mechanical properties of a

jointed rock mass through field measurements. The conclusion of this thesis hopes to contribute

to the design and the construction ofunderground structures injointed rock masses.

1.2 Review ofbackground Iiterature

    In order to understand and to quantify the influence that,discontinuities have on rock mass

behavior, it is necessary to quantitatively measure and represent the relevant characteristics of

the discontinuitips. The suggested methods for the quantitative description of discontinuities in

rock masses prepared by ISRM' (1978) provide a good, but general, introduction to the

qualitative aspects of discontinuity measurement. The suggested methods are limited, however,

by the fact that they do not incorporate data processing techniques, developed in the 1980s, for

the elimination of sampling bias and the quantification of discontinuity characteristics. The two

broad sampling strategies that can be adopted involve either the logging of borehole cores and

borehole walls or the examination of exposed rock faces.

    The recovery, examination, and testing of high quality drill cores obtained by diamond

drilling have been used for many years to probe rock conditions at great depths. Hoek and Brown

(1980) andBrady andBrown (1985) described the principal types of drill rigs, core barrels, and

dri11 bits that have been used in diamond drilling. The primary purpose here is to identify the

various rock types and their mineral compositions, and to build up a three-dimensional picture of

mine geology. Borehole cores can, however, also provide relatively undisturbed samples of rock

materials containing discontinuities from deep within a rock close to the area of a proposed

excavation or potential instability, making it a valuable source of information for the geotechnical

design. The Geological Society (1970) and Rosengren (1970) presented valuable guidelines for the

logging of rock cores for engineering purposes. In addition, the mechanical and hydromechanical

tests were conducted on recovered rock material and on the walls ofboreholes (Snow, 1970). The

borehole image processor, described earlier than the observation ofrecovered rock cores, provides

data on the absolute orientation of discontinuities photographed in a borehole wall. A variety of

additional techniques were developed for determining the absolute orientation of dri11 cores in

different situations, including soft rock and hard rock, as reviewed by Goodman (1976) and Hoek

and Bray (1977). Murai, et al. (1988), Kamewada, et al. (1990), and Tanimoto, et al. (1992)

carried out inspections using remote visual techniques. Rock quality designation (ReD), devised

by Deere (1964), was defined as the percentage length of a given length of a core consisting of
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intact, sound pieces that are longer than the threshold value ofO.1 m. ReD is one index which can

present the quality ofa rock mass.

    Taking measurements at exposed rock faces, either above or below the ground, provides the

advantage ofutilizing a relatively large area of rock, which enables the direct measurement of

discontinuity orientation, size, and other 1arge-scale geometrical features. The geological relations

between the various discontinuity groups can be also clearly obtained. One disadvantage ofthis

approach, however, is that the rock face is often at a distance from the zone of interest and may

suffer from blasting damage or degradation by weathering and vegetation cover. Until recently,

measurements at exposed faces were taken in an arbitrary and subjective manner, and were

derived from geological mapping teclmiques. This yielded an insufficient amount of quantitative

data ofvalue for engineering designs. Lately, however, more rigorous statistical sampling and data

processing methods have been adopted. The most widely used of these methods are scanline and

window sampling techniques. These techniques were described and discussed by many authors,

namely, Fookes and Denness (1969), Attewell and Farmer (1976), Baecher and Lanney (1978),

Kikuchi, et al. (1978), ISRM (1978), and Priest and Hudson (1981). The relative simplicity of

the measurement process at exposed face and the statistical rigor of these techniques make them

ideally suited to the determination of the discontinuity orientation and other 1arge-scale

geometrical properties ofrock structures. Rouleau and Gale (1985) and then Kulatilahe, et al.

(1990) presented instructive case studies on the use of these techniques in conjunction with

borehole sampling for the characterization, modeling, and verification ofdiscontinuity orientation,

spacing, frequency, and size for a granite rock mass in Stripa, Sweden.

     Before sampling and conducting the preliminary processing ofthe discontinuity data in a

jointed rock mass, the characteristics of discontinuities, namely, orientation, groups and sets,

frequency, size, and spacing, must be determined. One ofthe most important characteristics of

discontinuities is their orientation. One of the simplest forms of the graphical representation of

orientation is a rose diagram (Attewell and Farmer, 1976; Cawsey, 1977). The results of a rose

diagram are plotted wedges which have a radial extent that is proportional to the frequency, in

each class interval. This frequency can be expressed as a raw number, a proportion, or a

percentage of the total sampling size. The disadvantage of rose diagrarns, however, is that they

contain no information on dip angles. This disadvantage can be overcome to some extent by

selecting data from the more significant class intervals and then plotting a histogram of the dip

angles. The difficulties involved with representing three-dimensional orientation data in two

dimensions on a sheet of paper can be overcome by adopting a technique known as a

stereographic or hemispherical projection (Duncan, 1981; Goodman, 1976; Kalkani and von

Frese, 1979; Phillips, 1971; Priest, 1985). A fracture p!ane is uniquely represented by a line

normal to the plane, called a pole. A pole is represented by a unit-length vector, conventionally

down-dipping for geologic structures. In turn, avector is represented by its intersection point on

aunit-radius lower hemisphere. Orientation densities on the hemispherical surface are calculated

by counting points within circular-shaped counting cells. Points and contours on the
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hemispherical surface are projected onto the equatorial plane by the equal-area spherical

projection, which preserves relative areas between the hemisphere and the projection.

    Hemispherical projection methods were introduced earlier as graphical approaches to the

analysis of orientation data. Clusters, or sets of preferred orientation, can be identified. Bailey

(1975), Shaneley and Mahtab (1976), Mahtab and Yegulalp (1982), and Bridges (1990), among

others, presented an analysis ofclusters for orientation data. Many authors have applied the Chi-

square goodness-of-fit test to the Poisson, binomial, or simi1ar models to distinguish the real from

the chance clustering ofpoints on a spherical surface. Flinn (1958) and Kamb (1959) were among

the earliest contributors in the geological field. Stauffer (1966) compared several alternative

approaches with Poisson's model. Mahtab, et al. (1972) incorporated it mto a computer program

that has frequently been quoted. Recent reviews of this approach are provided by Mahtab and

Yegulalp (1982) and Fisher, et al. (1987), among others. In particular, Mahtab and Yegulalp

(1982) modified the approach by Shanley and Mahtab (1982) which presented a rigorous and

less subjective approach to the analysis of clusters in orientation data. This has some common

elements with the techniqueused in the present thesis. However, many authors have commented

that the technique may not identify sets within complex distributions of orientations, or where

clusters overlap. Visual recognition of clustering, namely, taking advantage of the human ability

to recognize patterns, has been advocated as an alternative method in these circumstances (e.g.,

Einstein and Baecher, 1983; Bridges, 1990). More fundamental limitations on Poisson's test have

been discussed in recent years. Ohnishi and Nakagawa (1993) described a comparison of

Poisson's distribution and Bingham's distribution to the analysis of clusters, and showed that

Bingham's distribution has.an advantage in the real distribution.

    Using orientation data and the results o.f an orientation analysis, a discussion on the

mechanical and the hydromechanical behaviors ofajointed rock mass can be effectively carried

out. In discussing both mechanical and hydromechanical behaviors of a jointed rock mass, the

model must be made and the numerical analysis must be applied based on the statistical data. The

two broad models involve either the equivalent continuum model or the discontinuous model in

consideration ofthe numerical methods. The crack tensor theory (Oda, 1982, 1985a, and 1985b),

the damage theory (Kyoya, et al., 1985; Kawamoto, et al., 1988.), the equivalent volumetric

damage method (Kaneko, et al., 1985 and 1990), and the parallel plate model (Snow, 1965) all

involve equivalent continuum models and analyses. On the other hand, the joint element method

ofthe finite element method (FEM) (Goodman, et al., 1968; Zienkiewucz, et al., 1970; Heuze and

Barbour, 1982; Desai, et al., 1984), the linkage element of FEM (Ngo and Scodelis, 1967), the

rigid body spring model (RBSA4) (Kawai and Toi, 1977; Kawamoto, et al., 1982), the distinct

element method (DE2L4) (Cundall, 1971 and 1987; Lorig, et al., 1986), the discontinuous

deformation analysis (DDA) (Shi and Goodman, 1985; Shi, 1990), and the fracture network

model (Long, et al., 1985; Dershowitz, et al., 1989) all involve discontinuous models and

analyses.
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    As for testing and modeling the rock joints, some research works have already been

presented. When considering the mechanical behavior of the rock joints, the characterization

propenies have been generally observed and determined for both normal and shear directions of

thejoints, respectively.

    Stephansson and Jing (1995) proposed two types of empirical models for the behavior of

the normal stress - normal displacement of rock joints. One type is a hyperbolic function

proposed by Goodman (1976) and then Bandis (1980), respectively, and the other is a

logarithmic function proposed by Brown and Scholz (1986). These three models are widely

applied to either mated or unmated rockjoints. However, the irreversible damage ofthe asperities

during deformation is not considered in these models. On the other hand, the normal stiffness by

Yoshinaka and Yamabe (1986) is an exponential function.

    In investigating the shear behavior ofrockjoints, joint samples can be sheared under either a

constant normal stress or a constant normal stiffness. The former represents the pure behavior of

an unconfinedjoint, while the latter represents ajoint confTined by the surrounding rock. Under a

normal stiffness constraint, an apparent peak shear stress may occur only when normal stiffness

Kn is equal to O, which is equivalent to an initial normal stress condition. Stephansson and Jing

(1995) explained that the true stiffness ofa rock mass is of a finite value ranging from very low,

near a free surface, to very high, when confrined at a great depth. Representative research works

on direct shear under a constant normal stress include Barton (1976) and Bandis, et al. (1981),

while representative research works on direct shear under a constant normal stiffness include

Obert, et al. (1976), Leichniz (1985), Skinas, et al. (1990), and Wibiwo, et al. (1992).

    In the shear strength of rock joints, two types of models were proposed. Patton (1966)

proposed the shear strength of rock joints in consideration of regular unevenness whose average

angle is i. In Patton's model, the shear strength is controlled by the friction ofthe contact face and

the asperity angle under a lower normal stress condit-ion. On the other hand, under a higher

normal stress condition, the shear strength is affected by the low friction including the cohesion.

Patton proposed the property ofshear strength using abi-linear model. Based on Patton's model,

Ladanyi and Archambault (1970) described the shear strength. They believed that 'the dilation

occurred because of the asperities and the progressive failure of the asperities. In consideration of

the residual component of the friction angle, the material strength upon shearing the asperities,

and the dilatancy angles at the peak shear strength, Barton (1971) presented the shear behavior of

rockjoints. After carrying out many direct shear tests on rockjoints, Barton (1973) proposed an

empirical equation. In this equation, in particular, Barton introduced two parameters, namely, the

joint wal1 compressive strength (JCS) and the joint roughness coefficient (JRC). Barton and

Choubey (1977) presented the representative shapes ofjoint surface rouglmess and their JRC

values so as to estimate JRC. However, it is important to remember that JRC is determined by a

back analysis after performing the direct shear tests. Barton and Bandis (1980 and 1990), Bandis

(1990), and Barton (1990) investigated the scale efl7ect ofJRC and JCS.
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    Barton'sIRC (Barton, 1973; Barton and Choubey, 1977) is too famous to estimate thejoint

surface roughness quantitatively. However, there is no method for determining IRC except for a

back analysis. Tse and Cruden (1979) proposed eight parameters, which determined the uneven

function along one scan line ofa rockjoint. In panicular, two parameters, namely, Z2 and SF,

were used to describe the relation oflRC using Barton and Choubey representative roughness

models (1977). And, Swan (1983) and then Swan and Zongqi (1985) discussed the relationship

between the mechanical properties and the unevenness of joint surfaces by applying the

tribology method.

     Geophysical tomography is an imaging technique for underground structures using certain

physical parameters. The word "geotomography" was first used in 1979 (Dines and Lylte, 1979).

The pioneers of geophysical tomography were Bois, et al. (1971) who presented the original

principle of the reconstruction of a velocity distribution. In the 1980s, doing research on

geotomography became popular. Pino and Nur (1985) proposed a reconstruction method for

velocity distributions in consideration of not only traveltime but also the arriving direction of

seismic waves. And, Pihl, et al. (1985) tried a three-dimensional analysis. Ishii (1986) and

Matsuoka (1986) described it as an inversion ofthe theoretical and numerical points of view. On

the other hand, Rokugawa (1986) and Ohtomo (1986) described it as geotomography. In

panicular, Ohtomo (1986) presented the theoretical background of geotomography, carried out

numerical simulations using certain types of numerical models, and showed the capacity of

geotomography. Sassa (1990) showed the need for applying geotomography to rock engineering,

and presented applied samples ofgeotomography tojointed rock masses. In particular, Sassa not

only proposed seismic velocity geotomography, but also seismic attenuation geotomography.

1.3 Content ofthis thesis

    The purpose of the present research work is to observe the joint distribution of ajointed

rock mass and to determine the mechanical properties of the mass's rock joints through field

measurements and laboratory tests. The outline of each chapter is described as follows:

     1) In Chapter 2, joint investigations in the field, such as a borehole wal1 survey and joint

       mapping, are carried out. In panicular, the borehole wall survey using the borehole

       scanner system (BSS) is performed and joint orientation, apertures, and locations are

       determined through the observed data. Based onjoint data, an analysis is carried out, and

       the characterization ofjoint distributions are clarified.

     2) In Chapter 3, ameasurement system for naturaljoint surface roughness is set up using a

       non-contact laser scan micrometer. Applying a spectral analysis, the determination

       method for natural joint surface roughness is established. In applying it to certain
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       spectral analyses, namely, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the maximum entropy

       method (MLEM), the validity ofthe established method is confirmed

     3) In Chapter4, direct shear tests are carried out on rock joints and the shear behavior of

       the rock joints is discussed. When discussing the shear behavior of rock joints, the

       influence ofjoint surface roughness, normal confining conditions, and the material

       strength are considered. Applying the roughness parameter described in Chapter 3, the

       validity ofthe parameter is confirmed and the constitutive models for the shear behavior

       ofthe rockjoints are built in consideration ofjoint surface roughness, material strength,

       and normal confining conditions.

     4) In Chapter 5, seismic propagating experiments are carried out using rock specimens

       which include natural and anificial joints. Changes in propagating seismic waves

       (velocity and amplitude) through several types of rock joints are investigated, and the

       influence of the rock joints on the seismic waves is clarified. The knowledge gained in

       this chapter is applied to a discussion on the results ofgeotomography.

     5) In Chapter 6, the development of seismic geotomography and its application to a

       jointed rock mass are carried out. First of all, an algorithm for the geotomographic

       analysis is developed and then confirmed through a numerical simulation. In particular,

       both seismic velocity and seismic attenuation geotomographic techniques are developed.

       The capacity of the geotomographic technique is confumed through numerical

       simulations in consideration of the locations of both source and receiver points and the

       size and the location ofthe lower velocity zone. Based on the numerical simulations, the

       geotomographic technique is applied to the field data. When discussing the results of the

       field data, the knowledge in Chapter 5 is applied and a new concept of rock

       classification is proposed.

     6) In Chapter 7, borehole loading tests are conducted and the mechanical propenies of a

       jointed rock mass are discussed. In particular, the main point aims at a permanent

       deformation of the load - displacement relation, and the physical meaning of a

       permanent deformation is considered. On the other hand, based on the laboratory

       modeling tests, the joint stiffness is determined through the load - displacement curves

       in consideration ofjoint distributions in the loading point.

    Figure 1.1 shows the fiow ofthe research work. In the present thesis, several types of

field measurements and laboratory experiments are conducted. In the construction and the design

ofrock structures in jointed rock masses, joint distributions andjoint properties must be known.

Since the mechanical behavior of ajointed rock mass is very complex, it is thought that certain

field measurements and laboratory experiments must be applied.
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Chapter 2
Joint Survey and Joint Analysis

2.1 Introduction

    In the design and the construction of rock structures, such as underground caverns, tunnels,

and the foundations of dams and bridges, it is very important to grasp the geological conditions

and the history ofthe geology. In the case ofajointed rock mass, it is necessary to grasp not only

the geology but also the character and the distribution ofthe rockjoints. This is because both the

character and the distribution of the rock joints strongly affect the mechanical behavior and the

hydromechanicalbehavior ofthe rock mass. However, neither type of rock mass behavior can be

explained merely by clarifying the character ofthe intact rock.

    In this chapter, an outline of the geology of an objective area will be described. A survey

and an analysis of the rock joints will then be shown, using the borehole scanner system (BSS),

and a mechanical model for the jointed rock mass will be determined.

2.2 Geology of the objective area

    The underground opening of a hydroelectric powerhouse, in the central part of Honshu

Island, Japan, is situated 70 m beneath the top of a mountain on the right-hand bank of the Kiso

                                                                          .River. The river flows through a steep valley. As for the geology, this site is located in the

northern part of the Late Cretaceous Cauldron Movement area. The surface of the mountain

consists of Cenozoic Neogene Pliocene sediment and Quaternary Diluvium sediment.

    The geological classification in this area is an igneous rock group in the Mino zone. The

volcanic rock in this Mino zone, from the Mesozoic and Paleozoic Eras, consists of Nouhi-

rhyolite and granite. Nouhi-rhyolite can be divided into six volcanic movement stages. Table 2.1

shows the relationship between the six volcanic movement stages and the geological ages. The

objective area is located at the southern edge ofthe Nouhi-rhyolite area and consists ofFujimidai-

welded tuff which was classified by Stage Ia (Editional Committee of CHUBU E 1988).

    The basement rock is made up ofgranite porphyry, rhyolite, and slate. These types of rock

contain manyjoints which dip at steep angles and have comparatively high joint frequencies and

wide apertures. Slate comprised the basement rock before the occurrence of any volcanic activity,
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Table 2.1 Volcanic movement stages ofNouhi-rhyolite and geologic times

Stage
Geoiogictime(Ma)1

Ia 100?-90
Ib 100(?)-90

II 90•-64

III 6sN4s1
rv 45 - 35(?)

V 35 (?) -- 25 (?)

and it is distributed unsystematically, which caused a volcanic collapse.

joints from hydrothermal metamorphism.

It contains many irregular

    Figure 2.1 shows a topographical map ofthe objective area. This figure is described by the

use of the digital data of contour lines on the map. In creating the digital data of contour lines,

certain types ofmesh-size data were applied to change the original data.

Figure 2.1 Topographical map ofthe objective area
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2.3 Borehole scanner system (BSS)

    All-round appraisals in the form ofgeological surveys were conducted prior to construction

and they play an increasingly important role. Up to now, such surveys have consisted of

collecting recovered core samples through boring. Although such methods allow investigators to

look at the samples first hand, the accumulated core samples require extensive storage space and

lengthy inspection time. And, sugh methods do not provide information on the sizes and the

apertures ofthe cavities and the fissures or on the movable fi11ing materials, which are all of vital

lmportance to any slte lnvesUgatlon.

    To improve site investigations, the ihborehole scanner system (BSS) was invented as a

system that can respond to today'sneeds for advanced geological surveys prior to construction.

2.3.1 Problems with BTV and the need for BSS

    Up to the present time, the conventional method for investigating the geology and the

fractures in rock has been to bore through the surface and to lower a TV camera (BTV) into the

borehole to examine the borehole wall. However, the use ofBTV is limited primarily because the'

TVcamera must be rotated approximately 40 degrees for each shot at the same level of depth in

order to obtain a full view of the wall. This results in excessive observation time as each

photograph taken by BTV must be manually rearranged into a mosaic. In addition, the image

quality is not uniform due to shading and illumination effects. Consequently, there has been a

strong demand for the development of a new system that would improve the observation speed

and provide continuous images ofgood quality.

    Based on the same scanning concept as the remote sensing techniqueused for satellites, BSS

has been developed to obtain immediate digital imagery ofthe full inner wal1 of a borehole (Murai,

et al., 1988).

2.3.2 BSS units

    BSS is composed ofthree units, namely, the scanner, the control, and the cable, as shown in

Photo 2.1. The scanner consists of a light, a rotating mirror, an optical electronic converter with

R-G-B channels, a compass, a data transmitter, and an amplifier. The scanner is carefu11y lowered

into a borehole, 66-86 mm in diameter, and the mirror is quickly rotated 360 degrees around the

borehole wall to collect the reflected light throughthe observational window, as shown in Figure

2.2. Data obtained by the scanner are transmitted to the surface control unit and then recorded on

a video tape and a digital magnetic tape for reproduction on a monitor system for data processing.
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2.3.3 Performance ofBSS

     BSS is unique because of its real-time performance. As of yet, no similar system has been

developed.

a Continuousima ethrou harotatin scanner

     The scanner is lowered into the borehole while the reflector revolves at 3000 rpm

Concurrently, the reflector collects reflected light from the borehole wal1 as it makes its

revolutions. The collected data are digitized and then sent to the controller on the surface to

produce a continuous image.

     Thus, BSS provides the first probe to realize a 360-degree continuous panoramic image of a

borehole wall in real time. Its approach allows geological engineers to obtain a simultaneous grasp

of the entire borehole surface at a glance, and since it provides a continuous image, geological

appraisals and the quick measurement of fractures can now be completed with greatly improved

efficiency. Moreover, since data are recorded on standard video tapes, it is now possible to leave

the on-site observations to a professional operator and to allow engineering geologists the chance

to conduct appraisals, measurements, and other analytical work at a time which is convenient for

them.

b Observations eed

     Since BSS scans the borehole at a maximum speed of 120 cm(ma, 72 m can be logged in an

hour. This is thirty times faster than with BTV. The shorter operating time provides an increased

data volume at a lower cost. The observation area is displayed at the site in real time, as a

panoramic image on a monitor; therefore, the collection ofdata with BSS is also ideal for grouting

and other operations where a quick grasp of the geological situation prior to moving on to other

operations is crucial.
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     BSS provides fu11-scale and continuous color images of the inner wall of a borehole, over

360 degrees in real time, which can be monitored on the surface. The image quality is uniform due

to a constant angle of illumination. The image quality is high, even in turbid water, since it is a

short distance between the rotating mirror and the inner wall and a resolution of O.1 mm on the

surface ofthe wall is provided.

     The high O.1 mm resolution permits the observation of fractures and fissures which have a

width of O.1 mm or more. The clear color images provide non-stop information on the direction

and the inclination of fractures and fissures. This means that although the measuring is done

without attention, BSS can be used to evaluate the fine image of fissures.

d Recordin method

     A video tape recorder (VTR) and digital recordings are available. Since the VTR system

utilizes commercially available video tapes, it is possible for geological analyses and evaluations

to be conducted by geologists away from the site. The analyses can be done through continuously

scanned images to be viewed in a scrolling manner.

     Table 2.2 shows a comparison in performance between BSS and the BTV system. To

summarize, BSS provides significant advantages in thqt continuous color image.s of the entire

borehole wall can be obtained in digital form, while BTV produces only partial images in analog

form. In addition, the speed of data acquisition with BSS is much higher (72 m per hour) than

with BTV (1-2 m per hour), and a digital image analysis can be effectively applied to extract

useful information on rock characteristics with higher resolution.

    BSS is a direct, immediate, and clearly visual observation method used for obtaining details

ofthe geology, the forming minerals, thejoint orientation, the fracture system, the water content,

the apertures, and the thermal variations along a given borehole. The figures listed in Table 2.2

are based on past achievements. According to the principle of BSS, specifications related to

resolution, observation speed, and borehole size can be changed without any significant

difficulties.

2.3.4 Uses of BSS

BSS has been used in the following applications (Tanimoto, et al., 1992):

     i) Geological surveysijoint mapping and orientation, thickness of formations,

         pre-existing cavities and panicle-size distribution in dam foundations, tunnels,

         and underground openings

     ii) Grouting effect : penetration ofgrouting material and contact in dam foundation

         and underground openings
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Table 22 Comparison in perfomance between BSS and BTV

Item Boreholescanner BoreholeTV
Filmingmethod Continuous3600display Intermittent400display

Disla Continuouscolordisla Panialcolordisla
Observationspeed 72m/h 1t-2mlh
Analsisefficienc 1O-50mfda 1-2mlda
Recordingmethod VTRandDigital VTR

Resolution O.1mm O.1mm
Max.Observationdepth 200m 200m

Boreholediameterreuirement 66-J86mm 66-J86mm

iii)

iv)

v)

Vi)

Water table and permeability : investigation of water tables, highly permeable

layers, hydrothermal alternations, etc., at dam sites

Loosening of rock masses : openings of apertures in dams, slopes, and tunnel

sites

Rock tests and classifications : load bearing tests and the determination of rock

classes at dam and tunnel sites

Concrete structures : crack observation, backfi11ing and cavities behind concrete

linings, and quality control of roller compacted dam (RCD) at dam and tunnel

sites

2.3.5 Borehole survey using BSS

    Figure 2.3 shows the location of five boreholes (A, B, C, D, and E, which are common

name ofboreholes in this thesis) and the geology ofthe cross section alongBoreholesA, B, and C

in the objective area. All five boreholes were 70 rn in depth and were prepared for the

investigation by a borehole survey and other field measurements, as shown in the following

chapters.
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Photo 2.2 360 degrees continuous image through BSS
      (Slate at the depth of 19 - 21 m below G. L. )

One ofthe results ofthe BSS survey is shown in Photo 2.2.

2.4 Measurement of the discontinuity characteristics

    The ISRM Commission on the Standardization of Laboratory and Field Tests (1978)

described and defined ten parameters which show the character of discontinuities andlor joints,

namely, orientation, spacing, persistence, roughness, wal1 strength, apertures, fi11ing, seepage, the

number of sets, and block size. Orientation, roughness, apertures, and the existence of fi11ing

materials can be obtained from the BSS survey. In this section, the acquisition and the results of

the orientation and the apertures from the BSS images are described.

2.4.1 Extraction ofjoint profiles

    Image processing techniques are used to extract joint profiles from the BSS images as

developed by Thapa (Thapa, 1994; Thapa, et al., 1995). The entire profile extraction process is

done in four steps on a monochrome transform of the BSS images. The first step involves

thresholding oforiginal image ,f(x,y) between two thresholds, Tl and T2, to produce binary image

g(xor) such that
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        255 if T, Åq f(x,y) s T,
g(x,y) = {
           O otherwise

(2-1)

    In Equation 2-1, the coordinates (x,y) refer to the row and the column number of each pixel

ofthe unrolled borehole wall image. Thresholds Tl and T2 are chosen so that in binary image

g(xor), all pixels falling inside thejoint aperture are white, while all pixels outside the aperture on

the rock wal1 are black. To accomplish this segmentation, the selection of Tl and T2 has to be

made so as to cover only the dark range of pixel intensities in the aperture region between

opposingjoint walls. Tl and T2 can be determined from a histogram of image intensities or by

probing the image with a mouse on a screen display of the image. The value of Tl can usually be

set at zero. After obtaining binary image g(x,y), the pixels on the roughness profile are isolated by

detecting the discontinuity which separates the rock wall from the joint aperture region. No

differential operators are needed to detect the discontinuity of the binary image. Instead, the

roughness profile pixels are isolated owing to the fact that only pixels on the profile and pixels in

the aperture region will have at least one white adjacent pixel in the binary image. The pixels on

the profile and those in the aperture region can be further distinguished by the fact that the profile

pixels in the binary image will be black, while the pixels in the aperture region will be white. Only

the pixels on the 'rock wal1 qualify as points on the roughness profile. These rules are applied to

binary image g(xJ) to produce another binary image, h(x,y), in which pixels on the roughness

profile have an intensity ofzero, while all other pixels have intensities of255.

    The next step involves a pixel connectivity routine to produce an ASCII file listing of

consecutive roughness profile pixel image coordinates. The connectivity routine begins with the

first pixel on the profile and searches for the next pixel on the prQfile until no further connected

pixels can be found. The center pixel in the 3Å~3 pixel box in Figure 2.4 is a pixel on the

roughness profile, while the adjacent pixels are candidate consecutive profile points. The numbers

U erjointsurface

1 2 3

4 x,y 6

7 8 9 werjointsurfa

The search sequence for the upper profile is 2, 3, 6, 8, 9.

The search sequence for the lower profile is 8, 9, 6, 2, 3,

Figure 2.4 Pixel connectivity search sequences (Thapa, et al., 1995)
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in the adjacent cells identify the cells. The search sequence for the upper profile is 2, 3, 6, 8, 9,

while the search sequence for the lower profile is 8, 9, 6, 3, 2. The first adjacent pixel has an

intensity ofzero and is identified as the next profile point. That point then becomes the center

pixel in Figure 2.4 and the search is repeated .

    The final step in the profile extraction procedure is a transformation of coordinates.

ASCII file produced by the eonnectivity routine contains profile points in the image

coordinates. A utility program is used to substitute the borehole coordiqates of azimuth

depth for the image coordinates through a comparison with the original BSS images.

The
(x,y)

and

2.4.2 Measurementof the joint orientation

    Techniques for extracting joint profiles were described in the previous section. These

techniques can determine thejoint surface roughness from the borehole survey (Thapa, 1994). On

the other hand, one of the most important characteristics ofjoints is their orientation. A joint's

orientation represents two parameters, namely, dip direction and dip angle. This section describes

the determination ofboth dip direction and dip angle form the borehole survey.

    Smoothing the extracted data from the joint profiles, ajoint represents the sine curve in a

360-degree expansion, as shown in Figure 2.5. Then, the joint surface closely resembles that

which is expressed in Equation 2-2 as follows:

                          y=Asin Åq3(x-B)År+c (2-2)

s m N E s

      Joint appearing as a sine curve

Figure 2.5 Determination ofjoint orientation
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where l periphery ofthe borehole

A amplitude ofthe sine curve (A 2 O)
B inhial phase ofthe sine curve (-3 sBÅq 3)

C : depth (the distance from adatum line).

    From this equation, the amplitude and the initial phase are determined.

direction a (OO s a Åq 3600) and dip angle 6 (OO s 6 Åq 900) are calculated using

and 2-4 as follows:

Then, both

Equations

dip

2-3

    (2x +
a={     2zB .
      I

       6=

      3602zB    )•
 l      2z
360
2z
Åqtan-' (2:!.)År .

 (-gsBÅqo)

  (oÅqBÅqS)

i62•

(2-3)

(2-4)

2.4.3 Measurement of a joint aperture

    In the nexl step, ajoint aperture is calculated. Figure 2.6 shows ajoint on the vertical

borehole. In this figure, joints andlor discontinuities comprise two smooth opposing joint walls

with the same orientation. The true aperture of the joint is shown by vector n" connecting the

lower profile point o to its opposing point a. However, in the BSS profiles, vector n" cannot be

found since point a does not lie on the curve defined by the intersection of the borehole and the

upperjoint wall. Since the true aperture cannot be found, one of two alternative approaches may

be taken to estimate nÅr. One approach involves the correction ofan apparent aperture vector, such

  )as h, which is vertically parallel to the borehole axis, namely,

lih11 - )
b cos e • (2-5)

In this approach, e is equal to dip angle fi. This approach can easily estimate the true aperture

after determining the dip direction and the dip angle.

    The apparent aperture approach assumes that the upper joint wal1 is a smooth plane

between points b and a, as shown Figure 2.6. This assumption contradicts the entire exercise of

measuring roughness and apertures where deviations from a mean plane are being sought. The
other approach to aperture measurement (Thapa, 1994) uses vector n' , to estimate i Point p on

vector n- , is chosen so that errorvector e is minimum along one or more segments ofthe profile.

     This second approach, based on errorminimization, was used to obtain the apertures for a

joint shown in Figure 2.7. This may be the advantage of discussing an anisotropy analysis of

joints.
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    In this thesis, apertures are used to estimate the average results from the second approach,

and they use the analysis and the discussion which follow.
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2.5 Comparison of the BSS analysis with the observation of core samples

     Using an rock quality designation (ReD) parameter, the BSS analysis is compared with the

borehole log and the core samples from aphoto, and the correlation and the difference among the

results are then discussed. ReD was devised by Deere (1964) and is defined as the percentage

length ofa given length ofcore consisting ofintact rock. On the other hand, the photo of the core

samples was taken from the recovered core samples in the core box. Since the photo shows a

picture image of the results of BSS, the BSS image is compared with the photo of the core

samples for the condition ofthe joints.

     The length ofthe core samples used in calculating ReD is measured at the center scanline of

the core samples (ISRM, 1978). In the case ofthe photo ofthe core samples, however, the length

of the scanline is measured at the core sample surface since the photo presents just one side of

the core samples. Figure 2.8 shows the distribution of ReD determined by many kinds of tools

through boreholes. In comparing ReD, it is confirmed through each method that ReD decreases

in BSS. The difference in ReD between BSS and the photo is less than that between the borehole

log and the photo. In comparing ReD at Boreholes B with C, where rhyolite can be found in most

parts, it is discoveredthrough every method that each R2D is equal. Figures 2.9(a), (b), and (c)

show the relationship between ReD through the borehole log and ReD through the BSS image.

From these figures, a tendency for ReD through BSS to be larger than that through the borehole

log can be confumed. This is because when core samples are extracted, commotion and loss occur,

and these incidents contribute to the smaller value of ReD determined from the borehole log.

Thus,joints must be found under different conditions. As compared to the photo ofcore samples

with the detailedBSS image, each joint which can be found is in a one-to-one relation between the

photo and the BSS image. As for the results, it is understood that joints which can only be found

through the BSS image consist of only a smal1 percentage of the total number of joints. The

results are shown in Table 2.3. From this table, the difference in ReD is thought to have been

causedby manyjoints being representedby only one photo image ofthe core samples. The main

differences in ReD between the BSS image and the photo are described as follows:

         i) Joints whose apertures are very close cannot be extracted.

         ii) Newjoints are formed in the process ofrecovering core samples.

    The latter causes the release of in-situ stress and/or vibrations in the making of boreholes

and in the handing ofcore samples. Thesejoints cannot be found naturally in rock masses. The

need to create new joints can be prevented by improving the borehole dri11ing method and by

taking care in the handing ofthe core samples.

    The former expresses the fact that joints cannot be extracted from a picture image, since

apertures are very close and picture images are not clear These problems cause the need for field

investigations and require research on the capacity of the scanning system and the techniques of
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Figure 2.9
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Table 2.3 The difference in the number ofjoints based on the measuring method

BoreholeA BoreholeB BoreholeC

Commonnumberofjointsthroughboththe
photoandBSS 395 354 413

Thenumberof'ointsthrouhonlhoto 184 120 155

ThenumberofjointsthroughonlyBSS 18 9 30

investigations and require research on the capacity of the scanning system and the techniques of

the image analysis. As for the capacity of the scanning system, BSS is advantageous and can

supply higher quality images than other borehole scanning methods, as stated above (Murai, et

al., 1988; Tanimoto, et al., 1992). Thapa (1994) developed an image analysis which could be used

comfortably and produce high-quality results without the influence of artificial errors. Therefore,

it is thought that BSS images can sufficiently estimate in-situ joint conditions.

     Considering the above-mentioned circumstances and the ability to grasp jointed rock

masses, especially the estimation of parameter ReD, BSS images have more advantages than the

investigation of core samples and other methods.

2.6 Bias errors in thejoint survey

     The joint frequency of observations at boreholes andlor rock surfaces represents the

difference in the relation between the survey direction and the joint orientation. This is called a

bias error, and Terzaghi explained that the impossibility of making adequate observations was an

effect ofthe angle ofintersection in observations ofjoint orientation (1965). In other words, the

joint set, which presents a nearly uniform angle ofthe observed direction, can be more difficult 'to

measure than other joint sets. Since the field measurements are carried out under many

restrictions related to geometry, economics and so on, however, it is impossible to prevent bias

errors. In order to reduce bias errors in the observed direction, the method, which is an

improvement ofTerzaghi's method, can be applied to the observation data on boreholes.

     In the first step ofthis method, the weight value, Mi, is defined as follows:

         i) ei formed where the normal line of the joint plane and the borehole intersect

              with each other.
         ii) wi = cosl e, is calculated of each joint.

                       i
          iii) The weight value (O -•J 1) ofeachjoint is defined in Equation 2-6 as follows:
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        W.' W.= i .    i 2w,
(2-6)

In this way, weight value lfi is used in the analysis of the joint orientations. The angle, ei, is

defined by both the orientation ofjoints orjoint sets and the scanning direction. When making the

contoured lower hemisphere projection, the dip and the dip direction of the joints are plotted in

the lower hemisphere and the plot points are afforded the weight values of the joints. In making

the contoured lower hemisphere projection with the weight value, it can be described in

consideration ofthe effect ofbias errors ofthe orientation.

    Next, the regularjoint model shown in Figure 2.10(a) is considered. In the case of Figure

2.10(a), only one scanline can be determined for which a true joint frequency can be measured.

That is, for measuring this scanline, the interval of the joints is equal to the so-called spacing of

the joints (Grossmann, 1993). The relationship between joint frequency and angle ei, which

consists oftwo lines, namely, the measuring scanline in the field and the scanline determined from

the truejoint frequency in the rock masses, can be described by the staircase function, as shown

in Figure -2.10(b). This function closely resembles Equation 2-7 as follows:

n = nocos ei (2-7)

where n is the joint frequency from the field measurements and no is the true joint frequency in

the rock masses. Therefore, the true joint frequency is given by Equation 2-8. By multiplying

the measured joint frequency, n, by 1 1 cos e,, bias errors for the measuring direction can be

reduced, namely,

     nno =
    cos ei

(2-8)

Scanline : to obtain joint frequency

(a)

X
YX

                   Scanline in field  Discontinuity

  n = nocos ei

no : Joint frequency
n : Joint frequency by field measurements
e i : Angles formed where scanline and discontinuity cross each other

Relationship between discontinuity set and scanline
in a regular joint model

   nno =
  cos ei

(b) Weight function to revise the survey error

Figure 2.10 The concept of errors in joint surveys and its revise function
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     Using the above method, it is possible to determine the true joint frequency by measuring

the right scanline against ajoint set.

2.7 Identifyingjointsets

     A graphical approach to the analysis of orientation data can easily be done by plotting the

points which represent the normals on each discontinuity plane ofthe lower hemisphere. The

preferred orientation, clusters, and joint sets can be identified with the human eye. If the

preferred orientation and joint sets can be determined, a discontinuity model of the jointed rock

mass can be made. A discontinuity numerical simulation, such as the distinct element method

(DEM) (Cundall, 1971a, 1971b) or the discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA) (Shi, 1985),

etc., can be carried out. In general, the orientation limits for each joint set can be specified either in

terms ofa range in trend and plunge angles, as an angular range from an axis near the center of the

clusters, or by a manual delineation of a range of orientations. This method is advantageous in

that it allows an individual's expertise and familiarity with a particular site to play a part in the

identification of the clusters (Priest,.1993). In advocating this subjective approach, Bridges

(1990) emphasized the value ofhuman capabilities in pattern recognition where there are complex

and overlapping clusters ofdiscontinuity orientation. With such advantageous measuring systems

as BSS and BTV, however, it is thought that as the amount ofjoint data. increases, dealing with

this data using the human eye becomes distracting, difficult, and complex.

     An accurate and less individual approach to the analysis of clusters in orientation data was

then presented by Shanley and Mahtab (1976) and later modified by Mahtab and Yegulalp

(1982). In this section, a brief account of the approach to the analysis ofjoint data described in

this research work will be presented. The Mahtab and Yegulalp algorithm is based upon the

assumption that a discontinuity set will exhibit a significantly greater degree of clustering than a

totally random distribution of orientations. The probabilities associated with random events can

be expressed in terms of Poisson's process. The probability, P(t,v), of exactly t events occurring

at an interval [O,v] is given by Equation 2-9 as follows:

P(t,v) =
e-AV(Av)t

t!
(2-9)

where t : an integer (O, 1, 2, ...".)

      A : the event frequency per unit dimension (time, distance, angle, etc.).

    The interval ofv, shown in Equation 2-9, can be prescribed for a range of orientations for

discontinuity normals in the case ofthe analysis oforientation data. The range can be determined
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in terms of a cone angle, 'l/J, whose axis can be specified as dip direction/dip (a/(3). Such a cone

angle contains a proportion, c, on the hemisphere given by Equation 2-10, namely,

c= I-cos ('l/J) (2-10)

If the sample range ofall orientations on the hemisphere is considered to be a constant unit

size, interval v is equal to c. Therefore, if the total sample number of discontinuity normals is n,

the event frequency, A, is equal to n. Substituting c and n for v and A in Equation 2-9 gives

Equation 2-11, namely,

( )
e-nc(ncr

P t,c = ,
t.

(2-11 )

In actuality, the poles which represent the inside of a counter circle have been counted. This

circle can be defined by the cross section of a cone whose apex is located at the center point of

the sphere and the surface of the hemisphere projects the discontinuity normals. From cone angle

'l/J, 1% of the surface area of the hemisphere will be a counter circle. In calculating the poles,

sampling cells on the hemisphere which show the isotropic constant area can then be made as

well as possible. Nodal points are at the center of the cells. The density distribution for each

nodal point can be calculated through Poisson's distribution.

In the next step, a grouping discontinuity is carried out. The probability, P(>t,c), of more

than t randomly orientated discontinuity normals occurring with cone angle 'l/J is given by the

following simple summation:

where j is an integer pointer.

t e-nc(ncY
p(>t,c) = 1 - L 0' s S

j=l J.
(2-12)

For the analysis of orientation data, a critical value of t, that is, a critical frequency tcrit, can

be defined as the smallest value of t for which p(>t,c) s s, where s is a limiting probability.

Shanley and Mahtab (1976) took s to be 0.05, that is, the certification of Poisson's distribution.

On the other hand, Mahtab and Yegulalp (1982) took the limiting probability of s = c. For

example, in the case of a cluster analysis of 162 discontinuity normals and a cone angle of 'l/J = 10

(degrees), c is taken as 0.0152 from Equation 2-10. Inputting this value into Equation 2-12

yields a value of 6. On the other hand, in the case of s = 0.05, tcrit is 5 (Priest, 1993). For each

nodal point, the discussion to enclose the adjoining points which specify more than tcrit can be

determined by the clusters or the sets.
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     The probability distribution, such as Fisher's distribution or Bingham's distribution, etc.,

can then be estimated for each discontinuity set, and the statistical parameters (the resultant
      ÅÄvector R, population parameter k, and deviation angle 9 ) can be calculated with it, respectively.

               ÅÄResultant vector R presents the average normal vector of the discontinuity sets. As the

unevenness of the normal vector of discontinuity sets decreases, the population parameter

increases. Deviation angle 9 presents the degree ofunevenness for the discontinuity sets.

     In this research work, a test with a 950/o Poisson distribution method is carried out for the

orientation data obtained from five boreholes, as shown in Figure 2.3. The results of the cluster

analysis are shown in Figure 2.11 and Table 2.4. In Table 2.4, the statistical parameters applied

in Fisher's distribution (Fisher, 1953) are also shown. Equations 2-13 -- 2-15 give each statistical

parameter as follows:

                                  k.2Mr' (2-13)
                                    M-1                                k=                                                                      (2-14)
                                        ÅÄ                                   M-R

                           g arcsin 2-iM-i) (2-is)

whereM is the number of samples in the discontinuity sets. In comparing the data from the

boreholes with the data from the adit wal1 observation, the results of the analyzed measurement

datataken from the exposed rock surfaces at five parts of the adit, as shown in Figure 2.3, are

also presented.

     From Table 2.4, it is clear that the orientations of the major joint sets resemble Boreholes

A, B, and C which are located in the inner part of the adit. And, the same tendency can be found

for Boreholes D and E which are located near the entrance of the adit. From the analytical results

ofall the boreholes, a majorjoint set, whose dip is less than 30 degrees and whose dip direction is

around 250 degrees, can be commonly found and is presented as a continuous and dominant joint

set. From a geological point ofview, it is thought that this set formed because ofthe common late

Cretaceous Cauldron Movement.

     In addition, a comparison ofthejoint mapping data results at the adit walI (Figures 2.11(b

r-  ij)) and the results of the discontinuity data from the borehole survey are carried out. As for

joint mapping at the adit wall, the total station (Jeck Co.) was used. More than three points on

the discontinuity surface ofthe adit wal1 are measured, and the dip angle and the dip direction are

analyzed. Based on the,results, the vertical discontinuity and the relative venical discontinuity

are found. In each borehole, however, the apparent frequency ofjoints that have dip angles of

more than 70 degrees is very smal1. Although an analysis of the discontinuities is applied to

reduce bias errors for the measuring direction, bias errors for measuring cannot be removed. Two

joint sets whose dip angles are more than 70 degrees are confirmed in the analysis of the joint

L
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mapping data. When measuring the discontinuity in the field, therefore, it is thought that linear

measurements should be taken independently in three directions in consideration of both

    From the analysis ofthe borehole data, two majorjoint sets in this field can be confirmed as

follows:

         i) The dip direction is around 250 degrees, such as N200M, and the dip angle is

              less than 30 degrees to the west (set No. 1 in Table 2.4)

         ti) The dip direction is N-S and the dip angle is in the range of 40 to 60 degrees to

              the east (set No. 2 in Table 2.4).
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Table 2.4 Dip direction and dip, k, 9 ,andR.L ofthejoint sets

Borehole Jointset Thenumber
of'oints

Dip
direction

Dip k 9 R.L qo 1
ID 312 250 24 13.6 22.5 72.7 77.4

A 2e 61 332 45 27.7 15.5 12.5 15.1

3- 18 102 81 10.4 25.27 8.57 4.47

4A 12 32 80 14.2 21.1 6.21 2.98

ID 218 237 32 9.67 26.9 55.3 61.1

2e 113 322 40 11.8 24.2 30.7 31.7

B 3- 11 112 75 8.7 27.2 6.47 3.08

4A 12 227 70 34.1 13.4 5.73 3.36

5A 3 33 73 19.7 15.1 1.79 O.84

la 262 120 30 10.7 25.6 58.1 59.7

C 2e 161 46 38 9.37 27.4 35.9 36.7

31 11 125 79 4.05 42.1 4.71 2.51

4A 5 79 64 51 10.2 1.26 1.14

ln 393 249 30 8.79 28.5 67.3 80.9

D 2e 57 47 64 9.94 26.4 16.8 11.7

31 19 328 89 13.7 21.9 8.94 3.91

4A 17 86 88 10.8 24.7 6.97 3.50

ID 324 247 27 11.3 24.8 60.3 67.9

E 2e 136 330 57 12.1 23.9. 32.6 28.5

3- 16 272 88 2.24 66.1 6.79 3.35

4A 1 207 77 . - O.31 O.21

ID 8 81 15 28.1 14.5 - 7.27

2e 6 116 45 49.8 10.5 -
5.45

Area1 3- 8 146 59 24.7 15.4 - 7.27

4A 68 85 90 20.5 18.1 - 61.8

5A 20 331 79 80.1 29.1 . 18.2

Area2 ID 24 93 83 30.6 14.5 - 100

Area3 10 24 82 77 41.1 12.5 - 100

10 3 83 17 20.5 14.8 - 3.37

Area4 2e 63 38 82 5.37 37.3 -
70.8

3- 23 271 87 8.92 27.6 ' 25.8

10 31 231 29 16.2 20.2 - 25.8

2e 18 334 43 21.7 17.1 - 10.8

Area5 3- 26 31 75 16.9 19.7 - 21.7

4A 37 97 87 13.4 22.4 ' 30.8

5A 8 154 83 40.1 12.1 - 6.67

On the other hand, from the results of the joint mapping data shown in Table 2.4, two other

majorjoint sets (set Nos. 3 and No. 4) can be found as follows:

       i) The dip direction is E-Mand the dip angle is more than 70 degrees.

       ii) The dip direction is N-S and the dip angle is more than 70 degrees.
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2.8 Suggestion of the relative importance (R.L) of discontinuity sets

     After carrying out a discontinuous numerical simulation, such' as DEM, the elements can

then be determined with a large number ofjoint sets. In this case, however, the large number of

joints can easily be affected by the results ofthe numerical simulation and the infiuence of the

joints. Thejoints are few in number, but are strongly controlled by the mechanical behavior and

the hydromechanical behavior. They cannot be considered in the numerical simulation. As

mentioned above, if the joint sets in only one direction are measured, the results of the

discontinuity analysis will contain bias errors and only the numerical simulation will be affected

by it. On the other hand, it is more difficult to determinejoints andjoint sets, which are few in

number but are strongly controlled by both the mechanicai behavior and the hydromechanical

behavior, than those which are great in number. Thus, a parameter can be described which

presents the degree ofrelative importance ofthe analyzedjoint sets.

    Injointed rock masses, both mechanical and hydromechanical behaviors can be affected by

discontinuities. These factors are thought to be the number ofjoints, such as joint frequency

andlor spacing, area, the apertures, joint surface roughness, and so on. Then, so as to determine

which joint set takes the influence from those behaviors, it is suggested that the parameter, the

relative importance (R.L) ofajoint set, be used in consideration of the number, the areeg and the

apertures ofthejoints, respectively.

                            -t!. . As . L,

                            nT AsT ivT                                         .100 (9.) (2-16)                       RJ. =
                                  3

where R.I. : relativeimportanceoftheselectedjointset

       n : joint frequency ofthe selectedjoint set

       nT : joint frequency of the ro ck mass
                                                                             ,       As : totaljoint areaofthe selectedjoint set

       AsT : total joint area of the rock mass

       iv : total void ofthe selectedjoint set

       ivT : total void of the ro ck mass.

Injoint mapping at an adit and a ground surface, As andAsT are used for the trace length in place

of the area. And, iv and ivT can be substituted for the sum of the apertures. When the area, the

trace length, and the apertures cannot be measured, Equation 2-16 can be changed to the

following:

R.I. =

L.A.,
nT A,T

2
Å~ 100 (9,) (2-17)
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n iv-+-
R.I. =nT 2 iVT

X 100 (%) (2-18)

As for joint sets measured from the borehole survey, R.I. is calculated in this research work

using weight value Wi and the apertures as follows:

L Wi iv--+-
R.I. = 1 2 iVT

X 100 (%) (2-19)

R.I. in this field is calculated, as shown in Table 2.4, and the percentage of discontinuities

in each joint set against the total number of joints can also be described. In comparing R.I. with

the percentage at Borehole C in Table 2.4, a definite difference cannot be found. However, at

other boreholes, R.I. is smaller than the percentage for joint set Nos. 1 and 2. In particular, it is

found that the R.I. ofjoint set No.1 at Borehole D is 20 points smaller than the percentage, while

the R.I. of joint set Nos. 3 and 4, which have few joints, such as the smaller percentage, clearly

presents the larger value. If the numerical simulation of the discontinuous model is performed in

consideration of only joint set Nos. 1 and 2, the selected joint sets are strongly controlled by the

results, and it is impossible to consider the influence of the joints and the joint sets which are few

in number. It is believed that if a joint set consists of a few joints which represent a large area and

wide apertures, they are influenced by the mechanical behavior.

A case is then presented in which two joint sets are taken from analyzing the orientation

data. If both sets present the same number of joints and the same population parameters, their

estimations are equivalent and they are applied to the numerical simulation equally. However, if

they present different values for R.I., it is possible to apply the joint sets to the numerical

simulation in consideration of the difference in R.I. and to perform a numerical simulation that

conforms to the in-situ conditions. R.I. is based on the concept that joints (contained in a large

area) and apertures are strongly affected by mechanical and hydromechanical behaviors and this is

appropriate. Since it is necessary to estimate the mechanical and the hydromechanical properties

for each joint, they must be investigated. In this research work, however, more than 300 joints

can be found in each borehole, and it is impossible to estimate both types of properties in each

joint and apply them to the numerical simulation. It is thought that R.I. effectively represents the

in-situ joint conditions, from a mechanical point of view, since it is able to estimate joint sets in

consideration of not only the number ofjoints, but also the area and the apertures.
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2.9 Discontinuity modeling

2.9.1 Extraction of the region of homogeneous joint distribution through the

       accumulated aperture

     In making a discontinuity model for ajointed rock mass, the changes in joints and joint sets

for each region ofan objective area must be considered. Then, after investigating where the same

tendency of a joint orientation and joint sets can be presented, a discontinuity model which

shows a homogeneous joint distribution must be made for each region. Kikuchi et al. (1987)

described how to extract the region of homogeneous joint distribution using orientation data

through the scanline sampling observation on a ground surface.

     After the region ofhomogeneous joint distribution, found through the borehole survey, is

classified, the concept ofthe accumulated aperture is introduced and its validity for discontinuity

modeling is confirmed.

a 7heconce to anaccumulateda erture

     An accumulated aperture is defined to accumulate aperture observedjoints along a borehole,

and it is presented to function as the depth of the borehole. By increasing the gradient of the

curve in order to relate the accumulated aperture with the location in the borehole, it is seen that

many joints densely exist or that joints whose apertures are wide can be found (Nakata, et al.,

1991).

b Standardizationo theaccumulateda erture

     In order to extract the range of homogeneous joint distribution through the accumulated

aperture, the standardization ofit will be performed as follows:

         i) Describe the function, F(x), which represents changes in the accumulated

              aperture along a borehole.

         ii) Link both starting and end points at F(x) by a straight line, .fÅqx). f(x) means that

              thejoint distribution is uniform for thejoint distribution.

         iii) Extract the region ofhomogeneous joint distribution by comparing F(x) andf(x).

The gradient of the curve represents the difference between I7(x) and .f(x) and can be identified

where a region is homogeneous or inhomogeneous. In other words, a region in which the gradient

is positive can relatively indicate the concentration ofwide aperturejoints. On the other hand, the

concentration of close aperture joints can be considered for a region in which the gradient is

negative. The concept ofthis method is shown in Figure 2.12.

     Figures 2.13 -- 17 show the standardization ofthe accumulated aperture and the extraction

of the homogeneous joint distribution for each borehole, respectively. Based on these systems,

the boreholes can be divided into regions ofhomogeneous joint distribution, except around the 62
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m point in Borehole B. These regions are called a, b, c, d"", in order from the upper side of each

borehole. Comparing these figures, a tendency for the gradient of the standardization of the

accumulated aperture to show a large value for depths of 10m to 20 m in each borehole can be

confirmed. Regarding this tendency, joints which have a large aperture are thought to exist in a

concentrated manner and this region is a weak part of the jointed rock mass. As for making a

standardization for the accumulated aperture, it becomes possible not only to extract the region of

homogeneous joint distribution, but also to estimate the weak part of the jointed rock mass.
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The extractionofthe region ofhomogenousjoint distribution in borehole E

2.9.2 Discussion of the analysis of
homogeneous joint distribution

o"entation data for each region of

     In this section, an orientation analysis

joint distribution and the results are discussed

i)

li)

hi)

iv)

                       is conducted for each region of the homogeneous

                      . The order ofthe analysis is described as follows:

In order to reduce bias errors caused by the investigation direction, weight value

Mi mentioned in the above section is estimated.

A lower hemisphere projection ofthe discontinuity normal is made.

The joint sets are analyzed using weight value PVi.

The number ofjoints, R.l., and the population parameter in each joint set are

estimated.

     From Figure 2.13, BoreholeA is divided into four regions. Then, an orientation analysis is

conducted in these regions. Figures 2.18(a) -- (d) and Table 2.5 show the results. At Borehole A

in Region c, between a depth of 10 m and 20 m where manyjoints whose apertures are wide can

be found, the dip angles ofthesejoints are estimated to be smal1 in the orientation analysis, as

shown in Figure 2.13. Then, it is thought that some geological interaction is at work in this

region in a horizontal direction. And, in the region of the homogeneous joint distribution, such as
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         (c) Regionc (d) Regiond
Figure 2.11 Lower hemisphere projection ofdiscontinuity normals labelled by set

       Table 2.5 Discontinuity analysis in borehole A for each region

Region Jointset Thenumber
of'oints

Dip
direction

Dip k 9 R.L 9o

ID 23 290 34 6.24 33.6 86.1 92.0

a 2e 1 82 80 - - 6.3 4.0

3- 1 127 73 - - 7.7 4.0

b ID 31 264 28 13.63 22.1 100 100

ID 119 256 23 11.91 24.1 96.2 98.3

c 2e 1 23 76 - -
1.5 O.85

31 1 308 81 - - 2.3 O.85

ID 183 266 28 8.59 28.76 72.5 81.0

d 2e 17 318 41 9.95 25.78 6.7 7.52

31 16 101 82 9.7 26.07 12.1 7.08

4A 10 30 82 14.2 20.85 8.8 4.42
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Region d in BoreholeA, morejoints whose dip angles are steep can be found than in other regions,

as shown in Figure 2.18(d).

     Considering the above-mentioned circumstances, the characters ofjoint distribution are

different for each region along the borehole and it is impossible to grasp the joint character from

the orientation analysis based on the uniform borehole data. Thus, it is necessary to analyze the

orientation data and grasp thejoint character ofeach region along the borehole individually. When

the borehole is divided into regions, the concept of the accumulated aperture is effective and

convenient. Based on this concept, it is possible to find a region in consideration of the joint

frequency and aperture. It is necessary to grasp the character of the orientation in each region.

And, when making the discontinuity models, the joint character must be applied to each region.

2.10 Joint frequency map through the borehole survey

2.10.1 Semi-continuity model forajointedrock mass

     As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the extraction ofjoints andlor discontinuities and their

analyses are described. And, with the analyzed orientation data and determined joint sets,

information is prepared on how to perform the discontinuity mechanical and hydromechanical

analyses. In this section, ajoint frequency map, which belongs to the semi-continuity model of a

jointed rock mass, is proposed through the joint data at the boreholes. Then, the distribution

characters ofthejoints andlor discontinuities at unlmown areas between boreholes are estimated.

     Sakurai, et al. (1987) described the model of a ground and identified three types, namely,

the continuity model, the discontinuity model, and the semi-continuity model. In panicular, in

the case of a weathered andlor a fractured jointed rock mass, not only major joint sets but also

manyjoints which do not belong tojoint sets can be found and the mechanical behavior seems to

combine the continuity model and the discontinuity model. Sakurai, et al. (1987) defined this

ground as a semi-continuity model. In considering this type ofground, the discontinuity modei

cannot be applied since it is impossible for it to deal with all joints in an objective area after

estimating their mechanical and hydromechanical propenies. The continuity model, which is

considered along with the influence of the discontinuities, is then applied to this ground

effectively.

     The joint frequency map presented in this thesis is thought to belong to the semi-continuity

model. By estimating the joint frequency in each element of the joint frequency map and

clarifying the relationship between the mechanical parameter and the joint frequency, it is

possible to apply the continuity analysis to the jointed rock mass in consideration of the

influence ofdiscontinuities.
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2.10.2 Concept of ajoint frequency map

    The concept ofjoint frequency (n) has been applied as one of the major parameters for

determining the mechanical behavior of ajointed rock, which is defined by the number ofjoints

per unit length [11m] (in the case of a one-dimensional survey), by the total length ofjoints per

unit area [mlm2] (in the case ofa two-dimensional survey), or by the total area ofjoint planes per

unit volume [m2/m3] (in the case of a three-dimensional survey), as shown in Figure 2.19

(Tanimoto et al., l994). The unit ofjoint frequency (n) becomes [11m] in any representation.

Figure 2.20 shows the results ofjoint frequency for two different types of representation. The

3-D representation shows higher values than the 1-D case for the same pomts.

L

Scan length L

number of points N

Scan area A

       N      2 l, [m]
   n = i-'- 1

       A [m2]

 (b) 2-D scanning

Defmition ofjoint frequency (n)

Scan volume V

n= scan length L [m]

(a) 1-D scanning

Figure 2.19
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     Three boreholes (A, B, and C), each 70 m in length, respectively, are given. They are shown

in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.21 shows the distributions ofjoint frequency through the 1-D analysis

based on the BSS survey.

     Assuming that thejoints extend planely and continuously between the boreholes, the joint

distribution is interpolatedin an unknown area. Then, by applying the concept of two-

dimensional joint frequency, the joint frequency map between boreholes is described. This

concept is shown in Figure 2.22. In making the joint frequency map, the following two problems

exist:

         i) Ifajoint is picked up in both boreholes, the estimate ofthejoint frequency will

              be duplicated.

         ii) The suitability ofan assumption whosejoints extend planely and continuously

              between boreholes is doubted.

The way to solve these problems will be described in a latter section.

2.10.3 Avoidingduplication

     The method for duplicating one joint at both sides of a borehole has been improved. One

joint, which is measured at the borehole on the left-hand side, is applied to a weight of 1 at the

borehole on the left-hand side and a weight ofO at the borehole on the right-hand side, as shown

in Figure 2.23. The weight decreases from 1 to O proportionally to the horizontal distance from

the observed borehole. Equations 2-20 and 2-21 describe the left-- and right- side weights,

'respectively.
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Figure 2.22 The concept ofajoint frequency map (Tanimoto , et. al., 1994)
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Figure 2.23 Weight set up in consideration ofdistance (Tanimoto, et. al., 1994)

w.=i- x'X

,

        Xo-x
WRx=1-         Xo

(2-20)

(2-21)

where vaLx and MRx are the left- and the right- side weight values which are applied to joints

obtained at both boreholes, respectively,Xo is the distance between the boreholes, andx is the

horizontal distance from the borehole on the left-hand side to the target point. Even ifone joint is

measured at both boreholes, it is prevented from yielding a duplicated estimation because of the

relation of Mts + MRx = 1.
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        Figure 2.24 Investigation v.s. estimation ofjoint frequency

     In addition, Figures 2.24(a) and (b) show a comparison of the joint frequency, which is

assumed from the other borehole data, with the observed joint frequency. In Figure 2.24(a), the

distance between boreholes is 4.09 m, which shows a good correlation between both kinds of

joint frequencies. It is suitable to apply the weight in. consideration of the distance from the

observed borehole to the objective location. In Figure 2.24(b), however, the distance between

boreholes is 59.07 m, which results in an irregular correlation. The influence ofthe length between

boreholes or between a borehole and an objective location and the three-dimensional expansion of

joints needs to be considered.

2.10.4 Consideration of the extension ofjoints

     Discontinuities andlorjoints have some extended areas in the field. In past research work,

Tanimoto, et al. (1994) assumed that a discontinuity existed with unlimited expanding. Based on

this assumption, therefore, they calculated the joint frequency and made ajoint frequency map in

the objective area. However, this assumption cannot present the real conditions of ajointed rock

mass due to the lack ofconsideration to the extension and the continuity ofthejoints. In order to

give some consideration to the real field conditions, therefore, an assumption which presents the

real conditions in the field must be defined and ajoint frequency map msut be made.

     In considering the extension ofjoints and the area of discontinuity at an unknown field, an

assumption is needed. To apply the assumption, the validity of it must first be contemplated. In

the author's research work, the expansion ofjoints is considered from a geological point of view.

The orientation ofsome faults agrees with one of the distinguished joint sets in this field. Based

on this tendency, it is thought that the joints are created by the movement of the faults and the

hydrothermal metamorphism and that they exist along a major fault orientation. Therefore, joints

in this field appear along some major orientation of sets, whilejoints in ajoint set show an

extension and an area. Although each joint represents an areq joints have continuously existed
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along the joint set orientation. Thus, the distribution ofjoints is assumed to be

intermittent, and periodic, like the Veneziano model (Dershowitze & Einstein, 1988).

collinear,

     In order to apply the concept of the Veneziano model, the period of the joints must be

determined. Kinashi et al. (1995) described the relationship between an aperture and the trace

lengh. They showed the tendency for the trace length to be longer as the aperture grows longer.

The continuity ofthe joints, considering the aperture, is thus suggested as follows:

     i) The aperture is transformed to the threshold, t, whose range is between Oand 1.

     fi) The periodical function, f(x?, is established.

     hi) Thejoints are assumed to exist in the range of tÅrf(x?.

The function, which transforms the aperture to the threshold, is described as a convex curve

against the positive direction, as shown in Figure 2.25, and the periodical function is described

as a convex curve against the negative direction, as shown in Figure 2.26. From the results

investigatedthrough the BSS survey, it is confirmed that there are many joints whose apertures

are very narrow and dense. One example ofthe relationship between an aperture and the number

ofjoints is shown in Figure 2.27. 0ne can see that most joints have an aperture of less than 3

mm. With a smal1 aperture range between O nzm and 10 nan, the difference in the distribution of

the histogram in Figure 2.27 is evident. In particular, the distribution ofthe histogram changes

greatly in an aperture range ofO mm to 3 nmi. Based on the concept that the extension of the

joints is closely related to the joint aperture, the influence of ajoint aperture in applying a

function must be considered when determining the extension of the joints. In actuality, when

considering the extension of the joints, a function must be determined through the trace lengh.

However, it is impossible to obtain the results ofthe trace Iength from the borehole wal1 survey.

In this research work, therefore, the shape of the function is determined in Figure 2.25 based on

the distributive property ofjoints shown in Figure 2.27.

    At first, the aperture transforms threshold t using one function, as shown in Figure 2.25.

The threshold, whose range is between O and 1, is obtained by Equation 2-22, namely,

1
-t---------------------------------- -

n

t

m
o ap max

aT

o x
T

L

Figure2.25 Thefunctionisdetermined Figure2.26 Theshapeofthefunctionrepresents
           by thresholdt the period ofthejoints
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                            t= Miiliill l,i apM3+m, (2-22)

where ap is the aperture, t is the threshold, max is the maximum aperture, and mi, m2, and m3 are

constants (O sm, Åqm, s 1, OÅqm, Åq 1). In this research work, an investigation is conducted

using mi = O.05, m2 = O.95, m3 = 113, and max = 1O. Therefore, joints whose apertures are more

than 1O mm are transformed into apertures of 1O mm.

     Secondly, function f(x?, which represents the periodic appearance ofjoints shown in

Figure 2.26, is defined in Equation 2-23 as

                          f(x)=(g)-qxe asq) (2-23)

where q is a constant and T is the period. In Figure 2.26, therefore, it is thought that ajoint

existed in the range oftÅrf(x? and its extension is equal to the trace length, aT. aT can be

represented by period T, threshold t, and constant parameter q in function f(x?. Then, x is

calculated and satisfies the relation t =f(x? as follows:

                                 X= lii•t-q (2--24)

A part of discontinuous trace length aT is represented by Equation 2-25 using threshold t,

namely,

                               a.=2x=Tt-q (2-25)

where aT consists of threshold t and repeats cycle L/T (L is the trace length if the joints are

continuous in one mesh.) in one mesh. The total trace length of the joints in one mesh is

represented by Equation 2-26, namely,

                             2aT=;aT=Lfq (2-26)
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The above-mentioned method is described for calculating the joint frequency in a case in which

calculated trace length aT is within one mesh and the period appeared joint is LIT. Since joints

appear with great continuity, however, trace length aT is longer than the size of the sampling

mesh. In such a case, aT depends on the TIL number of meshes. Thus, in order to estimate trace

length aTin each mesh, aTis divided by T/L. Ultimately, it comes down to Equation 2-26. Since

period T is eliminated, the total trace length is independent of T and the joint frequency can be

calculated without the influence ofthe repeated period ofthe joints.

2.10.5 Joint frequency map

    Considering the above, trace length L'exists in the unit area ofthe joint frequency map and

is illustrated by taking the weight for the distance between the boreholes and the threshold for

the aperture by Equation 2-27. The joint frequency in each mesh, n, is then estimated by

Equation 2-28, namely,

L'
 = W2 aT = ua( M2-M

    max
   2L,
n=    s

.31
 apm3 - ml )'q

(2-27)

(2-28)
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where L'is the trace length in consideration ofthe continuity, M7is a weight (ML. or Miix), S is an

area ofmesh, and n is thejoint frequency. The joint frequency map between BoreholesA and C is

shown in Figure 2.28.

2.11 Conclusion

     In this chapter, a geological survey and ajoint investigation have been carried out and the

joint data have been analyzed. To addition, the joint aperture, the joint frequency, and the

orientation of the joints, such as the dip and the dip direction, have been estimated and a

discontinuity model ofajointed rock mass and a semi-continuity model have been made based on

thejoint frequency.

     In the investigation of the discontinuities andlor joints, borehole wal1 sensing was

performed by BSS and the character of the discontinuities was grasped in detail. BSS was

confumed to have an advantage regarding images and analyses over other investigating methods.

In particular, in comparing the number ofjoints and ReD obtained from the BSS images with

those obtained through the investigation of recovered core samples, the values were found to be

different for the same borehole. Since the core samples were broken, it is thought that the BSS

images presented a more practical picture ofthe in-situ rock mass than the core samples. From

the BSS images, the orientation, the aperture, and the joint surface roughness have been estimated.

     Based on the orientation data, an orientation analysis has been carried out and joint sets

have been extracted. Using the extracted results, it is possible to perform a discontinuity

simulation, such as DEM, to represent thejoint orientation. However, the extraction ofjoint sets

only considered the number ofjoints, and it is thought that merely knowing the number ofjoints

is not sufficient for estimating the mechanical and the hydromechanical properties of a jointed

rock mass. In this research, therefore, R.L, which presents the relative importance ofthe joint si' t,

has been proposed. This parameter has been thought to be influenced by the number ofjoints, the

extension (an area), and the apertures. Based on the idea that ajoint, which consists of a wide

aperture and covers a large area, strongly affects both the mechanical and the hydromechanical

behaviors more than others, R.I. has been able to estimate both properties in detail. In particular,

it has been confirmed that ajoint set presents alarge number ofR.L, although it has shown more

smal1 numbers ofjoints than otherjoint sets. It is thought that not enough consideration has been

given to the extension ofjo'ints since only the borehole survey data has been analyzed in this

thesis. However, the apertures ofmostjoints in ajoint set have been found to be wide, although

the number ofjoints has been few. The joint analysis has estimated the intensive orientation, only

giving consideration to the same number ofjoints as usual. However, R.I. has supplemented the

joint analysis with some factors, such as the apertures and the extension ofjoints, and joint sets
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have been obtained in consideration of both mechanical and hydromechanical properties. As for

the above-mentioned reasons, it is thought that R.I. has presented essential information on jointed

rock masses.

     As for the semi-continuity model for thejointed rock mass, ajoint frequency map has been

proposed. While making the joint frequency map, the composition of the geology and a

comparison of the orientation ofmajor faults with that ofthe joints have been considered. The

model has been created in consideration ofthe geological structure. As for the extension ofjoints,

consideration for the index ofthe joint apertures has been given. This consideration was based on

the concept that joints with wide apertures present high continuity. The joint frequency map can

be applied to certain numerical models, and this discussion will be described in the following

chapters.
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Chapter 3

Quantitative Determination of Rock
       Joint Surface Roughness

3.1 Introduction

    Manyjoints can be easily found in rock masses and they are strongly controlled by the

deformation, the strength, and the permeability of the rock masses. Therefore, it becomes

necessary to quantitatively grasp the joint distribution, the mechanical properties, and the

hydromechanical properties of the joints.

    In general, it is the mechanical propenies of rock joints that are thought to identify the

compressive behavior and the shear behavior. Goodman et al. (1968) defined two parameters,

namely, the normal stiffness, kn, and the shear stiffness, ks, in order to represent the normal

behavior and the shear behavior ofrockjoints, respectively. They assumed an equivalent stiffness

spring model in both normal and shear directions, such as the joint element, and then applied it to

a numerical simulation using FIi M, etc. In considering the so-called 'loosing zone', which appears

around openings in jointed rock masses after excavations, both normal and shear behaviors, in

particular, the shear behavior ofrockjoints must be considered.

    The shear behavior of rock joints is closely related to the fi11ing materials and the joint

surface roughness. Barton (1973) described some factors of the mechanical behavior ofjointed

rock masses, specifically the shear behavior, and presented four factors, namely, the magnitude of

effective normal stress across the joints, the mode of failure which is controlled by the orientation

ofthe joints with respect to the loading direction and by the spacing of the joints in relation to

the loaded dimensions, the roughness of the joint surfaces, and the type of joints. After

considering these factors, Barton (1973) suggested an empirical non-linear equation for the peak

shear strength using the results of shear tests on many kinds of rock joints. Before Barton's

equation, Patton (1966) and Goldstein et al. (1966) had generally presented the shear strength of

irregular rock surfaces and broken rock under low normal stress by

                           Tp=u.tan(ipb+i) . (3-1)

Under high normal stress, it was assumed that the Coulomb relationship, shown in Equation 3-2,

would be valid since most ofthe irregularities had been sheared off, namely,

Tp = u.tan ip (3-2)
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On the other hand, Barton's empirical equation was represented by the peak shear strength of the

rockjoints in consideration ofthejoint surface roughness and thejoint wall compressive strength.

In this equation, the influence ofboth the joint surface roughness and the strength of the material

is shown in parameters IRC and JCS, respectively. MC (Joint Roughness Coefficient), in the

range of O to 20, was identified by smooth to rough joint surface roughness, and Barton and

Choubey (1977) introduced twenty representative shapes ofjoint surface roughness. JCS (Joint

Wal1 Compressive Strength) was estimated by Schmidt's hammer test, and its value is equal to 114

uc. If the JRC value could easily be determined by the roughness profile data, the in-situ shear

strength of rock joints could then be estimated quickly and conveniently. In this way, the

empirical equation developed by Barton is more effective than the Coulomb relationship in

estimating the shear strength ofrockjoints. The shear strength of rock joints is closely related to

the joint surface roughness, and it is important to grasp this relationship. Therefore, JRC is

thought to be an effective parameter for representing the joint surface roughness.

     After determining the JRC value, however, the empirical equation could not estimate the

shear strength. In fact, Baiton (1973) and Barton and Choubey (1977) estimated the IRC value

based on the results of the shear tests which were performed. The peak shear strength, the

effective normal stress, and the JCS value were already known after the shear tests were

performed. The IRC value was then estimated by back analyzing the empirical equation using

those parameters. Concerning this point, it seems that the IRC value is not exact enough to

represent the roughness in detail, and it contains the influence of all other factors except for the

roughness. In particular, when discussing the relationship between the shear behavior and the

roughness from the results of laboratory shear tests, the quantitative determination of the joint

surface roughness must be made with high precision.

     Under these circumstances, the measurement and the quantitative determination of the joint

surface roughness are discussed in this chapter. First of all, a spectral analysis of the

representative shapes of roughness which was introduced by Barton and Choubey (1977) is

presented, and parameter Ms is suggested for determining the joint surface roughness. Next, a

measurement system for the joint surface roughness in specimens developed by Tanimoto and

Kishida (1995) is described, and Ms is calculated from the roughness profiling data. Finally,

another quantitative determination of roughness is described in consideration of the shear

behavior in orderto discuss the relationship between shear behavior and roughness, as shown in

the following chapter.
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32 Quantitative determination of two-dimensional joint surface roughness

3.2.1 Estimation ofjoint surface roughness using Barton's IRC

     Many researchers have published studies on the relationship

joint surface roughness. In panicular, the empirical equation for

described by Barton (1973), has been used for reference.

between shear propenies and

shear strength, using the JRC

    Barton conducted joint direct shear tests on specimens which represented high uniaxial

compressive strength. Based on the results, Barton presented the following empirical equation for

the peak shear strength:

T. = a.tan ÅqJRC logio (JaC.S)+ ipbÅr
(3-3)

where Tp .: peakshearstrengthoftherockjoint

      an : effectivenormalstress

      JRC : jointroughnesscoefficient

      JCS i effectivejoint wall compressive strength (saturated)

      ipb i basic friction angle (wet, residual, drained).

The joint surface roughness coefficient (JRC) for a particular joint has b

JRC =

tan-i
 (ill'i") - Åëb

een defined as follows:

iogio (&' )
(3-4)

where ac is the rock's compressive strength which is replaced by JCS for weatheredjoints.

    The remarkable point in Equation 3-3 is the introduction of parameter JRC, which.

represents joint surface roughness, into the equation for shear strength and to describe the

representative shape of JRC (Barton and Choubey, 1977). Figure 3.1 shows the representative

shape ofJRC. From Figure 3.1, JRC is fouRd to be in the range ofO to 20. As the JRC value

increases, the shape of the joint surface roughness becomes complicated and rough. In fact, the

JRC of an in-situ rock joint can be determined not only by the back analysis in Equation 3-3,

after performing the shear tests, but also by a comparison ofthe in-situ rockjoints and shapes, as

shown in Figure 3.1. If the quantitative determination of the joint surface roughness can be

estimated or can determine the IRC value before performing the shear tests, the peak shear

strength in the field can then be determined quickly and easily. From this point of view, Barton's

empirical equation (Equation 3-3) is very effective for estimating the peak shear strength in the

field. When the peak shear strength is estimated before performing the shear tests, using

Equation 3-3, however, many problems such as the following arise:
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Type

1

JRCrange

O--2

.17?Cvalue

O.4

2 2A.4 2.8

3 4-v6 5.8

4 6'-8 6.7

5 8•v1O 9.5

6 1O•v12 10.8

7 12-.14 12.8

8 14"-16 14.5

9 16'vl8 16,7

10 18tv20 18,7

Scale

Figure 3.1 Typical roughness profile for the IRC range, as shown by Barton and Choubey

(1977)

          1) How is the JRC value determined?

         2) Ifthe determined lRC value is compared with the representative shape (Figure

              3.1) with the human eye, will the human eye become distracted and cause errors

              in the estimation ofthe peak shear strength?

         3) Can IRC itself tmly represent the joint surface roughness?

Thus, a method which can determine the JRC value accurately has to be shown or another reliable

quantitative determination forjoint surface roughness must be introduced.

     It is important that the IRC value be determined quantitatively since the relationship

between JRC and the peak shear strength was clarified through the results of many laboratory

direct shear tests (Barton, 1973; Barton and Choubey, 1977). Determining the IRC value

quantitatively is one ofthe more effective methods for estimating the peak shear strength. In this

section, therefore, the quantitative determination of two--dimensional roughness is firstly carried

out, as shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2 Spectral analysis

     In order to portray the image of Figure 3.1 onto a personal computer using the image

scanner system (NEC, PC-IN502) and to record the shape of the roughness of the scattered

digital data, the author carries out a quantitative determination based on these data. The interval

of the measurements is defined by 2048 points along a 10-cvei measuring line. By assuming the

roughness data on the wave, the determination has been applied to a spectral analysis. In a

spectral analysis, the function defined in the time-displacement domain is transformed into one
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defined in a frequency-amplitude or a frequency-phase domain by a Fourier transform. Then, in

the frequency-amplitude domain, the wave character can be clarified 'by the properties of the

frequency. In this research work, the power spectrum of the roughness data is calculated and the

property ofroughness is discussed in the frequency-amplitude domain. Since the roughness data

assumes waves, the frequency of1 Hz is said to be equal to a wave whose length is 1 nan.

Therefore, the unit of frequency, Uz, is equivalent to 11mnz

    In general, a Fourier series, such as the trigonometric series expansion of a periodic function

in which .one period is in the range of [-T!2, T12] is shown in Equation 3-5 as fo"ows:

            x(t) N flt' + a,cos 2TZt + a,cos 4TZt +•••+ a.cos 2nTXt +•••

                     + b,sin 2TZt + b,sin 4TZt +•••+ b.sin 2nTZt +••• (3-s)

                = fltt + .2nc.i (a.cos 2nTat +b.sin 2nTzt) ,

where coefficients an and bn are

                          a. = ;,ll-',12,x(t)cos 2nTztdt

                                 ,1, + (3-6)                          bn = ;I-,,,x(t)sin 2nTztdt

Applying the Euler theory to Equations 3-5 and 3-6, a complex Fourier expansion can be

described by Equations 3-7 and 3-8 as follows:

                            sc oe                       X(t)=.2., A.ei2f[n' !T +.2., B.e-i2"nt fT (3.7)

                      AB.".=::-.ibbn.:--/ltlil,ix.1`,le.:X.,"lf,11i[II` (3-s).

When n is defined in the range of-oo to oo, Equations 3-7 and 3-8 are presented as follows:

                                  ce                            x(t)=2 C.e`2sc"ti' (3-•9)
                                 n=-sc                          c. = Iii l-', ', 2, x(t)e- i2 'v "` iTdt . (3-lo)

If T is a finite number, Tfn is then equal to a period of n-th harmonics and its reciprocal becomes

frequencyfn, namely,

                                 fn =g (3-1 1)
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(3-12)

where bfis the difference between side-by-side frequencies. Substituting Equations 3-11 and 3

12 for Equations 3-9 and 3-10 and calculating a limit of T, Equations 3-9 and 3-10 are

represented by Equations 3-13 and 3-14, namely,

x(t) =i~X(f)eiZJlftd[

X(f) =i~ x(t)e-iZJlftdt

Equations 3-13 and 3-14 are generally called Fourier integrals or Fourier transforms.

(3-13)

(3-14)

In this thesis, the joint surface roughness is estimated based on the property of spectrum

after being analyzed by a Fourier transform. In this section, two kinds of Fourier transforms,'

namely, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the maximum entropy method (MEM), are applied

to the analysis of the joint surface roughness. The influence of the determination of the joint

surface roughness caused by the difference in Fourier transform methods is discussed.

a) Fast Fourier transform (FFTJ

A fast Fourier transform is applied to a Fourier transform since it is faster than other

methods. The Blackman-Tukey method (1958) was originally applied to the spectral analysis of

random data. However, it requires much time to calculate. Based on the need to calculate faster

and the fact that starting in the 1960s, the advantage of electronics made it possible to correct

high-quality and large-size data, Cooley and Tukey (1965) developed the fast Fourier transform

(FFT). However, FFT has not been the estimation method for spectra. It has been the algorithm

for calculating Fourier coefficients faster from random data. The reduction in calculating time has

been excellent. The power spectra of JRe 0-2, 8-10, and 18-20, from Figure 3.1, are shown in

Figure 3.2 using FFT, respectively. Other roughness are estimated with the same analysis.

In general, when calculating a power spectrum with FFT, truncation errors must be

considered since random data are limited in number. In the case of FFT, it is usually to smooth

spectrum applied some kinds ofwindow function. In this thesis, the smoothing power spectrum

for a given random sample of data is calculated by applying Parzen's lag window (Ohsaki, 1976a).

The band range to a smooth spectrum, band [Hz], is defined as follows:

band = 280
151· u

(3-15)

where u (sec or mm) is the limited range. Based on Equation 3-15, the limited range, u, is

calculated. Then, Parzen's lag window, W( r), is determined and the spectrum is smoothed. In the
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case ofband == O.O, therefore, smoothing is not performed. Figure 3.3 shows the power spectra

ofthe JRC 8-1O roughness in the case ofband == O.O, O.04, and O. 12, respectively.

bMaximumentro method ZiM

    FFThelps perform the spectral analysis much faster, but it is impossible for a performed

FFT to escape the influence of truncation errors from random data. Burg (1967) suggested the

estimated method of a spectrum from random data based on the concept that the spectrum is

determined as the information entropy rises to its maximum. The information entropy of random

time series data, x(kAt) = x, (k = O, 1, • • • , m), is defined by Equation 3-16 as follows:

H-- JP(XO, Xl ,
••

 •, x. )log p (xo, xi,•t •, x. )dv (3-I6)

where p is the simultaneous probability distribution. When calculating the spectrum, p is

presented. by Equation 3-17 based on the relationship between the spectrum and the auto-

correlation, such as the Wiener-Khintchine theory, namely, ,

                          I-l". p(f)ei2"faA"df = c(k)

                          or (3•-17)
                                  oc                          P(f) = ztSt 2 C(k)e- i2" faAt
                                 n=-oo

wherefN is the Nyquist frequency. Burg (l967) suggested that it was reasonable to estimate the

auto-correlation function under the condition that the entropy had not increased, that is, the

maximum entropy method (MLEIZM),

                                 OH
                                     =O . (3-18)                                OC(k)
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                         flV e-2zfkAt                        JIL,. p(f) df =o (k 2m + i) .

Equation 3-19 shows that 11P(f) can be an expanded limit series as follows:

                                       m                         1 1 P(f) = (1 1 At) 2] b,ei2"fiAt .

                                      j=-m

And, the auto-correlation function is defined by Equation 3-21, namely,

Ck = 21

7r

Since P(D is an even function,

               '

If 7k is a minimum phase, this

Equation 3-20, the auto-correlation can be described by Equation 3-23

  C,

step,

  1
 2z

7k isIn the next estimated
known. Equation 3-23 is multiplied

                     N-1                     ,2., C,-,y; - S

                              =i

                              =i

                                            (3-19)

                                            (3-20)

  .e2"pm` df (k.o,1,...,N-1) . (3-21)
  2 bJei2'tfJAt

 J=-m

b-k is equal to bk. Therefore, the following resolution can be showni

                        2  m N-1 J;l.]. bJe`2afJAt: 2I.;-o 7ke'2'vfkAt (3-22)

  resolution is unique. Then, in substituting Equation 3-22 for

                                , namely,

    et2"faA' ,df (k.o, 1,...,N-1) (3-23)
 N-1 2 r,e-2irfsAt
 s=O

       in Equation 3-23 under the condition that Ck is
     by 7t" and the sum total is calculated, in other words,

N-1
    t' ei2jV f(t-k)At2y
,.o

N-1
2 1!,e-2]rfsAt

s=O

      N-1e-i2;r faAt l2] yt' ei2z ji At

      ,.o 2 df
  N-1   2 7,e-2 Jv fs At

   s=O

        N-1   e-i2 gV fkAt 2 yt' ei2 Jr ji At

        t=o
N-1 N-12 7i ,e'i2 'V fS A` 2 7," ei2sv fs At

s=O s=O

df
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1

2z

J

 -i2Jv fkAt
e

  N-1  2 r,e
." s=O

-i2 iv ts At

df (3-24)

Since 7s becomes the minimum value in Equation 3-22

  N-1i1 Åri] 7,e

  s=O

, the following relation can be showni

       oo-i2afst = 2 a.

      n=n
e- i2gv fa At (3-25)

Substituting Equation 3-25 for Equation

can be shown as

3-24 and integrating Equation 3-24 , Equation 3-26

N-1,2.o C'-kY; = 21

z

rr

    x
SI"
    -x
thI"
    -n

nc

2 a.6(t + nt)
n=O
a. 6T

   -i2Jv faAt  e          df
N-1
2 7,e-i2xfsAt
s=O

  sc(2 a.e-i2"fiiAt) e'i2stfkzlt df

 n=O

 oo(2 a.) e-i2"f(k+n)At df

 n=e
(3-26)

where

6o =

ao =

1, ,S. =O
N-1
2 C.7M
m=1

(T#O) (3-27)

Introducing Equatien 3-26 to

called the Yule-Walker equation

the matrix

Co Ci
Ci Co
 ii
Cm Cm-1

, Equation

•i•  Cm
--. Cm -1

•. . E
.i• Co

3-28

1

71

i

7m

is shown

Pm
o
i

o

as follo.ws. It is generally

(3-28)

where 7t is the predictioR-error filter and Pm is the mean output from this filter. After calculating

coefficient 7k with Equation 3-28, the MEM spectrum can be determined from Equations 3--20

and 3-22, namely,

P(f)      m=1/ 2 bie
    1 -- -m

-i2afiAt = zst . cto 1
N-1
2 yke
k=O

- i2 fv fkAt

2

(3-29)
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There are two methods for solving Equation 3-28, namely, the Yule-Walker method and the Burg

method. The Yule-Walker method is used when parameter Ck is known, while the Burg method is

is used when parameter Ck is not known. In the Burg method, there are m + 2 numbers of

unknown parameters, such as Yl' Y2' ••• , Ym' em' and Pm' Thus, other information will be needed

to solve Equation 3-28 since there are m + 1 numbers of equations in Equation 3-28. Under such

this conditions, Burg suggested that the mean output, Pm, be reduced to a minimum, namely,

Pm ={l /2(N -m )}Nf {(Xi + t Ym,JC'Ci+k)2 + (Xi+m+ t Ym,JC'Ci+m_k)2} -;> min.
z=1 k-l k-l 0

(3-30)

In applying Levinson's algorithm, as shown in Equation 3-31, Equation 3-30 is presented in

Equation 3-32 as

1 1 1

Ym,1 Ym-1,1 Ym-1,m-l
= + Ym,m (3-31 )

Ym,m-l Ym-l,m-l Ym-1,1

Ym,m 0 1

Based on the condition that aPm/ aYmpz =0, Ym,m is shown in Equation 3-33 as follows:

N-m N-m ( ), 2'2
"If =- 2 L bmibm i / L bmi + bmiImpz " ";=1 ;=1

where

b . = b l' + Y 1 l' b' 1 .m,I m - ,1 m - ,m - m - ,1

b'm,i = b'm-l,i+l +Ym-l,m-l . bm- 1,i+l
bo· =b'o . =X., b1· =X., b'I' =X· 1,1 ,I I ,1 I ,1 z+

(3-33)

(3-34)

Using Levinson's algorithm, Ym,k and Pm are shown in Equations 3-35 and 3-36, respectively, as

Ym.k =Ym-l,k + Ym,m . Ym-l,m-k

Then, the power spectrum is shown in Equation 3-37 through Equation 3-29 as

P(f) =M· P / I ~ ei21rjk,j( 1

2

.m too Ym,k

(3-35)

(3-36)

(3-37)
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    The advantagesofMIiZM are that it is able to calculate the spectrum without the amount of

data being restricted and it presents a high resolution of the spectrum (Hino, 1977a). On the

other hand, the disadvantage ofMEIL4 is that it cannot reasonably show the standard determined

number oflimited terms, m, in the prediction-error filter (Hino, 1977b).

    Figure 3.4 shows the results ofthe spectral analysis at IRC 8-10 using MIIZM. In this case,

an analysis is done by changing the number ofterms in the prediction-error filter, namely, m = 25,

50, 75, 80, 100, 150, and 200, respectively. In Figure 3.4, only the results for m = 25, 80, and

150 are shown. Figure 3.5 then shows the relationship between the final prediction error (FPE)

in the prediction-error filter and the number of terms, m, for JRC O-2, 8-10, and 18-20,

respectively. Akaike (1969a, b) defined FPE with the following equation:

                  (FEP). = S. 2ÅqN+ (m + 1)År/ ÅqIV-(m + 1)År (3 -3 8)

where S.2 = . .#. i (xi + y. ,rxi.i + y. ,2xi-2 + --- + y. ,.x, -. )2 / (N - M). He suggested that the

limited number of filter terms, m, was determined when FPE became minimum and the estimated

range ofm was presented by the fol'lowing equation:

                              mÅq (2 -3) rlV (3-39)

in which N represents the number of samples. As for the determination of the representative

surface roughness, shown in Figure 3.1, 2048 points of data are handled and the range of m

becomes m Åq 90 - 136. From Figure 3.5, the tendency exists for FPE to become constant around

m = 20 in each type ofJRC. According to Figure 3.4, the smooth shape of the spectrum can be

found when m == 25 or 80. In the case ofm = 150, however, which does not satisfy Equation 3-

39, the shape ofthe spectrum is rough. Then, the stability of the spectral analysis is thought to

be reduced. Based on the results in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, a spectrum analysis is carried out in this
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research work with MII2L4 under the condition that m is equal to 25. Figure 3.6 shows the power

spectra ofJRC Ot-2, 8-1O, and 18-•20, respectively, using an ML[IM analysis.

c Comarison between FFT andMEM

     As mentioned above, a spectral analysis of representative IRC applied to both F]FT and

MII]M is performed. In the FFT spectrum, shown in Figure 3.3, the change in spectral shape

depends upon the smoothing window. This change is more remarkable than the change in spectral

shape which relies on the number ofterms, m, in the prediction-error filter shown in Figure 3.4.

In the case ofthe MLEIM analysis, the number ofterms, m, can be determined by Akaike's concept

(1969a, b). In the case ofthe EFT analysis, however, no standard for determining the band range

for smoothing the spectrum has been established. In general, the method for determining the

width of a band range is reasonable compared with some results by the human eye (Ohsaki,

1976c). In particular, EFT is sufficient for investigating only the frequency property of th. e wave.

It is difficult, however, for an FFT analysis to determine the joint surface roughness in detail since

the spectra of each representative IRC localize and concentrate under 1 llz and the change in

spectrum is not suitable for the quantitative determination ofjoint surface roughness using both

the strength and the gradient ofthe power spectrum described in the following. The application

ofan FLFT analysis limits the number ofdata to 2N every time. In measuring the natural rock joint

surface roughness, however, it is not necessary to measure the number ofdata at 2N. In this case,

afterputting on O-form data into the following part of the real data, the FFT analysis is

performed. From Figures 3.2 and 3.6, the frequency properties of roughness are clustered, and

the difference in spectra caused by the difference in roughness is very small. The joint surface

roughness is sensitive, and the difference between real data and O-form data and the physical

meaning ofO-form data are unclear. Even ifthejoint surface roughness were measured accurately,

it would probably not be reasonable to apply an artificial operation, such as putting on O-form

datainto these roughness data so as to affect the influence of the artificial operation to spectral

analysis. In performing the Fourier transform to rouglmess data, it is thought appropriate to

apply aFourier transform only to real data as much as possible. In consideration of these above

points, an MEM analysis is conducted which yields a high-quality resolution and provides reliable

results to the quantitative determination ofjoint surface roughness.

Figure 3.6
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3.2.3 Method of quantitative determination

a E ective ran eo thes ectrum

     In typical results ofthe spectral analyses in Figures 3.2 and 3.6, the power spectrum in a

lower frequency domain is larger than that in a higher frequency domain. As the frequency rises,

the power spectrum gradually falls. This tendency can be found in each representative JRC in

Figure 3.1.

     The author considered which part of the power spectral distribution affected the shear

behavior ofthe rockjoint. In Figures 3.2 and 3.6, the maximum strength of the power spectrum

is found to be in alower frequency domain. Inadomain of more than 1 Hz, the strength of the

power spectrum appears to be less than O.Ol%o of the maximum. Based on the shear test results

described in the following chapter, the peak shear strength can be found within a O.5-mm shear

displacement. That is, aO.5-mm shear displacement is equal to 10/o of the specimen length. A

wave, whose frequency is more than 1 Hz (11mm), is not affected by the shear behavior.

     In general, when applying a Fourier transform to two types ofwaves which occur during

the same time period but have different amplitudes, respectively, it is found that the strength of

the spectra is proponional to the amplitude (Ohsaki, 1976d). The power spectrum, P(f), and the

Fourier amplitude spectrum, B(D, are presented in the following proportional relation (Aizawa,

1992)i

p(f).IB(f)l2 . (3-40)

It is assumed, therefore, that there is a proponional relationship between the amplitude and the

power spectrum. Since the strength ofa power spectrum with more than 1 Hz is less than O.O1 O%

ofthe maximum, a wave with an amplitude ofmore than 1 Hz is less than O.O1 cm ifthe maximurp

strength ofthe power spectrum is 1, that is, the amplitude is 1 cm. Thus, the author defines the

power spectral ratio, Rps, representing the ratio ofthe maximum strength of the power spectrum,

PU)m,vc, to the strength of it at 1 Hz, P(1), and the power spectrum ratio for all representative

roughness values are shown in Figure 3.7.

R,, " P(1) / P(f)max ' (3-41)

     From Figure 3.7, it is confirmed that in all JRC, the strength of the power spectrum at 1

Hz is less than 11500 ofthe maximum strength. Therefore, it is thought that no wave ofmore than

1 Hz will affect the shear behavior and that waves of more than 1 Hz are eliminated when the

roughness is determined.
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b Traditionalmethods orthe uantitativedetermlnationo 'ointsuracerou hness

    One type of quantitative determination forjoint surface roughness is suggested. It states

that the gradient of the power spectrum in the logarithmic space is calculated (Tanimoto, et al.,

1991). The gradient ofthe power spectrum is calculated with a frequency domain of less than 1

Hz using the least-squares method. The approximate equation is shown as follows:

P=b• f,-" (3-42)

where P is the power spectrum [nzni2] and fr is the space frequency [11mm]. Table 3.1 and

Figure 3.8 show a- and b-values for Equation 3-42 for all representative IRC in the spectral

analysis using ME7L4 at m = 25. In comparing MEM with FFT at band = O.O, O.04, and O.08,

Table 3.1 shows the a- and b-values calculated by FFT. As for the FLI7T analysis, for example,

the a-value ofJRC 4-6 at band= O.O is equal to that oflRC O-2 at band = O.04. Without the

existence ofa method to determine the band range ofFFT, as mentioned above, it is impossible to

determine one a-value against one JRC. Therefore, FFT is not suitable for the spectral analysis of

joint surface roughness.

Table 3.1 a •- and b - values for IRC profiles

l JRC l JRc MEM m=25 FFT band=O.O FFT banct=O,04 17I7T band=O.08

O-2 O.4 7.4354 O.32071 8.1727 O.25847 7.4862 O.30828 7.3858 O.30570
2-4 2.8 7.0175 025175 8.0260 O,21858 7.0879 O.23599 6.9224 O.22971
4-6 58 7.1242 O.19882 7.4414 O.20834 7.0075 O.23431 6.8550 O.23717
6-8 6.7 6.9207 0.16992 6.9797 O.21332 6.8449 O.21480 6.7083 O.21824
8-10 9.5 6.8070 O.15923 7.2189 O,19388 6.7287 O.19517 6.5592 O.19091
10-12 10.8 7.3836 O,11383 7.3545 O.18976 7.0752 O.15481 6.7760 O.15083
12-14 l2.8 7.1321 O.11972 7.1181 O.21020 6.8417 O.17789 6.6695 O.17379
14-16 14.5 7.3677 O.10643 7.7874 e.12363 7.1328 O.13876 6.7154 O.13702
16-18 16.7 4.9286 O.19034 4.5967 O.30464 4.4422 O.28283 4.3498 O.27778
18-20 18.7 5.0746 O.15924 '5.ll85 O.22897 4.7829 O.21128 4.6507 O.20902
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     According to Figure 3.8, with a jRC in the range of O to 16, the a-value remains constant

and the b-value decreases. Then, the physical meanings of both a- and b-values are considered.

Both parameters show the gradient of the spectral curve and the mean strength of the spectrum,

respectively. That is, as the a-value is smal1, the power spectrum is distributed in a Iower

frequency domain, and as the b-value is large, the average ofthe power spectrum is too large. The

fact that the power spectrum is large means that the unevenness of the roughness is strong and it

is thought that the peak shear strength increases. wnen both a- and b-values are large, that is, the

power spectrum has a wide distribution and its average strength is strong, the peak shear strength

increases. On the other hand, when both a- and b-values are small, the peak shear strength

decreases since the power spectrum has a narrow distribution and it is weak. In this way, when

the joint surface roughness is determined, the a- and b-values present a close relation to each

other and cannot be dealt with as independent parameters. However, both propenies of

frequency and unevenness must be totally considered for the quantitative determination ofjoint

surface roughness.

     One type of quantitative determination of rock joint surface roughness is the fractal

dimension. Maetz and Franklin (1990) calculated the fractal dimensions for a representative JRC

with the Yardstick method and compared them with the JRC values. They described the

relationship between the IRC values and the fractal dimensions .as having a linear approximation

with a high correlation coefficient ofO.973. However, they showed that extremely little difference

in fractal dimensions, such as a fractal range of 1.00 to 1.02, had been discussed in the estimation

ofjoint surface roughness. In this case, the results are thought to depend on the resolution ofboth

the input data and the analysis method. In general, when it is confumed that power spectrum P(f)

is proportional tofa, the fractal dimension can be determined by Equation 3-43 as follows:

                             D= max(5 s", 1) (3 -43)

where D is the fractal dimension (Takayasu, 1987). Using this equation, the fractal dimensions

for representative JRC are calculated with the results ofthe spectral analysis by MIiZM and all the

fractal dimensions become 1. As for research on the estimation of rock joint surface rouglmess

applied to the fractal analysis, works by Muralha and Charrua-Graca (1990), Barton and Larsen

(1985), Turk, et al. (1987), Carr, et ai. (1987), and Zipf and Bieniawski (1988) have been

described. However, none ofthem is able to reasonably estimate the property of roughness from

the following two points ofview, namely, the difference in the estimated fractal dimension of the

roughness is so extreme that it is impossible to measure the roughness which is not of high

enough quality to resolve, and the physical meanings, such as the relation to mechanical

properties ofthe fracta1 dimension, are not sufficiently clear.
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c Su estion orthe uantitativedeterminatlono 'ointsuracerou hnessusin M

    Two new parameters, As andfG, are suggested here in order to determine joint surface

roughness in detail. One is the center ofthe frequency distribution and the other is parameter As,

which is defined by the product of the strength of the power spectrum and the frequency

resolution up to 1 Hz. These parameters are shown in the following equations:

                                  n                              As=]2 Ck'Af (3-44)
                                 nk=O
                                ]2] f•C,•Af
                            f.=k=O A (3 --45)
                                      s

where Ck is the limited complex Fourier series, f is the space frequency [11mm], Af is the

frequency resolution and n is represented as n = 1 1 Af.

    fG is located at the center of the frequency distributions, and iffG increases, the power

spectrum will have a wide distribution. On the other hand, iffG decreases, it will have a narrow

distribution. As can show the degree of unevenness for the roughness using Equation 3-40. That

is, changes in the unevenness ofthe roughness are thought to affect the shear behavior and can be

estimated by As. Fundamentally, as As increases, the peak shear strength also increases. Table 3.2

presents As andfG which have been calculated for ten types of representative JRC, as shown in

Figure 3.1. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the relationships between As and fG and JRC,

respectively. From Figure 3.9, it is found that As increases with a IRC in the range of O to 12.

However, with aJRC in the range of 12 to 20, a good correlation cannot be found between As and

JRC. On the other hand, as the JRC value increases,fG decreases except with a JRC in the range of

8 to 16. Estimating the joint surface roughness with As and fG is not enough to grasp the

properties of the period and the asperity of the roughness at the same time. Thus, as an

estimation of the combined properties of the period and the asperity of the joint surface

roughness, the power spectral moment, an Ms value, is suggested It is found by multiplying As

andfG. Ms is defined by the following equation:

Ms = fG 'As ' (3-46)

Y-
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O,Ol

  O 5 10 15 20            JRC
Figure 3.9 As -- JIRC relation
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O,OOI

   O 5 le 15 20             JRC
Figure 3.10 fG -- MC relation
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Table 3.2 As, fG, and Ms-values for representative JRC profiles

-1 JRC range 1 JRC value ' As l fG l Ms
O-2 O.4 O,O1474 O.057630 O.OO08493

2-4 28 O.05141 O,042020 O.O021600

4-6 5.8 O.I2600 O.035240 O.O044410

6-8 6.7 O.24200 O,030190 O.O073170

8-10 95 l.1320 O.O08573 O.O097020

10-l2 10.8 5.6540 O.O04673 O.026420

12-14 12.8 3.3020 O.O05917 O.O19530

14-16 14.5 4.2640 O.Oll020 O.047010

16-18 16.7 2.1060 O.020430 O.043020

18-20 18.7 3.1610 O.O18440 O.058290

Table 3.2 and Figure 3.11 show the relationship between Ms and JRC. It is thought that Ms can

estimate both the period and the asperity of the joint surface roughness at the same time. In

Figure 3.11, Ms increases as JRC increases. Based on Figure 3.11, the relationship between the

jRC and the Ms values can be estimated as shown in Equation 3--47, namely,

ln (Ms ' lo3

JRC =
1.117

O.23
(3-47)

Using Equation 3-47, the JRC value has been calculated with the Ms value, and Table 3.3 shows

the results. In Table 3.3, it does not necessarily follow that the calculated IRC value is equal to

Barton"s JRC value, especially in the IRC range of O-2, the calculated IRC value becomes

negative. In fact, the coefficient ofthe correlation in Equation 3-47 is O.918, and there is not a

high correlation. However, in consideration ofthe influence extracted from the representative jRC

profiles in Figure 3.1 and the background for determining JRC by Barton (1973), it is thought

that Ms and Equation 3-47 present a relatively good correlation for JRC in the forward analysis

of rockjoint surface roughness.
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Figure 3.11 Ms - JRC relation
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Table 3.3 Comparison ofcalculated JRC and representative MC

JRC range

  O-2
  2-4
  4-6
  6-8
 8-10
 10 - 12

 12-14
 14-16
 16-18
 18-20

lJRCvaluelM.CalculatedJRCl 1
-

O.4 O.OO08493 -1.19

2.8 O.O021600 2.87

58 O.O044410 6.00
6.7 0.0073170 8.17
9.5 O.O097020 9.40
10.8 O.026420 13.8

12.8 O.O19530 12.4
14.5 O.047010 16.3

16.7 O.043020 15.9

18.7 O.058290 17.2

     In considering the above-mentioned circumstances, the Ms value, defined by means of the

power spectrum analyzed by MLEI M, is suggested for use in the estimation of rock joint surface

roughness. This method is far better than other methods, from a resolution's point of view, and it

is advantageous in that both the period and the asperity of the roughness can be grasped at the

same time. Comparing Ms with JRC, the relationship between Ms and IRC can be obtained as

shown in Figure 3.1. Therefore, knowledge ofthis relationship is very effective for grasping the

joint surface roughness in detail.

3.3 Measurement and estimation of natural rock joint surface
and its estimation

roughness

3.3 .1 Three-dimensional roughness profiler (TOK-3DRP)

     Tanimoto, et al. (1990) developed a contact-type profiler as a roughness profiler for natural

rockjoints. Since it is a contact type ofprofiler, however, it measured extreme shearing off of the

roughness. Therefore, it may not be able to (reasonably) measure the roughness exactly or to

provide the amount ofsheared roughness before or after performing the shear tests. Tanimoto and

Kishida (1995) developed a three-dimensional non-contact roughness profiler (TOK-3DRP) and

have used it to measure thejoint surface roughness.

    Photo 3.1 and Figure 3.12 show the roughness profiler (TOK-3DRP). It consists of three

parts, namely, the movable unit, the measuring unit, and the control unit. The measuring data are

recorded in the computer through an amplifier.

a 7he movable unit

    With the movable unit, the .\Y•-stage (LST-1OOXY(1) : Sigma Koki Co., Ltd.) is fixed

anti-vibration pedestal made of cast iron. Since the movable adjuster sets the shear
on an
tesVs
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Photo 3.1

 Laser scan
, mlcrometer

' Specirnen

Apparatus of3-D roughness profiler (TOK-3DRP)

Laser scan micrometer

Figure 3.12 The roughness profiler (TOK-3DRP)

specimen up on a stage, the specimen can be fixed securely and reappearantly. The XY-stage

consists of a movable guide, made of a linear ball bearing and a minute ball screw, which works

when in motion. The guide is made of an aluminum alloy so as to be light in weight, but the

structure is stiff enough. The movable mechanism is applied to a limit switch in order to prevent

the movable guide from overrunning. The movable adjuster is designed for the exclusive use of the

shear test's specimen, and it can be fixed to the specimen (through high reappearance) whose error

is less than 111000 mm. In fact, since the movable adjuster has to work very effectively, changes

in the roughness shape shown before and after the shear tests are discussed. As it is very easy to

both set up the adjuster and remove it, the roughness of some types of specimens can be

measured. Strokes in bothXand Y directions are 100 imn.

b 7kemeasurin unit

    The measurement of the joint surface roughness is performed using a non-contact type of

laser-scan micrometer (LB-045 : Keyence Co., Ltd.). This micrometer ig. fixed on an anti-vibration
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pedestal with a bench, a guide, and a carrier. Since the stage can be adjusted and fixed on the

micrometer with high accuracy, in both horizontal and venical directions, the roughness can be

measured. The focal length ofthe micrometer is 40 mm Å} 5 mm, the minimum resolution of it is 4

um, and the spot diameter is O.2 mm Å} O.1 mm. Since the micrometer is fixed on the anti-vibration

pedestal, no vibrations are noticed when measuring and no measurement errors are caused by such

vibrations.

c The con trol unit

    As both the sampling interval and the number of scan lines are entered into the computer,

data acquisition is fu11y automated. The control equipment used is AS-NET (Sigma Koki Co.,

Ltd.). Therefore, it is possible to move the XY-stage with an accuracy ofO.OO1 mm.

3.3.2 Measurement ofnatural rockjoint surface roughness

    In this research work, measurements of natural rock joint surface roughness are carried out

through core samples. Fourteen kinds of specimens, including natural rock joints, are extracted

through core samples recovered from Boreholes A, B, and C presented in Chapter 2 and shown in

Figure 3.13(a). These specimens are used for direct shear tests and seismic propagating tests, as

described in the following chapters. As for the rock types of the specimens, two are granite

porphyry and twelve are rhyolite.

        13 cm

l.Mating fracture

            ll Top view l,

Designatedi  shear rgtdlane

8.7 cm

                       Specimen end                                  Specimen Plaster Shearbox

              General view ofanatural joint Cross section view

                  (a) Recovered core (b) Shear box forDTA-176
                     (ipso--7o)

Figure 3.13 Setting ofa naturaljoint into the shear box for the DTA-176 shear tester
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     The shapeofthejoint surface ofeach specimen is an oval, as shown in Figure 3.13(a). In

the shear tests, two types of shear boxes are used. One is to set up an ordinary specimen, as

shown in Figure 3.13(b), and the other is to extract a regular square section from the oval shape

ofthejoint surface. The latter can be used easily to measure the roughness because of its regular

square. On the other hand, since the former is oval, the condition ofboth the major and the minor

axes must be considered. The specimen is set up such that the major axis is equal to the shear

direction. First ofall, the coordinates of both ends of the major axis are measured and the length

ofthe major axis is calculated. In the next step, the number ofmeasuring joints is entered into the

computer, At the same time, the number ofscan lines is parallel to the shear direction. As for the

specimen with the oval shape, in this thesis, less than 49 scan lines and 512 points are measured

along the major axis. Therefore, the measuring interval is constant for the same specimen. The

number of measuring points varies according to the specimen and the scan line. The minimum

number ofmeasuring points for one scan line is 143, As for the specimens which have a regular

square shape, on the other hand, they are measured at an interval of O.5 nzm in consideration of

the spot diameter ofthe micrometer.

3.3.3 Results and analysis ofnatural rockjoint surface roughness

     Fig"re 3.14 shows a contour map of the natural rock joint surface roughness at Specimen

No. A, while, Figure 3.15 shows a bird's-eye view of the roughness. For each specimen, a

different shape of roughness can be found. For each scan line, a spectral analysis by MEM has

been carried out and the Ms value has been calculated, respectively, At the same time, the limited

number of filter terms, m, has been set at 25 in consideration of the minimum number of

measuring points on the shortest scan line. This number ofterms satisfies Equation 3-39. In fact,

FPE remains stable until there are 25 terms in each scan line.

[mm]
6.6

o.o
                     i- 50[nen] 'l
Figure 3.14 Contour map ofnatural rockjoint surface roughness (Specimen No. A)
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      o
(a) Specimen No. A
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                                (c) Specimen No. D

            Figure 3.15 Bird's-eyeview ofnatural rockjoint surface roughness

     Since there are many scan lines for one specimen, many Ms values can be determined for

each specimen. The following process is then defined so as to determine the representative Ms

value for one specimen. First of all, each Ms,i value is multiplied by each length, li, of the scan

line, respectively, and its sum total, Z7t4s, is calculated with the following equation:

                                     n                               TMs =2 Ms,i'li (3 -48)
                                    i=1

W
W

here n is the number of scan lines. The representative Ms is

hich is the total length ofall the scan lines, in other words,

defined by 7Ms divided by TL,

M=TMITL.       ,g  s
(3-49)

Table 3.4 presents the Ms value for each specimen and the JRC value calculated by Equation 3-

47.

3.4 Conclusion

    In this chapter, the power spectral moment, Ms, has been defined through the results of a

spectral analysis, and a quantitative determination ofthe natural rock joint surface roughness has

been carried.out. The conclusions are as follows:
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Table 3.4 MeasuredMs value ofnatural rockjoint surface roughness

SpecimenNo. Ms JRC
A 9.121Å~lo-3 9.1'3

B 7.796Å~lo-3 8.45

C 1.112Å~lo-2 9.99

D 1.576Å~lo-2 11.51

E 2.791Å~lo-2 13.99

F 3.262Å~lo-2 14.67
1 1.533Å~lo-2 11.39

2 1.224Å~lo-2 10.41'
3 2.021Å~lo-2 12.59

4 9.185Å~lo-2 20.92

5 8.730Å~lo-2 19.72

6 1.527Å~lo-2

7 2.436Å~lo-2 13.35

1) A spectral analysis has been performed on the representative JRC, suggested by Barton

    and Choubey (1977), and its power spectrum has been calculated. As for the spectral

    analysis ofroughness, it has been confirmed that MIIMhas an advantage over FFT. With

    MLII2L4, it is possible to calculate the spectrum of a high-quality resolution using a smal1

    amount of data; therefore, MLEM can easily be applied to the measuring data of a

    specimen and reliable results can be obtained.

2) The Ms value has been defined in order to determine the roughness from the results of

    the spectral analysis. The Ms value presents the product of the center of the frequency

    distribution and the strength ofthe power spectrum in a range under 1 Hz. It is thought

    that the strength of the power spectrum represents the unevenness property of the

    roughness and the center ofthe frequency distribution represents the period property of

    it. Therefore, Ms has totally shown both unevenness and period properties of the

    roughness.

3) Barton'slRC has been determined using the Ms value. It has been confirmed that as the

    JRC value increases, the Ms value also increases. And, an equation describing the

    relationship between JRC andMs has been introduced.

4) A roughness profiler has been developed to measure natural rock joint surface roughness

    accurately, and, the roughness has been measured by it. The Ms value, which represents

    the specimen, has been defined as the averageMs for each scan line in consideration of

    the weight value based on the scan length. Using the calculated Ms value, the JRC of the

    specimen can be estimated.

     As mentioned above, the natural rock joint surface rouglmess has been determined

quantitatively by the Ms value and the JRC has been calculated. It is necessary to confirm the

relationship between the shear behavior and the Ms value, in particular, the relationship between
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the peak shear strength from laboratory tests, M,, and the peak shear strength

Barton's empirical equation. They will be described in the following chapter.

estimated from
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Chapter 4

Experimental Study on
    Rock Joints through

the Shear Behavior of
Direct Shear Tests

4.1 Introduction

     In general, the mechanical behavior ofajointed rock mass is strongly controlled by the rock

joints andlor discontinuities. The mechanical behavior of rock joints is represented by both

normal and shear behaviors. The shear behavior of rock joints is affected by several parameters,

namely, joint surface roughness, the material properties of the intact rock, normal confining

conditions, the weathering of the joint surfaces, the fi11ing materials, etc.. Due to the combined

effect ofthese parameters, it is not easy to precisely estimate the shear behavior of rockjoints.

    As mentioned in the previous chapter, Barton (1973) presented his empirical relationship

among peak shear strength, joint surface roughness, the material properties of intact rock, and

normal confining stress. Again, it is written as follows:

Tp = un tan ( .JRC log ( uri l.S)+Åëb)
(4-1)

where Tp l
Un :
JRC i

JCS :
ipb :

peak shear strength

effective normal stress

joint roughness coefficient

joint wal1 compressive strength

basic friction angle (obtained from residual shear tests on flat unweathered rock

surfaces).

    In Equation 4-1, JRC is estimated by back analyzing the shear tests that have been

performed. By conducting the shear tests, the peak shear strength and the effective normal stress

can be obtained from the results. JCS is determined by a Schmidt hammer test. Then, JRC is

calculated by applying these parameters to Equation 4-1.

    On the other hand, Thapa et al. (1995 and 1996) explained how to estimate joint surface

roughness from a borehole survey using the borehole scanner system (Tanimoto, et al., 1995) and

image processing techniques. Based on the results, they then simulated the shear behavior

through both a kinematic displacement dilation analysis and DDA (discontinuous deformation

analysis). According to this method, if a relationship between-the shear behavior of rock joints

and several joint properties Goint surface roughness, the material propenies ofintact rock, normal
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confining conditions, etc.) is established, the shear behavior of the rock joints survey

determined from the borehole.

can be

     Direct shear tests are carried out on rockjoints under various confining conditions, namely,

a constant normal confining condition, a non-linear normal confining condition, and a constant

loading angle condition. As for the constant loading angle test, it will be described in the following

chapter since its results are used to discuss the determination ofjoint stiffness through borehole

loading tests. In performing the shear tests, reproduced specimens as well as natural rock joints

are used. The influence of the joint surface roughness on the shear behavior is considered. In

addition, when making reproduced specimens, the combination ratio ofwater, cement, and sand is

changed and the influence ofthe material strength is discussed. In this chapter, the shear behavior

ofrockjoints is estimated through these laboratory shear tests. First of all, a comparison is made

between the peak shear strength in laboratory tests and the estimated peak shear strength using

Barton's equation (Equation 4-1). After discussing the validity of Ms, JRC, and Barton's

empirical equation, as described in Chapter 3, an estimation of the natural rock joint surface

roughness is suggested in consideration ofthe shear behavior. Then, some types ofshear behavior

are estimated, namely, the peak shear strength, the shear displacement, the shear-stress relation,

and the displacement dilation, in consideration ofjoint surface roughness, the material strength of

the intact rock, and the effective normal stress.

4.2 Direct shear tests in the laboratory

4.2.1 Direct shear tester

     The direct shear tester of the rock joints (DAT-176, Seikensya), used to perform tests in

this research work, was developed so as to investigate the shear behavior of rock joints

(Tanimoto, et al., 1990 and l991). A personal computer controls its performance test by test.

Photo 4.1 and Figure 4.1 show the tester.

     The horizontal-loading mechanism consists of electric- and mechanical-type motors and a

load cell, whose maximum capacity is 2 tf It works to measure the horizontal load. On the other

hand, the verdcal-loading mechanism consists of two interlocking systems, such as the constant-

loading type powered by air pressure and the constant-displacement type powered by both

electric and mechanical motors. The load cell, whose maximum capacity is 2 tX also works to

measure the venical load.

    T•he shear box is divided into upper and lower parts. The specimen can be fixed directly

mto the lower part. The roller bearing is installed in the upper part in this study so that the

specimen can be moved in a vertical direction without the influence of friction. In measuring the
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shear displacements, the displacements of both upper and lower parts are measured and the

difference between the displacements, such as the relative displacement, represents the output

data. The venical displacement is measured at two points on the upper part ofthe shear box, and

it is shown by the average ofthe two points.

Photo 4.1 The direct shear tester ofrockjoints (DAT-176, Seikensya)

Displacementmeter
(Verticaldirection)

Shearbox

Loadcell
direction)

Loadcell
(Verticaldirection)

Displacementmeter
(Horizontaldirection)

e
/Honzontal

Figure 4.1 Rockjoint direct shear tester (DAT-176 , Seikensya)
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4.2.2 Specimens

     The specimens employed in the laboratory direct shear tests include natural joints taken

from core samples (60 mm in diameter). After choosing seven kinds of natural joint surface

roughness, impressions are made of them. Using the impressions, reproduced plaster specimens

are then created. The impressions are made ofSilicon rubber (TSE350, Toshiba Silicon). To make

plaster specimens, two types of cement (Type A : Jet cement made by Sumitomo Cement Co.

and Type B : Densit-binder made by Electric and Chemical Industry Co.) are used. By changing

the combination ratio of cement, sand, and water, as shown in Table 4.1, three kinds of

reproduced plaster specimens, which are representaiive of the different uniaxial compressive

strengths, are made. When using the Jet cement, Keisa No. 6 aggregate sand is used. On the other

hand, in the case ofthe Densit-binder cement, a combination ofsand, namely, Keisa Nos. 3, 4, 5,

and 6, is applied to make the plaster in combination ratios of 35.00/o, 22.50/o, 22.50/o, and 20.00/o.

The basic friction angle ofeach material, shown in Table 4.1, was measured through direct shear

tests on the specimen, which included a smooth joint, under various confining conditions, until

the dilatancy was no longer found. Variations in surface roughness and material strength contained

in the samples allowed us to carry out many types of direct shear tests. Thus, it is possible to

discuss the results in view ofthe influence ofjoint surface roughness, the material strength of

intact rock, and the effective normal stress.

Table 4.1 The combinationratio of cement, sand, water, and the uniaxial compressive strength
          and basic friction angles

Cemente Cement:Sand:Water uc(28thdays) ipb

A 1:IIO.375 52.0MPa 38.oo

B 1:2:O.65 28.0MPa 38.6o

C 111lO.2 loo.oMpa 11.3o

     The measurement ofjoint surface roughness is performed using a non-contact type of laser-

scan micrometer which is situated on a three-dimensional movable stage, a 3-D roughness profiler,

as shown in Figure 4.2 (TOK-3DRP) (Tanimoto & Kishida, 1994 & 1995). Data acquisition is

fu11y automated by a computer and eachjoint surface roughness is measured at O.5 mm intervals.

A bird's-eye view of the measured joint surface roughness on both upper and lower sides of

Specimen No. 5 is shown in Figures 4.3(a) and (b).

4.2.3 Shear loading conditions

     In general, direct shear tests on rockjoints are conducted under a constant normai confining

condition. That is the reason why the control system is easy and the influence of some effective
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Laser scan sicrometer

ge

Figure 4.2 Roughness profiIer (TOK-3DRP)

           (a) Upper surface roughness (b) Lower surface roughness

             Figure 4.3 Bird's-eyeview ofnatural rockjoint surface roughness

factors on the joint shear behavior can be understood without difficulty since the normal

confining pressure, which is one ofseveral effective factors, has already been grasped. As for the

confining conditions ofrockjoints in the field, however, when the dilatancy is presented, it is

thought that the confining pressure on the rock joints becomes variable due to the interlocking

rock masses. In consideration of this matter, some researChers have carried out constant normal

stiffness tests. In such tests, the normal confining pressure increases in proportion to the dilation

ofthe rockjoint. Figures 4.4(a), (b), (c), and (d) show the concept ofeach condition in the direct

shear tests.

     In this research work, direct shear tests are carried out not only under a constant normal

confining condition, but also under a variable normal confining condition so as to grasp the

properties ofthe shear behavior ofthe jointed rock masses.

     Constant normal stiffness tests on the variable confining conditions are described as

fo11ows.

     In past studies, since only an electric anaiog controller was provided for the control system

of the direct shear tester in our laboratory, only tests under simple test conditions, such as
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constant normal confining and constant normal displacement, were carried out. However, since

the control unit in the tester was introduced to the computer, direct shear tests can be performed

in consideration ofthe in-situ confining conditions. Figure 4.5 shows the control system of the

direct shear tests.

     The mechanical behavior of rock joints is presented as nonlinear. As for the relationship

between normal stress (on) and joint closure (AVJ'), the tangent gradient of the stress-

displacement curve is gentle under the initial loading terms. But the gradient increases as the load

increases. As for this mechanical behavior of rock joints, Bandis et al. (1983) suggested the

hyperbolic approximate model as shown in the followmg equations:

                              zsv.. Un'Vm (4-2)
                                j K.•V+u                                        mn                                    m

and

                          K" =K"i[1' K.,.vO.n+a. l2 (4-3)
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Figure 4.5 The control system ofthe direct shear tests

where AVf i's !he joint closure under a given an, Vm is the maximum closure, Kn is the normal

stiffness ofajoint, and Kni is the initial normal stiffness. The values of Kni and Vm uniquely

define the hyperbolic stress -- closure relation ofa joint. The value of an may be found from the

derivative ofEquation 4-2, namely,

AVj'Vm 'Kni

o= n V.-zlVj
(4-4)

     In fact, since many joints can be found in in-situ rock masses, the mechanical behavior of

jointed rock masses shows non-linearity. For example, for load--displacement curves obtained by

boreholejacking and/orplatejacking in the field, the deformation coefficient increases along with

increments in the displacement. Figure 4.6 shows a sample of the load - displacement curve

obtained through borehole jacking.

    In this research, direct shear tests are carried out in consideration of in-situ confining

conditions, so that for increments in joint dilation, the normal confining stress is increasingly non-

linear. Based on the hyperbolic function shown in Figure 4.7 and Equation 4-4, the control

model has been determined as follows:

Un = Uni
 Kni ' 6max '6
+

6mAx -6
(4-5)
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where Kni i's the initial joint normal stiffness
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                                   and 6max
this type is called a variable confining condition test.

is the maximum dilation A shear test of

4.2.4 Experiments

    In this study, direct shear tests are conducted under the following conditions. As for the

constant normal confining condition, direct shear tests on rock joints are carried out under a

constant normal stress (u. = O.032, O.2, O.4, and O.8 MPa). Until reaching a shear displacement of

4 nan (10/o of the specimen's length), the shear tests, which are carried out at a velocity of O.2

mmtnth., are performed. Three types of specimens, described above, are applied. As for the

varying confining conditions, on the other hand, one type of specimen, whose uniaxial

compressive strength is 52.0 MPa, is applied. The initial normal stress, u.i, is O.2 MPa, while the

initial normal stiffness, K.i, is 1.0MPalmm. The maximum dilation, 6max, is fixed at O.8, 1.0, and

1.5 mm, respectively. Then, the direct shear tests are performed.

4.3 Results ofdirect shear tests on rockjoints

4.3.1 Constant normal confming condition

 a The in uence o normal stress

    Figures 4.8(a), (b), and (c) show shear stress - shear displacement curves, stress ratio -

shear displacement curveS, and dilatancy curves for Specimen No. 6 whose uniaxial compressive

strength is 100 MPa. Under conditions of identical roughness and material strength, increases in

peak shear strength and residual strength can be associated with decreases in dilation due to

increases in effective normal stress. In the range ofa lower effective normal stress, the peak shear
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Figure4.8 The results of shear tests under conditions of identical roughness and material

           strength (Specimen No. 6, ac = 100 MPa)

displacement appears around O.2 mm. On the other hand, the peak shear displacement moves

toward O.3 mm due to increases in effective normal stress. Considering the above-mentioned

phenomena, increases in sheared-off asperities cause increases in both peak shear strength and

displacement.

     Figure 4.9 shows the relationship between the normal effective stress and the peak shear

strength. For increments in normal effective stress, it is confirmed that the peak shear strength

also increases in all specimens. However, there are varying degrees of increments for the peak

shear strength ofeach specimen. Thejoint surface roughness is affected by this phenomena.

     Coulomb's linear relation is basically fitted as followsi

                                T. =c+ o.tan ip (4-6)

to the normal effective stress - the peak shear strength relation, where c is the cohesion intercept

and ip is the friction angle. In every specimen, cohesion intercept c can be found. In the case of the

shear behavior of rock joints, c is thought to determine whether the upper roughness and the

lower roughness match well or not under the initial condition, and c strongly affects the shear

behavior ofrockjoints. However, it is difficult to present the influence ofjoint surface roughness

using parameter c. Thus, the shear behavior has been discussed using the stress ratio which is the

ratio of shear strength to normal effective stress. It is shown in Figure 4.8(b) as the parameter

which presents the direction ofthe resultant force against the roughness.
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The relationship between peak shear strength and normal effective stress

    Figures 4.10(a), (b), and (c) show the relationship between the normal effective stress and

the peak stress ratio for each specimen. From these figures, it is found that the stress ratio

decreases with increments in the normal effective stress. If the joint surface were smooth, the

stress ratio would be equal to tan Åë., which is the frictional sliding resistance, and it would not

depend on the normal effective stress. Therefore, the variety ofpeak stress ratios is controlled by

the influence resulting from whether the upper and the lower roughness match well or not. This

factor is defined as the interlocking index, Ii, as presented in Figure 4.11 and the following

equatlon:

ii = il'i- -tan Åë.
(4-7)

    From Figure 4.11, it is found that the interlocking index decreases with increments in the

normal effective stress. This is thought to be the reason why, as the resultant forces on the joints

increase, the destruction and the deformation ofthe joint asperity increase and the interlocking of

the surface roughness changes. As for the range in lower effective stress, the interlocking index

shows a large value when the destruction ofthe joint asperity does not occur.
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The in uence o 'oint sur ace rou hness

     Figures 4.12(a), (b), and (c) show shear stress - shear displacement curves, stress ratio -

shear displacement curves, and dilatancy curves under constant conditions of both uniaxial

compressive strength (u. = 100 MPa) and effective normal stress (u. = O.8 MPa). Differences in

joint surface roughness can be seen to cause changes in the peak shear strength, residual strength,

dilatancy, and peak shear displacement. The influence ofjoint surface roughness on the shear

behavior will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
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c The in uence o materialstren th

     Differences in uniaxial compressive strength affect both

displacement curves and the dilatancy curves, as shown in Figure

material strength, the peak shear strength appears to be smaller

 the shear stress

4.13. In the case

and the dilatancy

 - shear
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comparison to specimens in which the material strength is soft. In the case of identical joint

surface roughness, that is, JRC is constant and the same effective normal stress exists, Equation

4-1 predicts a large value for the peak shear strength as the material strength, that is, JCS,

hardens. This is a different phenomenon from that shown in the results of Figure 4.13. The

reason for this difference is thought to be as follows.

     For a case in which the material strength is hard, a high value for the dilatancy angle can be

found in Figure 4.13(c). In this case, the amount of asperities which are sheared off while

performing the shear tests decreases and the dilation increases. As the dilation increases, the

contact area of the upper and lower joint surfaces decreases and stress concentration occurs.

Then, the asperities are sheared off under a lower stress condition. This means that the amount of

roughness sheared off decreases and the peak shear strength also decreases with the same joint

surface roughness and a harder material strength.

     Figures 4.14(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (fi, (g), and (h) show the material strength and the Ii

relation for each specimen. From these figures, Ii presents the same value for each normal

effective stress and does not depend on the material strength. In a specimen which presents a high

material strength, it is thought that the localization ofthe stress in the asperity occurs more than

in a soft material strength specimen.

     Before and after the shear tests, the shape ofthejoint surface roughness was measured with

a 3-D roughness profiler. Figures 4.15(a) and (b) show the amount of sheared asperities. From

these figures, it is clear that avery small and local area ofjoint surface affects the shear behavior.

Comparing Figures 4.15(a) and (b), the difference in sheared-off asperities can be found under

the samejoint surface roughness and an almost equal ratio, namely, aclon. In the case of Figure

4.15, the material strength of (a) is harder than that of (b). In this way, it is thought that the

material strength strongly affects the amount ofsheared asperities.

d Stress ratio-shear dis lacement relation

     As for the stress ratio - shear displacement relation shown in Figures 4.8(b), 4.12(b), and

4.13(b), the peak stress ratio decreases with increments in the normal effective stress (Figure

4.10). After presenting the peak stress ratio, the stress ratio ought to become the friction

coefficient of the material. In this research work, however, the stress ratio is found to be higher

than the friction coefficient at a O.4 mrn shear displacement. The reason will be described in the

following.

    From the dilatancy curves in Figures 4.8(c), 4.12(c), and 4.13(c), it is found that the

dilation increased until the end ofthe shear tests. This means that the running up on asperities

continued under the residual condition. The experimental evidence reported by Patton (1966)

showed that the bilinear failure envelope fairly well described the shear strength for shearing along
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(a) Specimen No. 7, Oel Un = 1,250 (b) Specimen No. 7, a.f u.= 1,300

Figure 4.15 Change in asperities sheared off by performing shear tests
              (Asperities are sheared off at the white parts)

the plane surface containing a number of regular and equal teeth. He presented the following

equatlon:

Tp = u.tan (ippa + i)
(4-8)

where Åëpt denotes the angle of frictional sliding resistance along the contact surface of the teeth

andijs the angle ofinclination ofthe teeth with respect to the general sliding surface. In this

thesis, the angle of inclination in the initial phase of the dilatancy curve, dn, is defined and

calculated. Then, it is suggested that it is equivalent to angle i, as shown in Equation 4-8. The

                                        'equivalent angle of frictional sliding resistance, ippt , is defined by Equation 4-9, namely,

Åëpt '= tan-i (Tp/u.) - dn ' (4-9)

                                                                 '     Figures 4.16(a), (b), (c), and (d) show some samples of the changes in ippa along the shear

behavior. From these figures, it is found that fm' is almost equal to the angle of frictional sliding

resistance in the material. Since fm' contains the component of interlocking roughness, it is easy

to grasp the tendency for ip. År ip.•

e Dilation andshear dis lacement relation

    From Figure 4.8(c), it is seen that the dilation decreases with increments in normal

effective stress. This means that for increments in normal effective stress, the amount of sheared

asperities increases. And, in Figure 4.13(c), it is found that a large dilation increases the material
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strength. Concerning this type of case, the differences in material

amount ofsheared asperities and affect the dilatancy curves.

strength cause changes in the

4.3.2 Variable normal confining condition

     As for the direct shear tests conducted fairly well fairly well under the variable normal

confining condition, the shear stress - shear displacement relation and the stress ratio - shear

displacement relation are shown in Figure 4.17. Figure 4.18 shows the normal effective stress -

shear displacement relation and the dilatancy curves.

a Me shear stress-shear dis lacement relation and the stress ratio-shear dis lacement relation

     In the shear stress-shear displacement relation, the peak shear stress is not clearly shown.

However, in the stress ratio-shear displacement relation, the peak can be found for each specimen

and its value is almost equal to the peak stress ratio under the normai confining condition at on =

O.2MPa. In addition, the shear behavior after the peak stress ratio is similar to that in the results

under the normal confining condition. It is thought that the shear displacement, in which the peak

stress ratio appears, is an inflection point at which the factors controlling the shear behavior

change from an interlocking roughness to a sliding along the joint surface.
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Figure 4.17 Results ofthe direct shear tests under the variable normal confining condition
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Figure 4.18 Results ofthe direct shear tests under the variable normal confining condition

      (Specimen No. 5, uc = 52.0MPa, Kni -- 1.0MPalmm)

7he normale ective stress-shear dis lacement relation

    At the point where the peak stress ratio appears, the normal effective stress is constant

since the dilation is smal1. As mentioned above, therefore, the peak stress ratio is equal to that

under the constant normal confining condition. In the case of a comparison between the results

under the constant normal confining condition and those under the variable confining condition, a

clear difference in the peak stress ratio cannot be found even though the confining conditions are

difirerent. That is the reason why the normal effective stress is equal to both conditions, since it is

thought that the initial confining stress is equal to the initial gradient of the tangent line in the

stress ratio-dilation relation in the relationship between the dilation and the normal confining

condition using this research work.
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Comparison of the experimental peak shear strength and the estimated peak
shear strength through JRC values

In this section, an estimation of the peak shear strength is carried out, applying Barton's

empirical equation (Equation 4-1, Barton, 1973), and a comparison is made with the

experimental results.

As mentioned above, a method for measuring the profile of the joint surface roughness with

a 3-D non-contact roughness profiler and determining the Ms value, which estimates joint surface

roughness quantitatively with the spectral analysis, is presented. The M s value for specimens

which are used in the direct shear tests in this thesis were already shown in Table 3.4. In the

empirical equation, Equation 4-1, Barton described the JRC value as a factor of joint surface

roughness for the peak shear strength. In the original, JRC was calculated by a back analysis after

performing the direct shear tests. However, the relationship between JRC and Ms was already

determined, and the JRC for each specimen to the forward analysis was calculated before the

direct shear tests were performed. Equation 4-10 and Table 4.2 again show the JRC - Ms

relation and the estimated JRC value, respectively, as

1 (Ms' 10
3

)

IRe = n 1.117
0.23

Table 4.2 MeasuredMs value of natural rock joint surface roughness

Specimen No. Ms JRC

1 1.533 x 10-2 11.39

2 1.224 x 10-2 10.41

3 2.021 x 10-2 12.59

4 9.185 x 10-2 20.92

(4-10)

5 8730 x 10-2 1972

6 1.527 x 10-2 11.32

7 2.436 x 10-2 13.35
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The comparison between estimated peak shear strength and that through the results

ofthe direct shear tests (o. = 52.0 MPa, JCS= 13, ip. = 38 degrees)

     In this research work, the material strength of intact

were already known before the direct shear tests were

specimens were used. The JCS presented in Equation 4-1

strength, ac, as follows (Barton and Choubey, 1977) :

rock, ac, and the basic friction angle

performed, since reproduced plaster

shows the relation with the material

                                  JCS=!o
                                           c. (4-11)                                        4

Therefore, the peak shear strength can be estimated before the direct shear tests are performed.

Assuming from Table 4.1 that ac == 52.0 MPa and ipb = 38.0 degrees, the peak shear strength is

calculated. Figure 4.19 shows a comparison between the estimated peak shear strength and that

through the results of the direct shear tests in the relationship between the peak shear strength

and the normal effective stress. For each specimen, the increment ratio of the estimated peak

shear strength along the normal effective stress is equivalent to that of the experimental peak

shear strength. In Figures 4.19(b) and (d), the estimated peak shear strength is equal to the

experimental peak shear strength. However, in Figures 4.19(a) and (c), a good correspondence to

the peak shear strength cannot be found. In this case, the estimated peak shear strength is less

than the experimental one. It can be confirmed that, in spite of the difference in JRC values, the

estimated peak shear strength is equivalent in each specimen.
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     As mentioned above, it is doubtfu1 whether JRC itself can representjoint surface roughness.

Ifthe measuring system for the joint surface roughness profiIe were correct and the Ms value

presented both the unevenness and the period property of the roughness at the same time, it

would not be necessary to transfer Ms to JRC. It is thought that Ms is sufficient for estimating

joint surface roughness. In fact, knowing how to use the typical roughness profile for IRC, shown

in Figure 3.1, is difficult. Please note Barton's JLRC concept again. JRC itself is calculated by a

back analysis after performing the direct shear tests. JRC is estimated to contain the influence of

the material strength, friction, and weathering. Therefore, JRC is not thought to be the estimated

joint surface roughness profile itself. The results of Figure 4.13(a) show that the peak shear

strength decreases with increments in the material strength for the same roughness profile and

normal effective stress. In Equation 4-1, if the material strength, that is JCS, is increased under

the same JRC and un, the peak shear strength should also increase. The experimental results are

quite to the contrary. From Figure 4.15, therefore, it is found that the sheared asperity is quite

low. In the following sections, an estimation method forjoint surface roughness will be suggested

in consideration ofthe continuation and the width ofthe asperities and the estimation of the peak

shear strength and the dilatancy curve.

4.4.2 Estimation ofjoint surface rougimess in consideration of the shear behavior

     From the profiling data onjoint surface roughness, the geometrical shape ofthe roughness is

estimated, as shown in Figure 4.20. In estimating the joint surface roughness, the continuation

and the expanse of the asperities, which is viewed from the shear direction, are taken into

account. At first, the asperity angles of adjacent profiIing points are calculated. Considering the

shear direction, the frequency distribution ofpositive asperity angles is shown in Figure 4.21. In

truth, the number ofasperities in a low angle range (less than 15 degrees) number more than lOO.

However, as compared with what follows, the range in frequency is fixed under 1OO, as shown in

Figure 4.21. In the next step, the following method appears in ordered steps to consider both the

continuation and the expanse ofthe surface roughness.

  1) Make square meshes on ajoint surface whose center of gravity is located at the middle

    point ofeach mesh, between two side by side profiling points, and take the weight value of

    1 for the meshes possessing positive asperity angles and a weight value of O for the others.

  2) Ifcontinuing with a weight value of 1 in a direction which lies at a right angle to the shear

    direction, a weight value of 1 is exchanged for the number of continuing meshes.

  3) Ifcontinuing with the weight value in the shear direction, except for a weight value of O, the

    weight value is added to the number ofcontinuing meshes.

  4) Multiply 11cose by the weight value where e is the asperity angle.

    Figure 4.22 shows the frequency distribution of the asperity angles applied to the above-

mentioned weight value. The range in frequency is equal to that shown in Figure 4.21. According

to Figure 4.15, asperities which are sheared off represent a very small area of the joint surface
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roughness. The sheared-off asperities are thought to be highly angled and are sheared off due to

the shear behavior. Therefore, owing to the application ofthe function, as shown in Equation 4-

12, frequency distributions which are emphasized by high asperity angles are improved, namely,

where e.cx)c

f(e) = 1 - cos

is the maximum asperity angle.

(90 Å~ e e

max

(4-12)

               Shear direction

               - li--t-t---y-- t. --

Ah
l:1'.""",'li2/Ii,, ,, ,., "1';' • ••i,",,,.,,kL••-•. .........

          I,'•' +,•     +]     +t     {.}
     •e•:
     ' O.5 mm
 1. Calculating asperity angles of adjacent profiling points

E!t!ge!.E!l!gE!2glLeardirection E!t}geLE!l!gE!lg!Leardirection

o 1 1 1 o o

o o o o o o

o 1 1 1 o o

1 1 1 1 o o

o o o 1 o o

2. Taking weight value 1 to
meshes possessmg positive

asperlty

o 1 1 1 o o

o o o o o o

o 2 2 3 o o

1 2 2 3 o o

o o 0 3 o o

3. If continuing the weight value 1 to the direction

which lies at a right angle to the shear direction,

the weight value 1 is exchanged for the number of

continuing meshes

 Shear direction

o 4 4 4 o o

o o o o o o

o 5 5 6 o o

5 6 6 7 o o

o o o 4 o o

  4. If continuing the weight value to the shear direction, except a weight

  value of O, the weight value is added to the number of continuing meshes

                          ,

  51 Multiplying 11cos e to the weight value, where e is the asperity angle

Figure 4.20 The concept ofestimating thejoint surface roughness
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    Sheared-off asperities are related not only to the asperity angles, but also to the material

strength and the effective normal stress. Based on the knowledge obtained from the experimental

results, in the case ofa soft material strength ofintact rock, many asperities are sheared off as the

friction angles increase. Considering their influence, Equation 4-12 is switched to Equation 4-13

as follows:

f(e) = on (1-cos (90 Å~ e2,.
))iog ( st)

(4-13)

    The material strength has more influence than the effective normal stress on the sheared

asperities. In Equation 4-13, the term ofmaterial strength is emphasized. The results of applying

Equation 4-13 to the frequency distribution of the asperity angles is shown in Figure 4.23.

From Figure 4.23, the estimation parameter (CllenD which represents joint surface roughness is

defined in.Equation 4-14 as follows:

       nCRM = 2 e, • f(e,) /n
      j=1 (4-14)

Figure 4.23
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where n is the number of asperities. CRM is thought to represent the factor of joint surface

roughness including the influence ofthe material strength and the effective normal stress.

4.4.3 Peak shear strength

     Figure 4.24 shows the relationship between peak shear strength and CRM. Peak shear

strength shows all the data obtained through several types of test conditions. The empirical

relationship between peak shear strength and CRM is described by Equation 4-15, namely,

T, = 1.85 + O.5791og (CRM) . (4-15)

     Equation 4-15 describes peak shear strength as a function ofjoint surface roughness,

material strength, and effective normal stress. By measuring the shape of the roughness from a

borehole survey, the peak shear strength can be determined using Equation 4-15.

4.4.4 Dilatancy curve

     Figure 4.25 shows one example of the relationship between the gradient of the dilatancy

curve (dvldu : v is dilation and u is shear displacement) and the shear displacement. The gradient

ofthe dilatancy curve increases linearly before a peak point, and then it decreases linearly. As for

this peak point, it is equal to the peak shear displacement for most samples. The dilatancy curve

(v) is described with the function ofshear displacement by Equation 4-16 as follows:

v(u)= J," S-/du .
(4-16)

And the gradient ofthe dilatancy curve is written as foliowsi
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where up is the peak shear displacement. From this equation, if parameters m2, b, and ml or up

are determined, the dilatancy curve can be represented by Equation 4-17. In this thesis,

therefore, parameters m2 (inclination) and the b-value (intercept) can be investigated.

    At first, the relationship between the intercept b-value and the ratio ofuniaxial compressive

strength (a.) 1 effective normal stress (a.) will be investigated. Figure 4.26 shows this relation

for each specimen, respectively. The relation for each specimen has a high correlation and can be

represented by Equation 4-18 as follows:

b = a • iog (iglt' )
(4-18)

    In Figure 4.26, it can be found that the coefficient a-value described by Equation 4-18

strongly relates to the specimen's property. In this case, the specimen's property is equal to the

property of the joint surface roughness. Thus, the relationship between the ct-value and the

property of the joint surface roughness must be investigated for each of the specimens. Recall

that the CRM described above in this thesis shows the property of joint surface roughness

including the influence ofthe material strength and the effective normal stress. As compared with

the a-value, however, the property of joint surface roughness alone is needed. Based on

Equation 4-12, therefore, the estimated parameter ofjoint surface roughness is made itself.

SS4
 = ,:nE., eJ (1- cos (90 Å~ e2,, ) )6/n

(4-19)
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    The relationship arnong the a-value, the 13-value, and SSA is shown in Figure 4.27. The

relationship between the a-value and SSA can be written in Equation 4-20 as follows:

                              .=O.O18.SS40M . (4-20)

     This equation shows a good correlation and the b-value can be determined from the profiling

data ofjoint surface roughness using Equations 4--18 and 4-20.

    In the next step, m2 will be considered. Figure 4.28 shows the relationship between m2 and

the b-value for each specimen, respectively. This relation can be described by a 2nd order

function as follows:

                                  m,=fib2. (4-21)

    This equation shows a high correlation for each specimen. In Figure 4.28, the coefficient 6-

value also has a good correlation for the specimen's property, that is, the property of the joint

surface roughness. Figure 4.27 shows the relationship between the )6-value and SSA too. This

relation is written in Equation 4-22, namely,

                              fi=4.57xSSA-OJ5 . (4-22)

    From the above-mentioned results, m2 and the b-value can be determined by using the

profiling data ofjoint surface roughness and by considering the conditions ofthe material strength

and the effective normal stress. Figure 4.29 shows the dilatancy curves calculated by the above

method. In Figure 4.29, the dilatancy curves obtained in the shear tests are described as well.
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4.5 Conclusion

     In this chapter, direct shear tests have been carried out under both constant and variable

confining conditions. As for the variable confining condition, it is known that the stress ratio-

shear displacement relation is equivalent to that under a constant confining condition. Therefore,

the shear behavior ofrockjoints under a low confining condition is controlled by the interlocking

of the joint surface roughness and the sliding friction before and after the peak stress ratio

appeared, respectively.

     The JRC value has been estimated using the Ms value. JRC itself has been calculated by the

back analysis in Equation 4-1 and does not represent the factor ofjoint surface roughness. IRC is

thought to represent the factor ofjoint surface roughness containing the infiuence of the material

strength, the sliding friction, the normal effective stress, and weathering (or the nonoccurrence of

it) in the direct shear tests.

     From the experimental results, it has been shown that the shear behavior of rock joints can

be affected by joint surface roughness, material strength, and effective normal stress. Under a

condition with the same roughness form and material strength for both, increases in peak shear

strength and residual strength and decreases in dilation can be observed due to increases in the

effective normal stress. Considering the influence of the difference in joint surface roughness,

changes in peak shear strength, residual strength, dilatancy, and peak shear displacement have

been observed. The difference in material strength causes changes in the shear behavior. In

panicular, the peak shear strength decreases and dilatancy increases in comparison to specimens

in which the material strength is soft. o

    Based on the results ofdirect shear tests, the parameter ofjoint surface roughness has been

estimated in consideration of its form, the material strength, and the effective normal stress and it

has determined the relationship among this parameter, the peak shear strength, and the dilatancy

curves.

i
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Chapter 5

Laboratory Experiments on the Propagating Behavior of
  Seismic Waves through Several Kinds of Rock Joints
                  under Uniaxial Conditions

5.1 Introduction

     In the design and the construction ofrock structures, such as tunnels, underground caverns,

foundations, etc., seismic explorations are carried out in the preliminary surveys. Reflection

seismology is often applied in civil engineering to clarify the geological structures. The following

relations between seismic velocity and geological lithology have been described (Ikeda and

Ohshima, 1975):

     1) In general, the higher the velocity gets, the larger the uniaxial compressive strength

        becomes.

     2) Ifrock weathers, the velocity decreases.

     3) The velocity also decreases in crush zones and faults.

     4) The velocity is slow in friable and porous rock.

With advances in computer and electronics technologies, the tomographic technique has been

applied to the results of seismic data and visible objective areas have been represented by a

seismic velocity distribution. In fact, this technique has been carried out very successfully and

has been applied not only in the field of earth resources engineering, but also in the field of civil

engineering (Sassa, 1990).

     The tomographic technique has achieved tentative success. However, the results are thought

to represent only the seismic velocity; they are not sufficient for estimating the geological

structure in detail. In jointed rock masses, in panicular, these results are not good enough to '

estimate rock joints which strongly affect the mechanical and the hydromechanical behaviors of

jointed rock masses.

     In the present thesis, both a velocity analysis and an amplitude attenuation analysis by

seismic geotomography will be developed, and an estimation method for jointed rock masses will

be established based on the results of the two analyses. When the geotomographic technique is

applied in the civil engineering field, the idea of how the results of the technique can present the

mechanical and the hydromechanical properties must be considered. This is essential for use of

this technique in geotomography.

     In general, the results obtained through a seismic velocity analysis are just an index, since

the relationship among the seismic velocity, the joint distribution, and the mechanical properties
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ofthe joints has not been substantially clarified. Tanimoto & Ikeda (1983) and Tanimoto, et al.

(1994a) explained that when the magnitude of ajoint aperture is less than O.04 mtn or the

confining pressure at the joints varies in a range higher than 2 MPa in seismic propagating tests

under a uniaxial confining condition using a specimen with a single joint, changes in velocity do

not correspond to the influence ofthe existingjoints. Changes in the amplitude ofthe propagating

seismic waves, however, are able to reflect the effect ofthejoints, showing a clear reduction in the

energy (amplitude) at the joints. The amplitude of the propagating seismic waves is more

sensitive to refiecting joint conditions, namely, the contact area, the aperture, weathering (or the

nonoccurrence ofit), andjoint surface roughness fi11ing material. Based on these conclusions, the

measurement of propagating seismic waves is performed in this thesis through joints under a

uniaxial confining condition, and the relationship between the propenies of the seismic

propagating waves and the joint conditions Goint surface roughness, joint frequency, and fi11ing

material) are clarified. Based on knowledge obtained from the fundamental seismic experiments, it

seems possible to give a detailed estimate of the seismic velocity distribution and the amplitude

attenuation factor distribution through seismic geotomography and to obtain certain effective

information which enables a discussion onjointed rock masses.

5.2 Preparation for the laberatory experiments

5.2.1 Specimens

    Cylindrical specimens of intact rock, obtained from sites where seismic surveys were

carried out, and plasterlcement cylinders ofvarious lengths afe used for the Iaboratory tests. The

rock typesused in this study are rhyolite, granite, and granite-prophyry. For the tests in which

the specimens are subjected to normal loading, the samples are constructed by stacking individual

cylinders ofrock or plasterlcement to produce "jointed" samples with joints normal to the axial

direction.

Several examples ofthe experimental set-up are shown in Figure 5.1.

     In order to consider the influence ofjoint frequency, the experimental models are set up, as

shown in Figures 5.1(a) -- (c). These models exist in 2, 3, and 4 joints per same length of

cylindrical specimens, respectively. All types ofjoints are smooth. Therefore, only the infiuence

of the joint frequency on the propagating seismic wave can be considered. In Figure 5.1(d), a

cylindrical specimen exists in a natural rockjoint. In this model, the influence of the joint surface

roughness on the seismic propagating wave will be considered. As for the measurement and the

estimation ofthe joint surface roughness, the same method as described in Chapter 3 is used. The

Ms value and the IRC ofthe specimens are presented in Table 5.1. In Figure 5.1(e), filter paper

is used to produce the desiredjoint aperture and moisture content. A change in the number of
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filter papers represents the fi11ing material of the joint and the aperture. Next, the influence of

these parameters on the propagating wave will be investigated. The upper and lower faces of the

specimen and the artificial joint surface, shown in Figures 5.1(a) - (c) and (e), are made under

the condition where the equilibrium degree is less than O.Ol mm. As for the contact of the

anificial joint surface, the aperture is less than O.O1 mm and the entire surface area is contacted.

5.2.2  Measuring system for a seismic propagating wave

The measuring system for a seismic propagating wave is shown in Figure 5.2.

Table 5.1 MeasuredMs value ofnaturaljoint surface roughness

SpecimenNo. Ms IRC

A 9.121xlo-3 9.13

7.796Å~lo-3 s.4sI
C 1.112x1o-2 9.99

D 1.567Å~lo-2 11.51

E 2.791xlo-2 13.99

F 3.262xlo-2 14.67

        Nv Nv Nv

                        (mm)

           NNN         (a) (b) (c)
            Nv NV
                      -

                      rp

              A A.
             (d)N (e)

        - : AE-sensor; N : nomial load;

        (d) : on natural joint

Figure5.1 Experimentalset-upofseismic
          behavior atjoints

Figure 5.2

ggr,••1

odi

Schematic illustration of

experimental set-up for seismic

measurements
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     A seismic event (a single pulse for each event, amplitudei4.8 V, frequencyi65 kHz) is

generated by apulse generator (Model 145 : WAVETEK), as shown in Photo 5.1. It is inputted

into the specimen through an AE-sensor (AE900S-WB i NF Circuit Design Block Co. Ltd.), as

shown in Photo 5.2 and tightly fitted to the end of the specimen. An identical sensor is used to

pick up signals at the opposite end of the specimen. Received signals are presented in an

oscilloscope (Digital Storage Oscilloscope : NF Circuit Design Block Co. Ltd.) through the

amplifier (9913 : NF Circuit Design Block Co. Ltd.) as shown in Photo 5.1. The signals are then

forwarded from the oscilloscope to the computer, and the measurement of the traveltime and the

amplitude ofthe first break can be performed.

Photo 5.1 Pulse generator, oscilloscope, and amplifier

di" ttt

., rk- ee,

   • -•11•mpsc

'I3 "-

,

Photo 5.2 AE-sensor
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     The diameterand the length ofthe Ni-sensor are 12 mm and 40 mni, Tespectively. The AE-

sensor, which is a non-resonate type, is often used to perform spectral analyses. The frequency

property is 100 kHz - 1 Mllz and Å} 10 dB, namely, it is wide and smooth. Electron wax (made

by Sou Electric Industry)is used to eonnect the AE-sensor to the end of the specimen. In order

to consider the influence ofthe propagating seismic wave due to the contact between the AE-

sensor and the specimen, an experiment is conducted in which the received wave makes contact

with and is then cyclically removed from the same specimen several times. In this way, it is

confirmed that the same waveform is obtained every time. Therefore, it is considered that no

infiuence to the seismic wave occurrs when the AE-sensor makes contact with the specimen.

5.3 Propagating behavior of a seismic wave in a cylindrical specimen

5.3.1 Preliminaryexperiment

     In this section, before performing the seismic propagation experiment, the behavior of a

propagating seismic wave through a cylinder specimen is investigated. Then, the concept of

traveltime and the first break amplitude is shown in Figure 5.3. The waveform is recorded in the

personal computer as digital data through the GPB-board. The traveltime is determined to the

point where the digital data fluctuates more than the threshold value. The first break amplitude is

discussed using a non-dimensional paramete.r, as well as the amplitude ratio, which is described in

the following.

     Two cylindrical specimens (Specimens A and B) are made from plaster. The combined ratio

ofplaster is water : plaster ofParis = 6 i 5, and the uniaxial compressive strength is 13.3 MPa.

By cutting the specimens gradually, as shown in Figure 5.4, the seismic propagating experiment

is carried out. SpecimenA is cut gradually toward the center from the girth at the middle point of

the specimen length. On the other hand, Specimen B is cut gradually in the direction of the

diameter from one end of the girth at the middle point alon.g the length of the specimen. A rock

saw is used to cut the specimens, and the rest ofthe diameter, the connected area, is measured by

calipers. The cutoff aperture is about 2.0 mm. The length of the connecting part in the cutoff

section is defined by parameter de (effective diameter). The measurement system is the same as

that shown in Figure 5.2. The seismic wave is measured without being under a uniaxial confining

condition. The waveform is identical to that in the main experiment.

     As for Specimen A, a raypath can be specified and it seems to be a concentric circle.

According to the relationship between the seismic velocity and the diameter of the concentric

circle in the connected area, that is, effective diameter de, as shown in Figure 5.5, the seismic

velocity does not change with decreases in the diameter ofthe concentric circle until 5 mm. Then,

the shortest path of seismic propagation does not change in Specimen A.
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     When considering the results ofthe first break amplitude, the first break amplitude ratio

(EBR) is applied. It is defined as the ratio between the first break amplitude in an intact specimen,

Ao, and the fust break amplitude in each cutting stage, A. That is, EBR is defined in the following

equatlon:

FBR.A
 Ao

(5-1)

    where A : the first bre ak amp litude in each cutting stage

           Ao : the first break amplitude in the intact cylinder specimen.

According to the relationship between effective diameter de and the amplitude ratio,

Figure 5.6, the amplitude ratio begins to decrease when de drops to less than 20 mm.

shown in

    In the next step, the results of the seismic propagating experiment for Specimen B are

considered. According to the relationship between the seismic velocity and de, shown in Figure

5.7, the apparent velocity, Vm, can be found to decrease after the cutting length exceeds the

center point ofthe cylinder specimen. Ina Case in which there is no cut in the specimen, the
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apparent velocity is defined by the following equation since the raypath o

the shortest and is equal to the specimen's length:

                                   v ,,L
                                    mt

f the seismic wave is

(5-2)

     where t : theobservedtraveltime
           l : the sp ecimen's length (100.0 mm in this experiment).

On the other hand, the shortest raypath ofthe seismic wave, l', changes when the cutting face

exceeds the center line of Specimen B. Figure 5.8 shows the concept ofthe shortest raypath after

the cutting face exceeds the center line of Specimen B, and Equation 5-3 presents the shortest

raypath, l', namely,

l, =2
(S)2 + (d -r)2 (5-3)

    where l

            r
           d
Then, the real vel

i the specimen's length

i the radius ofthe cylinder specimen

: the cutting length as shown in Figure 5.8.

ocity ofthe seismic wave, Vr, can be calculated using the following equation:

Vr=
1'

(5-4)

where t is the observed traveltime and l' is the shortest raypath. Then, by calculating the shortest

raypath in each stage, l', the Vr vs. de relation can be presented in Figure 5.9. It is confirmed that

Vr is constant against each de.

    Figure 5.10 shows the results of the amplitude ratio for Specimen B. When the cutting

length, d, exceeds 10 mm, as shown in Figure 5.8, the amplitude decreases. The results present

the same tendency as that for Specimen A. Therefore, when the cutting length extends to the

concentric circle ofa specimen whose diameter is 20 mm, a change in the first break amplitude can

be confumed. Since the shortest raypath becomes long, the spherical divergence effect by the

raypath length appears at the first break amplitude.
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     As mentioned above, in the seismic propagating experiments on the cylindrical specimens,

it is confirmed that the seismic wave, which closely represents the seismic velocity and the first

break amplitude, propagates through a limited range with a 10 nvn radius from the center of the

cylinder specimens. No influence from either the reflected wave from the side or the surface wave

in the specimens against the first break amplitude is presented. In the seismic propagating

experiment using rockjoints, therefore, the traveltime and the first break amplitude of the seismic

propagating wave can be measured and only the influence of the rock joints can be discussed

without the influence ofthe boundary condition ofthe cylindrical specimens, the refiected wave

from both sides, or the surfaces of the specimens. It is naturally that both the reflection and the

interference must be considered if the size of the specimen changes.

5.3.2 The basic concept ofthe propagating seismic wave

    In general, the seismic velocity of a primary wave (P-wave) is

equation using the modulus ofelasticity ofthe conductor:

defined by the following

                        Vp                                                                       (5-5)
                                   (1 + v)•(1 - 2v)

where E is the modulus ofelasticity, vis Poisson's ratio, and p is density (Sassa, et al., 1993). In

the seismic propagating experiment on intact rock specimens under a uniaxial confining condition,

changes in the propenies along with changes in the stress levels cause the seismic velocity. On

the other hand, in the case ofjointed rock specimens, changes in the apparent velocity, Vm, are

caused by the following two factors:

    (i) With the same intact rock specimen, but a change in the confining stress condition,

       increments in the connectivity ofthe minerals and the closing of the micro-cracks cause

       changes in the properties ofthe intact rock.

    (li) Changes in the connecting points ofthe rockjoints appear at some stress levels.
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In the case ofseismic propagation in jointed rock masses, the latter requires special mention. As

noted above, in-situ rock masses contain joints andlor discontinuities and they control the

mechanical behavior ofthe jointed rock masses. In general, when a block is put on a rough surface,

the connecting surface area is nearly equal to O and the total connecting force supports more than

three connecting points. As increments in the normal confining stress, elastic deformation,

compression, and tension occur at the connecting points, the newly connected area expands

(Goodman, 1976). In the same way, ajoint, which does not contain fi11ing material, does not close

perfectly, and many points and areas at the joints are connected. With increments in the normal

confining stress against the joint comes the expansion ofthe contact area. In this way, the contact

condition of the joints is caused by the normal stress against the joints and the joint surface

roughness. Therefore, in the case of seismic propagation, since the connecting points and the

connected area are expanding with increments in the normal confining stress on thejoints, changes

in the seismic raypath occur and changes in the apparent velocity, Vm, are present. Until the

yield point is reached, namely, the normal deformation of the joint is presented within the

maximumjoint closure (Goodman, 1976), the newly connected points appear as increments in the

normal stress, the shortest raypath becomes short, and apparent velocity Vm increases.

     Next, the amplitude of the seismic propagating wave will be considered. Changes in the

amplitude are caused by certain factors. At first, in an ideal situation without the influence of the

physical propenies, a wave which presents the initial amplitude in a source point, Ao, basically

measures amplitude A, at a receiving point located at a distance, r, from a source point.

Amplitude A, is described in the following equation:

                                  A=Aok-, (5-6)

where kis the degree ofthe presented geometric spreading, r is the distance from a source point

to a receiving point, Ao is the amplitude of the source wave, and A is the observed amplitude. In

the case of seismic propagation through rock production, considered to influence the internal

visco-damping factor, Equation 5-6 is described as followsi

                              A =A,k-. exp (- ar) (s-7)

where a is the internal visco-damping factor (Sassa, 1993). However, since the seismic wave

propagates through certain kinds ofjoint conditions, such as joint frequency, aperture, filling

material conditions, andjoint surface roughness, the propagating loss, refiection, refraction, and

scatter ofthe seismic wave occur and its amplitude changes. Then, substituting these factors into

Equation 5-7, the received amplitude is presented as follows:

                        A = A,k-, exp (- ar)•F(n,b, fi, f) (5-8)

     where F : thefunctiondescribingtheinfiuenceofrockjoints
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            n : joint frequency

            b : aperture
            6 : theinternalvisco-dampingfactoroffi11ingmaterials

            f : frequency of the propagating sei smic wave.

Ifthe influence of each parameter in function F on the changes in amplitude are determined, the

seismic propagating behavior can be grasped in detail. And, with the developed geotomographic

technique, in consideration of function F, it is thought that the properties of the joints can be

detemiined frem the results ofgeotomography.

     For the case in which the seismic wave propagates through the joints which contain the

fi11ing material, changes in the first break amplitude generally cause a propagating Ioss because of

the difference in acoustic impedance between intact rock and the fi11ing material. However, in the

case where ajoint does not contain fi11ing material, the propagating loss of the seismic wave may

not occur unless changes in the propenies of the intact rock, such as changes in the acoustic

impedance, occur. In particular, in Figures 5.1(a) - (d), changes in the properties of the intact

rock cannot be found and the joint surfaces have direct contact without any filling material. The

changes in the first break amplitude cannot be explained from an acoustic impedance point of

view. Changes in amplitude due to changes in the contact area at the joint cannot be explained

from the concept of acoustic impedance.

     Then, only for specimens which do not contain fi11ing material in their joints, Equation 5-8

changes to the following equation:

                        A=A,k-,-exp (- ar)•F'(P,, p, s) (s-g)

    where Pc: uniaxial compressive stress

           p : stress at contact pomts

           s : contact area on the joint surface.

In this equation, the first break amplitude ratio defined in Equation 5-1, EBR, is presented as

follows:

,FBR = A
 Ao5exp (- ar)

= F' (P., p, s)
(5-1O)

    Based on Equations 5-8 --v 5-10, the experimental results will be discussed as described in

the following section. These equations are applied in order to discusS the properties of the

propagating seismic wave through a rockjoint model, as shown in Figure 5.1, respectively. If the

function, F or pt, is clarified when applying these equations to the geotomographic technique, a

geotomographic technique for grasping the rockjoint conditions can be developed.
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5.3.3 Numerical simulation ofa seismic propagating wave through a rockjoint

     The modeling of a seismic wave shows how to propagate the seismic wave in an

underground structure. It is classified into two methods, namely, the ray tracing and the wave

equation modeling. The ray tracing method is used to determine the raypath in an objective area

where the underground structure and the velocity distribution, using Snell's law and so on, are

given. On the other hand, the wave equation method is used to understand the seismic

disturbance. The solution for the wave equation can be found by the finite difference method, the

Fourier transform, the finite element method, and the boundary element method. The finite

difference method is more convenient for making the computer programs than the other methods.

However, when applying the finite difference method to solve the wave equation, the

convergence and the stability of the solution must be considered. In addition, with the finite

difference method, agrid dispersion phenomenon often occurs. Grid dispersion means that if the

number ofgrids against one wave length is smal1, the waveform will collapse while propagating. A

small grid size can be used to avoid this difficulty. However, a smal1 grid lengthens the calculation

time. In the finite element method, nodes can be set to move freely, because they do not depend

on the wave length. Consequently,the modeling ofa seismic wave can be applied easily even for

complex geological structures. Moreover, the finite element method deals with the 'artificial'

reflection wave from the calculation boundary in a better way than the finite difference method.

However, the calculation ofthe finite element method is totally complex. As for the modeling

using the Fourier transform, faster and higher resolutions can be obtained than with the finite

difference method (Murayama, et al., 1991). Comparing the Fourier transform with the finite

difference approximation, the grid number per one wave length in the Fourier transform is shorter

than that in the finite difference approximation and the calculation time required in the Fourier

transform is less thaii that in the finite difference approximation at the same resolution level

(Ashida, et al., 1991). Based on the theory ofthe continuous body, the displacement in a certain

ground point can be described the source energy and the discontinuous displacement in the

boundary surface. Therefore, the displacement can be also presented by the sum of the elemental

integral of Green function and that of Green function for the stress. Using this consideration of

the dispiacement, the matching ofthe boundary condition can be easily performed and the weight

ofeach elemental integral can be calculated. This method is BEM (the boundary element method).

Kawase (1988) actively appliedBIIMto the simulations ofthe earthquake problems.

    In this section, a one-dimensional numerical simulation of the seismic propagating wave

througha cylindricalspecimen is conducted, and the relationship between the joint aperture and

the frequency ofthe input wave is clarified. The numerical method used is the finite difference

method, which applies the characteristic curve method (Tanaka, 1981), since the simulation is an

easy one-dimensional types and the boundary condition is only considered for both end surfaces

ofthe cylindrical specimen.
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    In a one-dimensional elastic body, stress a presents a variable in each part, thus, force
(oo 1 ox)zlx works in a micro areq zlx. The pressure wave and the particle velocity are presented

byp and u, respectively. As the acceleration is presented by ou / ot, the movement equation is

described as follows:

 Ou Ou
p--- =- • ot      Ox

(5-1i)

On the other hand, the stress - strain ( u- e ) relation is described as

a=EE (5-12)

where E is the modulus of elasticity. Substituted into the displacement - strain ( g - E ) relation,

E = Ogl ox and u = Ogl ot, Equation 5-12 is differentiated by parameter t and Equation 5-13 can

be obtained, namely,

ou ou- =E-.Ot Ox
(5-13)

Substituting Equations 5-12 and 5-13 into the p=-a relation, the following differential

equations can be obtained:

 Ou Op
p- =--  ot       ox
lep ou
Eot ox

(5-14)

(5-15)

Equations 5-12 and 5-13 agree with the electric signal equation which presents the electric signal

propagating through the resistless cable, namely,

                               OI OE
                              L- =-- (5-16)                               ot                                     Ox
                               OE OI
                              C- =- --- (5-17)
                                ot                                     Ox

where Iis the elecnic current, E is the voltage, and L and C are the inductance and the capacitance

per unit length, respectively. The characteristic of resistless cables is determined by two

parameters, such as L and C. Instead ofL and C, impedance Z and signal velocity c can be

described as follows:

z= VTIcli-,c= tiL?iic
(5-18)
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For applying these equations to the elastic problem, the following equations can be obtained:

                           z= gp, c= VEp . (s-ig)

    The electric signal through resistless cables propagates in order to keep the constant

waveform without the occurrence of attenuation along the way. Then, from this point of view,

the one-dimensional elastic wave is equal to treat by the same way as electric signal.

    When applying the pressure wave, p(xo, t), at the end of the long media toward the x

direction (x = xo), as shown in Figure 5.11, the purpose is to calculate p(x,t) and u(x,t) at each

point. Before performing the numerical simulation, the characters ofthe multiple-layers media are

given. And, at the end ofthe numerical model, pressure wave is obtained. The initial condition is

presented as p = O and u = O. The numerical simulation is basically equal to the differential

equations, namely, Equations 5-14 and 5-15. Substituting Z and c, Equations 5-14 and 5•-15

transform into the following simultaneous equationsi

                                ou op
                              z-+c-=o
                                ot ox                                            . (5-20)
                              etL +zc Åë' =o

                              ot ox

To order to apply the characteristic curve method, Equation 5-20 becomes simplified, namely,

the characteristic curves are described as

x/c-t=a

x/c+t=6

(5-21)

(5-22)
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Figure 5.12 Computation by the finite difference method

where a

follows:

and 6 are paramters. Substituted into these equations, Equation 5-20 transforms as

                              p+ Zu =const. (5-23)
                              p- Zu =const. (5-24)

Equations 5-21 and 5-22 present the forward and the backward propagating waves, respectively.

    In the multiple layers, the penetration and the reflection of the seismic wave repeat. If the

loci ofthe seismic wave are representedby the distance (x) - time (t) domain, the gradients of the

loci are different for each layer because ofthe difference in the propagating wave velocity, Ci.

Instead ofx, the other parameter is then defined as

                                 e=xl c, (5-25)
in whiche shows the traveltime for each layer. In the e-tplane, the gradients of the loci are

constant (Å} 1) without a difference in the layers.

    The finite meshes, whose size is Ae, are considered when the differential equation is solved.

This size (Ae) does not relate to anumerical error. Figure 5.12 shows the calculated flow from t

= tl to t= tl+At in the e - t plane. Then, ifAt is equal to Ae, LM and RM which are presented in

Figure 5.12 will then agree with the characteristic curves of the forward and the backward

propagating waves, respectively. Therefore, Equations 5-23 and 5-24 are described by the

following equations:

PMt + ZLUMi = Pl, + ZLUL

PMi - ZRLt M] = PR - ZRUR •

(5-26)

(5-27)

l
1
l/
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Table 5.2 Parameters ofthe numerical simulation

Pro a atin waveveloci

       Densi

      Im edance

 Intact rock

4.0 [kmlsec.]

    2.5

   10.0

Joint fiIling material

1.0[kmlsec.]

1.5

1.5

In Figure 5.12, pointMcorrespondsto the boundary point of the multiple Iayers, and different

impedances at the left side (ZL) and the right side (ZR) are presented. The simultaneous equations,

Equations 5-26 and 5--27 are solved forpM, and uM,, in other words,

                        p.,. (PL +ZLUEil iili:IR-ZRUR) (s-2s)

                          ZR(PL + ZLUL) + ZL(PR - ZRUR)

                      u.= . (5-29)                                   ZL + ZR

Then, sincep and u at points L andR (t == ti) are known, p and u at point M (t = t2) can be

determined.

    Table 5.2 presents the parameters which is used to the numerical simulation in this

research work. The model for the simulation is shown in Figure 5.11. 0ne mesh size, Ae is

O.125 (usec). Then, since the velocity is 4 kmlsec, 1 mm corresponds to two meshes in the intact

rock part, and 1 nvn in the joint part agrees with eight meshes due to the velocity of 1 kmlsec.

Equation 5-3e shows the condition ofboth the stability and the convergence of the solution to a

differential equation, namely,

                              oÅq c'Ae sl. (s-3o)
                                   at

In the simulation, this condition can be satisfied. However, the grid dispersion is not found in all

cases. Thejoint aperture changes by O.O, O.5, 1.0, and 2.0 mm, respective!y, and the frequency of

the input wave changes each 1O kHz in the range of IO kHz to 200 kHz

    The relationship between the fust break amplitude and the frequency is shown in Figure

5.13, in which the first break amplitude is defined in Figure 5.3. In the case of a non-joint model,

the fust break amplitude is constant for each frequency. In other cases, however, the first break

amplitude decreases with incremefits in the input wave's frequency. Figure 5.14 shows the

relation between the amplitude ratio and the frequency. The amplitude ratio is defined by the first

break amplitude in each case divided by the non-joint model's first break amplitude. Figure 5.14

shows the same tendency as Figure 5.13.
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    When the seismic wave propagates from one media to another, the penetrated ratio, n2, is

defined in Equation 5-31 using the impedances, Zl and Z2, as follows:

                                7,,= 2Zi (s-31)
                                    Zi + Z2

Propagating forward and backward from one media to another ,

model, the penetrated ratio, r, is defined as follows:

which is simi1ar to this simulation

2Z,
7=712 Å~ r21= Zl +Z2 Å~

2Z,

Z2 + Zi
(5-32)

From Table 5.2, substituting Equation 5-30 into the rock part impedance, Zl, and the joint part

impedance, Z2, the penetrated ratio in this simulation is equal to O.45. In the case of both 1.0 and

2.0 nwnjoint apertures, the amplitude ratio is found to become O.43, a range of more than 70 or

130 kHz in Figure 5.14. These results agree with the theoretical penetrated ratio. Break, in lower

frequency domains (10 -- 50 kHz) with a O.5 nvnjoint aperture model, the amplitude ratio does

not become O.43. The multiple reflection occurs in the joint part due to aperture size and

frequency. Therefore, in a lower frequency domain, the joint aperture size can be determined from

the difference in amplitude ratios.

    From these numerical simulations, the amplitude

apertures sensitively and effectively. In particular, if

considered, the variation in apertures can be estimated in

ratio can present the in

 the frequency of the

detail.

fluence ofjoint

input wave is

!
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5.4 Experimental results for the propagating seismic wave through
    joints

rock

    As shown in Figure 5.1, the seismic propagating experiments are performed under a

uniaxial confining condition on some experimental models. Recovered core samples are used for

the cylindrical specimens. The specimens are rhyolite. Their uniaxial compressive strength and

their seismic velocity at the intact part are 200 MPa and 5.81 - 5.93 kmlsec., respectively. Before

describing the experimental results, the relationship between the experimental models and the in-

situ rock mass is discussed.

    As for Figures 5.1(a) -- (c), the influence ofthe joint frequency presented in Equation 5-8,

n, can be discussed sincejoint surface roughness does not appear (Case 1). In Figure 5.1(d), the

variation injoint surface roughness, the contact are4 and the contactpressure at the joints can be

discussed (Case 2). Since the model in Figure 5.1(e) shows the variation in apertures and fiIling

material, parameter b in Equation 5-8 can be discussed (Case 3).

5.4.1 Experimental results ofCase1

    Through laboratory experiments, the remarkable distinction between velocity (Vp) and

amplitude (A) (or amplitude ratio AIAo, whereAo is an amplitude obtained through intact rock) is

observed in normal loadings, as shown in Figures 5.15 to 5.20.

    Figure 5.15 shows the seismic propagating velocity measured in the models in Figures

5.1(a) - (c). No variation in seismic velocity can be confirmed for the variation in joint frequency,

n, in the condition of a smooth joint surface and a uniaxial confining condition of more than O.5

MPa. That is, Vp converges ataconstant level regardless ofthejoint frequency. As mentioned

above, the variation in apparent velocity, which changes either the intact rock property or the

contact conditions at the joint, does not apply to these models. The contact condition on the

smoothjoint surface rouglmess is stable, and the Vp - Pc e- n relation does not make noticeable

sense. Pc is the uniaxial load. On the other hand, in a confining condition range of less than O.5

MPa, the seismic velocity drops for each joint frequency. This is the reason why, under a lower

confining condition, the contact condition on the joint smooth surface is unstable. And,

preexisting fissures and micro-cracks are opened since the stress condition becomes lower than

the in-situ initial stress condition. Then, after most ofthe fissures have closed with increments in

the uniaxial load, further compression produces bulk rock compression, consisting of pore

deformation and grain compression at an approximately linear rate, and the seismic velocity

converges at a constant level regardless ofthe smooth joint frequency. Therefore, until the initial

stress condition, Figure 5.15 shows that the seismic velocity increases.
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     Figure 5.16 shows the AIAo -- Pc -- n relation. The amplitude ratio, AIAo, increases

depending on the joint frequency, n, as the confining pressure, Pc, rises. In particular, under a

                                      'uniaxial load of more than O.5 MPa, AIAo clearly estimates the variation in joint frequency.

Therefore, with increments injoint frequency n, AIAo decreases.

    As mentioned above, it is confirmed that amplitude ratio AIAo, such as the first break

amplitude, is more sensitive under a constant confining condition than the seismic velocity in

order to estimate the variation in joint frequency. On the other hand, the Vp -- Pc -- n relation does

not make noticeable sense.

5.4.2 Experimental results ofCase2

    To speak of the joint surface roughness (Ms) - Pc relation shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18,

using the model in Figure 5.1(d), a common tendency which was obtained in Figures 5.15 and

5.16 is recognized. Vp converges at a constant level regardless of the joint surface roughness.

Then, the variation in joint surface roughness is not clearly reflected in the Vp --• Pc relation. On

the other hand, the amplitude ratio can be confumed to reflect the variation in joint surface
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roughness. Therefore, the first break amplitude is more advantageous than the seismic velocity

for estimating the variation in joint surface roughness.

    To speak of the Ms •- AIAo relation shown in Figure 5.18, it should be noted that the

amplitude ratio decreases as the roughness increases, except for Specimen A. Then, it is thought

that the variation in the first break amplitude can estimate the variation in joint surface roughness

in detail. Since it is impossible to contact rockjoints perfectly in a specimen consisting of natural

joint surface roughness, the first break amplitude through the natural joint surface roughness is

determined by parameters, namely, s (contact area on rock joints) and p (contact pressure on

rockjoints) which are presented by the function, F, in Equations 5-9 and 5-10. From these

experimental results, it is confirmed that there is a tendency for the first break amplitude to

become smaller as Ms grows smaller, that is, the joint surface roughness becomes smooth.

Therefore, in order to estimate the joint surface roughness quantitatively through the propagating

behavior of a seismic wave, the relationship between the property of the seismic wave and

certain kinds ofparameters must be considered, namely, the contact area and the contact pressure

on the rockjoint aperture estimated from the shape ofthe rockjoint surface (Iwano and Einstein,

1993), and the maximum joint closure, based on the estimation of joint surface roughness

described in Chapter 3.

    A strain gage is attached to both upper and lower parts of an intact rock and the total

displacement ofthe specimen is measured by the displacement meter. Then, changes in aperture

are calculated using these data. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the velocity - aperture relation and

the amplitude -- aperture relation. From these results, it is clear that the velocity does not show

ariy change, but the amplitude suggests significant variations in the aperture - roughness -

confining pressure relations under normal stress levels.
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5.4.3 Experimental results of Case 3

    Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the Vp -- Pc -- b relation and the AIAo -- Pc

measured from the model in Figure 5.1(e), respectively. The thickness of the fi11ing

3 MPa normal confining condition is b. Then, b is equal to thejoint aperture.

-J b relation

material at a

    From the results of the seismic velocity in Figure 5.21, the apparent seismic velocity

decreases as the number offilter papers increases, that is, the aperture becomes wider with each

normal confining condition. In this experiment, the apparent seismic velocity, Vm, is defined as

follows:

    l+bVm=
     t
      l+b (5-33)

lb-+-Vv
    where t :observedtraveltime

           V : seismicvelocity ofintact rock

           v : seismicvelocity offi11ing material

           l : length ofintact rock

           b : thickness offi11ing material.

In this equation, the apparent seismic velocity is affected by both the

thickness of the fi11ing material. Figure 5.21 shows that the apparent

confirmed to decrease with an .approximately constant ratio as the

lnCreases. J

seismic velocity and the

seismic velocity can be

number of filter papers

    As for the amplitude ratio, AIAo, it also becomes smaiier as the number of filter papers

increases, as shown in Figure 5.22. It is confirmed that the first break amplitude grows smaller

with increments ofb, which represent the aperture andlor the thickness ofthe filling material in

Equation 5-8.

l
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Figure 5.23 Experimental set-up ofthe seismic propagating experiment under shear loading

    When the aperture is wider than 1 mm, both the velocity and the amplitude correspond

with changes in contact (confining) pressure, as shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.22. However, the

amplitude still has a higher capability of sensing the reduction in confining pressure. It is very

useful to discussions on the effects of support elements in timneling or large underground

excavation works.

5.4.4 Experimental results under a shear loading condition

    In order to investigate the seismic propagating behavior under a shear loading condition,

laboratory experiments are carried out using the experimental set-up shown in Figure 5.23. The

observing system ofthe seismic wave corresponds to that under a normal loading experiment.

The experiments are done with aroughness of 11.1 Å~ 10-3 in Ms (9.99 in JRC) under three

different confining pressures, namely, O.2, O.4, and O.6 MPa. Through laboratory experiments, a

remarkable distinction between the seismic velocity (Vp) and the first break amplitude (A) in the

shear loading is observed, as shown in Figures 5.24 - 5.27. The same tendency is recognized as

in the case ofnormal loading.

    The shear displacement along the joint is of great concem, because it causes a

comparatively aggressive reduction in shear resistance against excavations and it is not easy to

find. As shown in Figures 5.24 and 5.25, only the amplitude may suggest a magnitude of shear

displacement in the primary stage which is subjected to a rather high change in amplitude for a

low range in displacement such as 1 nvn or so. Loosening is related to this low range in shear

displacement. Also, from the same point of view, changes in the aperture of the joint should be

detected adequately in the excavation work. From the results shown in Figures 5.26 and 5.27, it

is clear that the velocity does not show any change, but the amplitude suggests a significant

variation in the dilation e- roughness - confining pressure relations under shear stress levels.

     Thus, the sensitivity ofthe amplitude is much higher than that of the velocity. It is greater

than was primarily expected. Tanimoto, et al. (1994b) confirmed the same tendency in the

laboratory tests applied to various roughness levels for a range in IRC of 6 to 20. It is clearly

concluded that changes in the joint aperture can be detected in terms of the amplitude of the

traveling P-wave in cases of both normal and shear loadings. Therefore, seismic attenuation
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geotomography (SA7) is more sensitive than

investigation of rock joints. This is why the

following chapter.

 seismic velocity geotomography (Sl77)

application of SAT is strongly promoted
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5.5 Conclusion

    In the present chapter, several specimens consisting of certain kinds ofjoint conditions

have been used for seismic propagating experiments under normal and shear loading conditions.

Just how the seismic propagating behavior has affected thejoint conditions has been considered

    Based on experimental results, knowledge such as the following can be presentedi

    (1) Using specimens which consist ofsmooth artificial joints, the seismic veiocity does

         not change with variations in joint frequency. However, the first break amplitude

         shows remarkable sense.

i

1

i
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(2)

(3)

(4)

Performing the seismic propagating experiments on five kinds of natural joint surface

roughness, variations in seismic veiocity cannot be found, but the first break

amplitude can be found to show a remarkable distinction against the joint surface

roughness. Thus, a good correlation between joint surface roughness and the first

break amplitude can be confumed.

In the case ofa model which includes fi11ing material, both the seismic velocity and the

first break amplitude decrease with increments in the thickness ofthe fi11ing material.

Under a shear loading condition, variations in the first break amplitude are more

sensitive than those of the seismic velocity. In panicular, variations in joint surface

roughness and changes in aperture andlor dilation are clearly presented by the first

break amplitude.

     As mentioned above, the first break amplitude is more usefu1 than the seismic velocity for

discussing the effects ofjoint frequency and joint surface roughness. However, both the seismic

velocity and the first break amplitude are usefu1 for estimating the filling material. And, the first

amplitude is useful for presenting variations in the dilation and the aperture under shear loading,

that is, for discussing the effects of support elements in tunneling or large underground excavation

works.

    Applying these remarkable conclusions to a disctission on the results of field investigations,

rock structures can be estimated at an objective area in detail using both seismic velocity and the

seismic attenuation geotomography. In the following chapter, the analyzing method for the

seismic geotomographic technique will be described, and the analyzed results based on knowledge

from fundamental laboratory experiments presented in the present chapter will be discussed.
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Chapter 6

Development of the Seismic Geotomographic Technique
       and its Application to Jointed Rock Masses

6.1 Introduction

     The geotomographic technique has been employed in various fields to improve its ability to

map sections ofthe earth's interior. The capabilities of the tomographic technique applied to the

fields of geophysics, petroleum exploration, and rock engineering are different from the medical

ones. In other words, while it is rather easy to find abnormalities in a human body surrounded

entirely on a 360-degree angle and knowledge of the inner structure obtained through plenty of

past surgical experience, interpretations of underground geo-structures are subject to being made

with a very limited amount of known factors. Thus, rock engineers should create their own

methods, from data acquisition to the final interpretation, depending on their objectives.

     Geotomography is a kind of remote sensing technique which enables us to visualize the

inner structure andlor the distribution of the physical properties of an objective bQdy (rock

andlor soil) in a certain cross section in terms of the movements of elastic and electromagnetic

waves, electric currents, and water pressure pulses to be generated around the objective space or

area. The tomographies for obtaining the two-dimensional distribution of propagation velocity

and the attenuation of elastic waves (called 'seismic velocity' and 'seismic attenuation'

tomographies, respectively) and electrical resistivity are well applied in the field of rock

engineering (Ishii, 1990; Sassa, 1990; Tanimoto and Shibata, 1992).

     Although the propagation velocity of a seismic wave is an overal1 index, the mechanical

propenies ofrock, including discontinuities, have not yet been clarified. This means that even if a

highly sophisticated seismic geotomography has been developed for jointed rocks without

accurate knowledge of the joint parameters, such as joint orientation, joint (fracture) frequency,

apertures, fi11ing material, weathering effects, water table, moisture content, etc., the distribution

of wave velocities remains an index which is available only for the same type of rock mass; no

significant mechanical properties of the rock mass are shown (Tanimoto and Ikeda, 1983;

Tanimoto and Kishida, 1994).

    From an engineer's point of view, seismic velocity geotomography as well as seismic

attenuation geotomography have been developed to pursue further details on the respective joints

than the available seismic geotomography which gives no consideration to an accurate joint

distribution. As for seismic velocity geotomography, the capability of its analysis, especially
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with respect to such boundary conditions as the locations ofthe source and the receiver points,

the relationship between raypaths, and the inclination of the lower velocity zone, will be

discussed. Several fundamenta1 models are illustrated in terms of the numerical simulation. At

present, the immediate targets ofboth seismic velocity and attenuation geotomographies are rock

hydraulics and safety inspections of rock structures. This is because changes in the attenuation

characteristics are more detectable those that in velocity for magnitudes of water saturation and

fracturing. Judging from the reality obtained through continuous observation, the application of

attenuation geotomography provides more reliable information on fracturing for the case

described in the present chapter.

6.2 Algorithm ofseismic geotomography

6.2.1 Concept ofseismic geotomography

     Geotomography enables us to visualize the inner structure andlor the distribution of the

physical properties of an objective body (rock andlor soil) in a certain cross section in terms of

the movements ofelastic and electromagnetic waves, electric currents, and water pressure pulses

to be generated around an objective space or area. The prefix 'tomo' comes from the Greek

language and means 'the cut' or 'the cross section', that is, tomography is a technique for making

images ofa cross section (Saito, 1991). In general, tomography is associated with X-ray CAT

scans (in Japan the term "CT scans" is used) in the medical field (Figure 6.1). This type of

imaging medical examination has been developing since Dr. R6ntgen discovered X-rays in 1885.

With the remarkable progress of computer technology, X-ray CAT scans were invented in 1972.

From a medical point ofview, the invention ofX-ray CATis equal in importance to the discovery

of X-rays. In the past quarter century, medical imaging examinations have made rapid

improvements with great advances in the semiconductor and electronics. Not only XT-ray CAT

scans, but also MRIs, 7-cameras, Specs, and Pets have been developed, and they are capable of

detecting cancer andlorpolyps which are less than 1 cm in size and stopping blood vessels which

are less than 1 mm in size.

     In the same way, geotomography can create underground images. Using propagating

methods, geotomography has been classified into seismic geotomography, electromagnetic wave

geotomography, electric resistivity geotomography, and so on. Both seismic and electromagnetic

wave geotomographies are applied to the phenomenon of wave emotion, but electric resistivity

geotomography is applied to the theory of electric potential. The former presents the properties

(velocity and the damping factor, etc.) along the ray paths. The Iatter presents the relative

distribution ofelectric resistivity in the investigated field (Shima, 1989).
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Figure 6.2 The concept ofseismic geotomography

     Seismic geotomography sets up both the source and the receiver points around an objective

area, as shown in Figure 6.2. It presents the distribution ofvelocity and the damping factor at an

objective area using the traveltime and the amplitude. In the investigated method and analysis,

seismic geotomography is different from the exploration of either refraction or reflection waves.

That is, since seismic waves begin and are received at many points, a large amount of data can be
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obtained. And, combined with an inversion analysis, the results become very highly accurate. The

basic concept of seismic geotomography corresponds to that ofX-ray CAT. However, there are

some differences between seismic geotomography and X-ray CA T as followsi

  1) X-ray CAT scans can easily present the distribution of the absorbed coefficients of a

     human body through the strength of propagating X-rays, since a straight raypath can be

     assumed. In seismic geotomography, however, seismic waves cannot propagate in a

     straight line. They become refracted due to the complex underground structures.

     Therefore, it is important to determine the raypaths of the seismic waves in a seismic

     geotomegraphic analysis. '
  2) It is easy to assume a straight ray path in the analysis of an X-ray CATscan. However,

     the analysis of seismic geotomography is performed by a back analysis with an iterative

     calculation because of the estimation of the raypath. Therefore, X-ray CAT scan results

     can be found immediately, whereas seismic geotomography requires too much time before

     the results are finally found.

  3) In the case ofan X-ray CATscan, the source and the receiver points can be set up around

     an objective areq that is, a human body, as shown in Figure 6.1(b), and an X-ray path

     around 360 degrees can be measured toward the human body. Therefore, we can obtain

     many projection data through numereous ray paths. On the other hand, it is impossible

     with seismic geotomography to set up 'source and receiver points such as with the X-ray

     CATscan (Figure 6.1(b)) because ofgeometrical and operating 1imitations.

  4) As for the human body, personal differences in the structure of internal organs seldom or

     never appear. We know the locationofevery internal organ. However, this cannot be said

     ofseismic geotomography. The geology presents its own paniculars at each point. Thus,

     it is difficult to discuss the results ofseismic geotomography.

    The theory oftomography is based on the projection slice theorem. Figure 6.3 shows the

objective function, f(x, y), and the waveform of the projection, Pip(g). The objective function

presents the distribution of physical features. In the case of seismic velocity geotomography,

slowness, S, is defined by the reciprocal of the propagating velocity. The waveform of the

projection, PÅë(g), is defined by Equation 6-1, wherein the ny-axis is in the projection direction,

the g-axis is the orthogonal axis against the n-axis, and the angle, ip, forms the cross between the x-

axis and the g-axis, as shown in Figure 6.3. In other words,

Pip(ij) = J,. f(x'y)dn

     =L? f(l}cos ip - nysin ip, gcos ip + nysin ip)dn
(6-1)

In the above equation, the Fourier transform is carried out aiong the g-axis direction.

pA,(k,) = JIoc f(gcos ip - nsin Åë, gcos ip + nysin ip) •exp (- ikg)dgdny

         -co
(6-2)

I

:
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The relationship between x, y and n, g shows the following equation:

            G)-(-cosmek% )(l)
(6-3)

Using Equation 6-3, the integral transform from ny, gto x, y is carried out. Since the determinant

ofthe Jacobian matrix is equal to unity, the integral equation ofEquation 6-2 can be transformed

to

              p", (k,) = JI-nc. f(x, y) •exp Åq- ik g(xcos ip +ysin Åë)Årcixdy (6--4)

Then, the two-dimensional Fourier transform, fi(kx, ky), of the objective function, f(x, y), is

presented as follows:

                 F(k., k,) = Iill-oc. f(x, y) •exp Åq- i(kkx + ks v) Årdudy • (6-s)

From Equations 6-4 and 6-5, the following relation can be obtained:

                         P", (kg)"F(kgcos Åë, kijsin ip) (6-6)

Equation 6-6 is the projection slice theorem. In Figure 6.4, the Fourier transform of the

projection waveform along the g direction corresponds to the value of the objective function, Xx,

y), along the ip direction line which is applied to the two-dimensional Fourier transform.

         ATherefore, Pip(ke) is calculated with a change inffrom O to 180 and is plotted on the kx - ky plane.

                                           AWhen the two-dimensional Fourier inverse transform ofPip (kg) is carried out, the original objective

function can be re-constructed. This is the basic theory oftomography. In the case ofX-ray CA T,

the objective function is the damping ratio ofthe X-ray.
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Figure 6.5 Division of cells and the objective function

    As mentioned above, slowness, which is the reciprocal of the seismic velocity through the

underground, is the objective function in seismic geotomography. Since neither sources nor
receivers can be set up anywhere against an objective area, it is impossible to calculate p" ip (kg) with

a change in Åë from O to 180, as shown in Figure 6.4. And, since the seismic wave is refractive

through underground structures, the raypath is not straight and it is impossible to apply the

Fourier transform to the seismic geotomography. If Åë changes from O to 180 in the cross-hole

geotomography, an unlimited borehole drill must be made.

6.2.2 Algorittm ofthe seismic velocity geotomographic technique (SV7)

    When a seismic survey is carried out in the field, traveltime between two points (the shot

and the receiver points) is gained. Based on many sets of traveltimes along the various raypaths

which densely propagate through an objective medium (rock mass), the seismic velocity

geotomographic technique (SVT) shows the distribution ofvelocities in a project profile. In SVT,

the concept of slowness is conveniently employed instead ofvelocity. Slowness is defined by

the reciprocal of velocity. In SVT, slowness is the objective function. In Figure 6.5, if an

objective area is divided throughoutMnumber ofcells, each cell is taken to an objective function,

Sk. Therefore, Equation 6d-1 can be approximately shown in a discrete form, using lik, which

presents the length when the i-th ray crosses the k-th cell, namely,

                                 M                              I]l = ]l.li-, (Sk'lik) (6'i7)

    Based on Figure 6.6, it is then explained concretely. Figure 6.6(a) shows an objective area

between boreholes. In one borehole, the sources are set up; in the other, receivers are set up. The

objective area is divided up by a certain number ofcells, as shown in Figure 6.6(b). Staning from
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the source point the seismic wave propagates through the rock mass and measures each receiver

point. Then, the fundamental equation is given by Equation 6-8, namely,

ti = j(1,, S(Ju, y)dl
(6-8)

where ti is the arrival time of the first break at the i-th ray, li denotes an integrated length along

the i-th raypath, and S(x, y) is a slowness field. According to the rectangular cell discretization

shown in Figure 6.6(b), the traveltime along the i -th ray is represented in the form of

t, =2 l,, • S,

   k
(6-9)

where lik is a segmented length in the k -th cell and Sk is the slowness ofthe k -th cell.

     The system ofthe tomographic analysis for the field data in this thesis is shown in Figure

6.7 (Tanimoto & Kishida, 1994 and Tanimoto, et al., 1994). The algorithm ofSVT is discussed in

the slowness - traveltime domain. It consists of the alternative feedback between two steps,

namely, ray-tracing (Step A) and the reconstruction ofslowness (Step B).

     StepA, ray-tracing, can be done by obtaining the path length matrix, [lik] or [L], under the

assumption ofknown Parameters, namely, Ti and Sk. For the initiation of Step A, observed first

arrival times {r} and uniformly distributed slowness field [S(O)] are given, and traveltimes at

respective grid points (corners of cells) are calculated by solving the eikonal equation as shown

by

                            (lllTiÅÄ)2 + (7T )2 =s2(x, z) (6-io)

where T(x,z) is the traveltime field for the seismic energy propagating from a source point through

a medium with a slowness distribution of S(x,z). The solution to the eikonal equation gives the
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traveltimes throughout the model. Vidale (1988) presented a method using the finite difference. In

many cases, however, the direct application of finite difference to the eikonal equation is

subjected to an ill-condition due to the irregularity of the path length matrix. Hence, new

techniques for the finite difference solution were presented along the expanding wavefronts, such

as van Trier & Symes (1991) and Qin et al. (1992). Tanimoto and Kishida (1994) developed a

combined method offinite difference and Huygens' principle proposed by Itoh et al. (1983), Saito

(1989), Moser (1991) etc., and it can solve the eikonal equation quite successfu11y.

     Once traveltime distribution [7] is known, the length oflik, which is included in the k-th

cell, can be obtained by interpolation with the finite difference, corresponding to a given

slowness, Sk(O). A figure at the shoulder (O) means the initial value of slowness in Step A for the

first cycle. Hence, the path length matrix, [L], becomes known as [L](i). Namely, ray tracing for

the first cycle is tentatively determined. Next, by making the ray path lengths known, respective

traveltime residuals for all ray paths, A Ti, are calculated as follows:

Input of observed
 traveltime {7}

A

   Mapping of
velocity model (SVIT)

(Re-)Construction of
 slowness model
   {S}:known

Solution of traveltime {T}
 by the eikonal equation

 Determination of
ray path fL] by FDM

Find { S} minimizing{A 7"}

    by CG-method
     [L]:known

Calculation of traveltimc
   residuals {A 7}

 {An
allowable?

   Input of first
break amplitude {A }
  ([Ll:known)

Normalization ofjoint
damping factor (JDIF) by
  (hi*Ri)!(Ai'Ri)nax

 Solving inversion problem on
{a} by CG-method ([Ll:known)

Mapping of amplitude
   model (SA 7)

Remarks    {S} : slowness vector, [L] : ray pathmatrix, {T} : calculated traveltime vector,

   {T*} : observed traveltime vector (known), {AT} : traveltime residual vector,

   {a} : joint damping factorvector, FDM : finite difference method,

   CG:conjugate gradient, A:start ofray tracing,
   B : start of reconstruction of slowness, C : start of suT

Figure 6.7 Flow chart for seismic velocity geotomography (SJ77) and
           seismic amplitude geotomography (SA 7)
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A7,f[1) = T,* -. 7,fl)

     - T," - 2 l:).sÅíO)

          k

(6-11)

where Ti" and Ti(i) are observed and calculated traveltimes of first arrivals for the i-th ray in the

first cycle, respectively. Then, making slowness field Sk unknown in Step B, while observed

traveltime Ti" and raypaths lik are known, slowness field SJ•(O), which minimizes the absolute

value of the traveltime residuals, {AT}(i?, is solved with regard to all raypaths by means of

various methods such as singular value decomposition (SVD), the white noise method, the

conjugate gradient method (CG method) (Scales, 1987), etc. This procedure is a type of inversion

problem seeking a least square solution. The CG method is used in this computation. Thus, the

new slowness field has been obtained in the first cycle through two steps, A and B.

    The newly obtained [S](i) is given back to Step A for the second cycle, and path length

matrix [L] is recalculated as [L](2). Through the same iteration procedure, the slowness field is

updated cycle by cycle.

    When {AT}(q? in the g-th cycle becomes smaller than the designated allowance for the

traveltime residual (limit ofnegligible error), the iteration is complete. Consequently, the velocity

distribution is constructed by that ofslowness and is illustrated in the form oftomography.

6.2.3 Algorithm ofthe seismic amplimde (attenuation) geotomographic technique

       (SA 7)

    The seismic amplitude (attenuation) geotomographic technique (SA 7) is created on the basis

ofthe SVT results, that is, the raypaths. An iteration such as between Steps A andB in SVT is not

necessary any more. The SAT method was proposed by Tanimoto and Kishida (1994) and is

shown below.

    Let us consider an observed wave which penetrates through a certain medium ofl in

thickness and a in damping factor. When a medium is homogeneous and continuous, the relation

of the amplitude between the projected and the received waves is generally represented in the

form of

                            A = k-I Ao' exp (-al) (6-12)

where Ao and A are the amplitudes of the projected and the received waves, respectively, as
shown in Figure 6.8, and k is a constant given due to a diffusion condition (k = 1, (yfi7'tT)-i , and

(2V]i)-i for planar, cylindrical, and spherical waves, respectively). Equation 6-12 includes two

causes influencing changes in amplitude, namely, geometrical (raypath length) and viscous
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     Figure 6.8 The concept ofa seismic attenuation model for ajointed rock with
              joint frequency n (n : the number ofjoints per meter)

(damping) factors Waves expressed in the discrete model are given by Equation 6-13, in other

words,

                         Ai=L-ki Ao' exp (-2 ajli]') (6-13)
                                        J

where Ai, Li, aJ•, and li • are the observed amplitudes of the i-th ray, the summed length along the

i-th ray, the damping factor ofthe1'-th cell, and the segmented path length ofthe i-th ray in the IL

th cell, respectively.

    As the raypaths were already known through the SJ7T analysis, Equation 6-13 is changed

to

                         Ai'Li=kAo' exp (-2 ajliJ-) (6-14)
                                         j

where kandAo are constant regardless ofthe raypaths and the cells. Then, by taking the ratio of

Equation 6-14 to the maximum value ofthe product ofAi"Li, (Ai"Li)max, Equation 6-15 is given

as

                      (A:l. l. ii /5i.. =exp '(' IIi) (ajiiJ'-ajimJ-')) (6-is)

where l.J• is a segmented path length along the ray which shows the maximum value for Ai"Li.

Equation 6-15 is expressed in logarithmic form, namely,

                            Ai -Li                         i" (2di.Li)rm =-lll.Åí (ii`-imJ')aj (6-i6)
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The left side of Equation 6-16 becomes a constant, ei, and the value of (li-l.y•) is known. The

calculation ofdamping factor distribution aj• is attributed to the same problem as that in Step B

ofthe SVT. No iteration procedure is necessary.

     It should be noted that the distribution of the damping (or attenuation) factor obtained by

Equation 6-16 does not include any influence given by the attenuation due to travel length,

namely, it is determined independently of the travel length. This means that values for aj• of

respective cells express the relative magnitude ofthe propagatmg energy attenuation to a common

amount (a reference scale) of (Ai"Li).,,, corresponding to the magnitudes ofjoint frequencies and

joint apertures. The inner (viscous) damping effect in a rock substance is eliminated, and now the

damping factor matrix [a] corresponds only to the rockjoints. Hereafter, therefore, it is called the

joint damping factor (JDD. A value of aj•, whose unit is [11m], may grow larger than 1.0 in some

cases. The larger the a-value (JDF) becomes, the more attenuation takes place at the

discontinuities in the rock mass.

6.3 Numerical simulatiens for the seismic velocity geotomographic
    technique (SVD

6.3.1 Purpose ofthe numerical simulations

    The reliability of SVT is the key to a successfu1 SAT. The infiuence of the boundary

condition and the capability of reconstructing an objective image are studied through several

numerical models.

    As an example, the locations ofthe source and the receiver points are shown in Figure 6.9.

Arrangements I (Figure 6.9(a)), " (Figure 6.9(b)), and III (Figure 6.9(c)) are all-around sensing

(360-degree scanning as in medical cases), ground surface - two vertical drillholes, and two vertical

holes (conventional cross-borehole scanning), respectively. In medical cases, the all-around

sensing of a human body can be performed. In geotomography, however, all-around sensing

cannot be applied. Arrangement ll or M is generally applied to measure the seismic prospecting.

In this section, the precision of the reappearance image will be discussed through several

numerical simulations.

6.3.2 Influence ofthe inclinations ofalow velocity zone

a ?Vumericalmodels

    First of all, the following numerical simulations are carried out in order to discuss the

influence ofthe inclinations ofa lower velocity zone making reconstruction images. Assuming an
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area, 40 m by 40 m, and structures for which alow velocity zone, 10 m in width, is sandwiched,

as shown in Figures 6.10(a) - (e), the capability ofthe reconstruction ofthe distribution of given

velocities will be discussed. The inclination of the low velocity zone is O (horizontally), 30, 45

(obliquely), 60, and 90 (venical) degrees, respectively. The velocity of the low velocity zone is

assumed to be 3 kmlsec, while the other area's velocity is 4 kmlsec. Without stopping to
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calculate, both sides ofthe low velocity zone are assumed to be 3.5 kmlsec due to radical changes

in velocity. The locations ofthe source and the receiver points are shown in Fig"res 6.9(a) - (c).

     In accordance with the procedure shown in Figure 6.7, velocity models were

reconstructed. The cycles of iteration for the routines of Steps A and B, were 10, and the

traveltime error was designated at less than 10/o. The number ofcells covering the objective area is

32 by 32.

Resultsa liedtoArran ementI

     As for the three numerical models whose respective inclinations of the low velocity zone

are venical, oblique, and horizontal, a numerical simulation has been performed and applied to

Arrangement I. Figure 6.11 shows the results. Arrangement I shows a good agreement with the

originally assumed velocity models in all cases. SVT can work well. As we have already seen,

however, we cannot help applying the geotomographic technique to the open-boundary

condition, because the all-around scanning (360 degrees), namely, the closed boundary condition,

is very hard to apply to geo-space. As for the discussion on the inclinations of the low velocity

zone, therefore, Arrangements ll and M will have been applied as follows.

c Resultsa liedtoArran ementZZ

    Figure 6.12 shows the results of the numerical simulation applying Arrangement ll

Arrangement ll shows close agreements with the originally assumed velocity models. No influence

ofthe inclination ofthe lower velocity zone exists. However, some false images can be found on

one side where no source or receiver points are located. The area where the false images can be

found presents a lower density of raypaths than the other. In the iteration of Steps A and B for

the area in which the raypath densities are low, s shown in Figure 6.7, it may be judged that the

seismic wave cannot propagate, namely, a low velocity zone exists. It must be understood that a

defiection ofthe raypaths can affect the results ofSVT.
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 d Results a lied to Arran em ent M

     The results ofthe numerical simulation applying Arrangement M are shown in Figure 6.13.

In the range of the inclination angle of a low velocity zone from horizontal to oblique, the

reconstructed velocity models show good agreements with the original models. SVT can work

well. However, with inclination angles of 60 and 90 degrees, the original images cannot be

reconstructed. As for Arrangement M it is a mistake to make a reconstructed image of the venical

low velocity zone.

     On the other hand, the reconstructed velocity models cannot show ghosts or noise. Since

the distribution of the raypath densities in Arrangement M is more uniform than that in

Arrangement ll ghosts and noise, which occur due to the bias of the raypath densities, cannot

appear in the reconstructed images.

    As mentioned above, Arrangement M takes advantage of the distribution of raypath

densities and there is no worry ofnumerical ghosts or noise. However, care must be taken in the

consideration ofthe vertical low velocity zone.
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6.3.3 Influence ofthe width ofa low velocity zone

     As compared with the difference in width ofa low velocity zone, numerical simulations are

conducted using the velocity models shown in Figure 6.14. Since the width of the present low

velocity zone is 3 m, results are compared with Figures 6.12 and 6.13, which show the results of

a low velocity zone 10 m in width. Then, the influence of the width of the low velocity zone is

discussed. The numerical conditions, namely, the inclinations of the low velocity zone, the

number ofiteration cycles, and the number of cells, are equivalent to those in Section 6.3.2. The

locations ofthe source and the receiver points are applied to Arrangements ll and III The results

corresponding to Arrangements ll and M are shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16, respectively.

    When making a reconstruction image, the influence ofthe inclination ofa low velocity zone,

3 m in width, agrees with that ofthe models 10m in width. It is seen that the quality of the

reconstructed image obviously deteriorates as the width of the low velocity zone grows narrow.

This tendency is clearly found in the case ofmodels whose inclination angles of the low velocity

zone are 60 and 90 degrees. With these inclination angles, the reconstruction of a low velocity
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Figure 6.14 Numerical experiment models (the width of the low velocity zone is 3 m)
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zone model, 10 m in width, is not yet been confirmed by applying Arrangement III Only when

applying Arrangement ll could the reconstruction be confirmed. However, as the width of the

low velocity zone becomes 3 m, the inclination of the zone can be estimated, but the quality of
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the low velocity zone is deteriorating at Arrangement ll For the other inclination angles, a ghost

can be found in the low velocity zone for the low velocity zone models 3 m in width.

     In spite of the locations of the source and the receiver points, the reconstruction of the

models deteriorates to an extreme degree as the width ofthe obj ective zone grows narrow,

6.3.4 Influence ofthe interval between the source and the receiver points

     In this thesis, the field measurements of the propagating seismic wave, described in the

following, are carried out using two boreholes, that is, Arrangement M Using Arrangement M the

infiuence ofthe interval between the source and the receiver points will be discussed.

    The intervals between the source and the receiver points are set up at 1 m, 2 m, and 4 m.

Therefore, the number ofray paths is 1681, 441, and 121, respectively. The same models which

have been used in other numerical simulations are analyzed. The number of numerical cells is

determined to be half the number ofray paths so as to prevent a break in the calculations.
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                  Figure 6.17 Reconstructed velocity models
         (The inclination and width of the low velocity zone are O (horizontal) and 10 m.)
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         Figure 6.18 Reconstructed velocity models
(The inclinationand width of the low velocity zone are 45 (oblique) and 10 m.)

     Figure 6.17 shows the results of the numerical simulations. The original model whose

width and inclination ofthe low velocity zone are 10 m and O degree (horizontal), respectively, is

shown in Figure 6.17(a). The case of a 4-m interval between the source and the receiver points,

as shown in Figure 6.17(b), presents a better agreement with the original velocity models than

other cases. As for other results (Figures 6.17(c) & (d)), a horizontal low velocity zone can be

confirmed in the middle part of the model. In each corner of the model, however, a low velocity

area has appeared. In comparing Figures 6.17(c) and (d), Figure 6.17(d) clearly shows better

result than Figure 6.17(c). As the interval decreases, namely, the raypath density on the

numerical area increases, the reconstructed result brings about an improvement.

     Next, anumericai simulation is carried out for a model whose width and inclination for the

low velocity zone are 10m and 45 degrees, respectively. The original model is shown in Figure

6.18(a). As for the inclination and the velocity value of the low velocity zone, the results of the

1-m interval analysis, shown in Figure 6.18(d) present a better agreement with the original model

than the others. It seems that it is sufficient for predicting the Iow velocity zone. On the other
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         Figure 6.19 Reconstructed velocity models
(The inclination and width of the low velocity zone are O (horizontal) and 3 m.)

hand, in the case of the 2-m interval analysis, shown in Figure 6.18(c), it is found that a low

velocity area along the boreholes appears, but the inclination of the low velocity zone can be

confirmed at 45 degrees. The low velocity zone itself can be reconstructed, However, in the case

ofthe 4-m interval analysis, Figure 6.18(b) could hardly present the original model.

     As mentioned above, in the IO-m wide low velocity zone, the influence of the interval

between the source and the receiver points is discussed. Except for Figure 6.17(b), which makes

the interval small, the reconstructed model can be obtained in detail. Since the number of raypaths

and numerical cells can be increased, the result of the reconstructed model makes progress.

Naturally enough, with as much measuring data for the raypath as possible, it is better for a high-

precision analysis to be performed,

    Next, a numerical simulation for a model which includes the 3

carried out and the influence ofthe source and the receiver intervals

-m wide low velocity zone is

will be discussed,
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     At first, a numerical simulation of a model which has a horizontal and 3-m wide low

velocity zone is conducted, as shown in Fig"re 6.19(a). The results are shown in Figures

6.19(b), (c), and (d). In the case ofthe 4-m interval analysis, a ghost can hardly be found and the

results clearly show the reconstruction of the model. However, the velocity value of the low

velocity zone itself cannot be reconstructed sufficiently. As the source and the receiver intervals

growsmall, the low velocity zone appears. However, as compared with the results ofthe 10-m

wide low velocity zone model, shown in Figure 6.17, the reappearance of the low velocity zone

becomes poor,

    For the case in which the model's width and inclination are 3 m and 45 degrees,

respectively, a numerical simulation has been performed. Figure 6.20 presents the original model

and the results. Only in the case of a 1-m interval analysis, whose results are shown in Figure

6.20(d), the numerical simulation can be estimated as presenting a low velocity zone with a 45-

degree angle inclination. Other analyses, as shown in Figures 6.20(b) and (c), can hardly

distinguish the low velocity zone from the ghost.
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         Figure 6.20 Reconstructed velocity models
(The inclination and the width of the low velocity zone are 45 (oblique) and 3 m.)
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  Figure 6.21 Reconstructed velocity models in consideration ofmesh size
         (The interval between the source and the receiver points is 1 m, and
    the inclination and the width of the low velocity zone are O (horizontal) and 10 m.)

     As mentioned above, when the interval is wider than the objective matter, the reappearance

ofthe objective matter is deteriorating. It is difficult to reconstruct an objective area whose size is

smaller than the interval. And, when the interval between the source and the receiver points

decreases, improvements in the reappearance ofthe 3-m wide model are more remarkable than

those ofthe 10-m wide model.

6.3.5 Influence ofthe number ofnumerical cells

     A numerical simulation is carried out in consideration of the size and the number of

numerical cells, and the influence ofthe number ofnumerical cells will be discussed. Therefore,

with a fixed interval between the source and the receiver points at 1 m, the number of numerical

cells is varied and the numerical simulation is performed. A scanning pattern is applied to

Arrangement Mand the number of cells is set at 9 x 9, 16 x 16, and 30 x 30, respectively. The

original model presents a low velocity zone whose width is 10 m. The inclination of the low
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velocity zone is discussed with two kinds

Figures 6.21 and 6.22 show the results.

of angles, namely, O (horizontal) and 45 degrees.

     For each inclination angle of a low velocity zone, the reconstructed model

appearance deteriorates as the number of cells decreases even if the number

equivalent in each simulation. Based on Figures 6.21 and 6.22, it is confirmed

number ofcells has atremendous effect on the numerical results.

changes and the

of raypaths is

that the varied

     In an analysis ofgeotomography, it is impossible to set up the number ofcells for unknown

factors which exceeds the number of ray paths. Even if the traveltime is measured for many

raypaths, it is difficult to perform a high-precision analysis under a limited number of cells. In

order to perform a high-precision analysis, therefore, the number ofcells must be set up as much

within the permitted range ofthe calculation as possible,
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  Figure 6.22 Reconstructed velocity models in consideration ofmesh size
         (The interval between the source and the receiver points is 1 m, and
     the inclinationand the width of the low velocity zone are 45 (oblique) and 10 m.)
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6.3.6 Attempts to improve the seismic velocity geotomographic
      applying other field measurement results

technique by

    According to numerical simulations, alow velocity zone which runs approximately parallel

to the borehole cannot be reconstructed when applying Arrangement M (two-borehole scanning).

However, this problem must be prevented and better results must be shown in the analysis of

geotomography. Otherwise, effective information which is usefu1 to the construction in the civil

engineering cannot be obtained. Arrangement III is often applied when measurements are taken in

the field. Then, so as to attempt to improve the appearance of a low velocity zone whose

inclination is rapid against a borehole, the following methods, which are used for other field

investigations, are applied to the numerical simulation and the validity of those methods is

discussed.

a Im rovin theinitialveloci model

     In seismic velocity geotomography, first of all, the initial velocity model must be set up.

Then, the calculation is started. As shown in Figure 6.7, StepsA and B are repeated many times

until the difference in traveltime between the measurements and the calculation becomes

allowable. The velocity model improves with each iteration. Therefore, the initial velocity model

affects the convergence ofthe difference in traveltime and the quality ofthe reconstructed model.

     In general, the average velocity for calculating all measured traveltimes, applying the straight

raypath, is used for the initial velocity. And, the initial velocity model is uniform. This is equal to

both the in-situ analysis and the numerical simulation. Then, other information is applied for the

making of the initial velocity model and whether the appearance has made progress or not is

discussed in using the obtained initial velocity model.

     In the numerical simulation, the velocity distribution of the original model is applied to the

initial model. The locations ofboth the source and the receiver points are used for Arrangement

III The width and the inclination ofthe low velocity zone are 10 m and 90 degrees (venical),

respectively. In this original model, it has already been shown that the reconstructed model was

not obtained adequately enough to apply Arrangement M as shown in Figure 6.13. Figure 6.23

presents the results. Although Figure 6.13 does not show the low velocity zone, Figure 6.23

shows the venical low velocity zone. The current analysis showed the constant velocity

distribution over the entire objective area since the initial velocity model was uniform. However,

the reconstruction is considered to have made progress, even though the location of the

reconstructed low velocity zone is a little different. It is confirmed that the initial velocity model

strongly affects the results of the seismic velocity geotomography, and provided with

information obtained from field investigations on the initial velocity model, confidence in the

numerical results grows higher.
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     There is a problem, however, of how to provide some information to the initial velocity

model in the in-situ analysis of the seismic velocity geotomography. In order to solve the

problem in this thesis, it is suggested that the initial velocity model is made to apply the joint

frequency map, as shown in Figure 6.23. The problem of how to make the joint frequency map

was already explained in Chapter 2 and the distribution ofthe joint frequency at an objective area

is known. Moreover, the relationship between joint frequency and seismic velocity was

presented by Ikeda (1979). Based on this relation, the seismic velocity is calculated and the initial

velocity model is made. This method and its application will be described in detail as follows.

   Fixin the seism ic veloci in some cells

     Applying certain information to the initial velocity field, the precision of the

geotomographic calculation makes progress and it is confirmed that some information from other

field measurements can be applied effectively. However, this is only a discussion on numerical

simulations. As for in-situ analyses, it is difficult to obtain an accurate initial velocity field at an

all-objective area. If the velocity distribution can be determined for an objective area from other
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Figure 6.24 Reconstructed velocity models in consideration ofthe initial velocity model
          (The locations of the source and the receiver points are Arrangement IIL and
        the inclination and the width of the low velocity zone are O (horizontal) and 10 m.)

surveys,

velocity.

it is necessary to apply the geotomography to clarify the distribution ofthe selsmlc

     In the field, an accurate velocity distribution can be obtained at the ground surface and

around the borehole from the P-S logging. Then, as the seismic velocity is fixed on some numerical

cells where it can actually be measured in the field, that is, the location around the borehole, the

iterative calculation ofgeotomography is performed. In order to confirm how progress can be

made on the precision, numerical simulations are carried out. Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show the

numerical results. Figure 6.24 shows a case in which the low velocity zone is horizontal, and

Figure 6.25 shows a case in which the low velocity zone is venical.

     In the case of a horizontal low velocity zone, no difference can be found between Figure

6.24 and the usual results. However, in the case of a vertical low velocity zone, a difference can

be found in Figure 6.25. As in a usual analysis, the results show a uniform velocity distribution.

On the contrary, when some velocity-fixed cells are introduced, the low velocity zone can be

found in the center ofthe objective area. However, since the velocity-fixed cells are only located
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Figure 6.25 Reconstructed velocity models in consideration ofthe initial velocity model
           (The locations of the source and the receiver points are Arrangement U and
        the inclination and the width of the low velocity zone are 90 (vertical) and 10 m,)

on the upper and both (right and left) sides ofthe numerical area, the velocity distributions in the

lower area are still uniform as in a usual analysis. Compared with the usual analytical results, it is

thought that progress has been made in the precision ofgeotomographic analyses.

     When applying the initial velocity, the validity ofthe estimated velocity and the influence it

has on the numerical results must be discussed in consideration of other field measurements.

However, when some numerical cells are fixed using the actual measurement data, it seems that

more advantages are needed to improve the numerical precision. This will be discussed in the field

analysis.
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6.4 Application of the geotomographic technique in the field

    In this section, the application ofseismic geotomography in the field will be descri

the validity of seismic geotomography will be discussed. Then, a new concept

classification ofjointed rock masses will be suggested.

bed and

for the

6.4.1 Outline ofthe field and the measurements

    The same field which was described in Chapter 2 has been used for a seismic exploration,

and its results have been applied to the geotomography.

    A feasibility study for a new undergroundpowerhouse, to be constructed in the vicinity of

an existing hydro-electric power plant, is being carried out in the central part of Honshu Island.

The objective site is situated 70 m beneath a steep valley which has been subjected to the late

Cretaceous Cauldron Movement. The basement rock consists of granite porphyry, rhyolite, and

slate. These types ofrock contain manyjoints which dip at steep angles and have comparatively

high joint frequencies and wide apertures.

    Four boreholes, 70 m in depth, are prepared for the investigation by the geotomographic

technique shown in Figure 6.26 (the same as Figure 2.3). The number of source and receiver

points is 70 for each, and the points are insta11ed at 1-m intervals, respectively. This means that

the number ofmeshes (or cells) for the geotomographic discrete model is 70 x 70 and that 4,900

raypaths are analyzed. The energy source at each shot point is the detonation of two pieces of

instantaneous EB-caps, and the data logger and the receivers employed in the survey are McSeis-

16000 (OYO made) and Hydro-phones (ITI made), as shown in Photo 6.1 and Photo 6.2,

respectively. The sampling interval and the amount of different data for one wave are O.04 msec

and 2048, respectively.
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Photo 6.1 McSeis-16000

y•

Photo 6.2 Hydro-phone

6.4.2 Results ofthe seismic velocity geotomographic technique (SV7)

     Figure 6.27 shows the results of the seismic velocity geotomography in the cross section

between Boreholes A and C As compared with the distribution of geology, the seismic velocity

does not presented a good agreement with the geology. In order to compare seismic velocity with

joint frequency, Ikeda's equation (Ikeda, 1979) will be applied. and the relation between the

seismic velocity andjoint frequency will be discussed.

     Based on the empirical results which were obtained by field measurements at more than

1OO points, Ikeda described the following equation (1979):

                                 n = k-5, - 4 (6-17)

where n is thejoint frequency [1!m] and kis thejoint index. Then, kwas defined as followsi
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where Vpfis the in-situ seismicP-wave velocity and Vpc is the seismicP-wave velocity of the

core sample, that is, the seismic velocity ofthe intact rock. In performing laboratory tests for the

propagating seismic wave through the intact core sample, the seismic velocity of the intact rock

is already known. The average is 5.8 kmlsec, and substituting its value and the seismic velocity

through Figure 6.27 into Equations 6•-16 and 6-17, the distribution ofjoint frequencies between

Boreholes A and C can be determined. The results are shown in Figure 6.28. 0n the other hand,

the distribution ofjoint frequencies along the borehole is obtained through the borehole wall

survey shown in Figure 6.29.

     The area presenting a higher joint frequency along Boreholes A and C shows a good

agreement with Figure 6.28, since it is made based on the borehole survey data from A and C.

However, Figure 6.28 shows•a lowerjoint frequency at a deeper area, although a higher joint

frequency can be found at the same area from the borehole survey results at Borehole B. Next,

this will be compared with the joint frequency map shown in Figure 6.32, Naturally enough,

Figure 6.32 shows a good correlation to Figure 6.29, since the joint frequency map was

provided from the information on the borehole wall survey.
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Figure 6.28
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     As for thejoint frequency map, its reliability along the boreholes is higher based on actual

measurements. On the other hand, the geotomographic analysis presents the velocity distributionl

at an objective area, wide and on the average. Based on the numerical simulation described above,

progress has been made in the quality ofthe geotomographic analysis in its application to the

information which is already known. Then, introducing the joint frequency map so as to apply

the already known information, we have tried to carry out a geotomographic analysis. An

ordinary analysis ofgeotomography is used for the uniformed initial velocity field. Then, the
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joint frequency is converted into the seismic velocity through Equations 6-17 and 6-18, and the

distribution ofthe seismic velocity is estimated as shown in Figure 6.30. Using Figure 6.30 as

the initial velocity field, the seismic geotomographic analysis is performed and its results are

shown in Figure 6.31.

     When comparing Figure 6.31 with the usual results, as shown in Figure 6.27, a clear

difference is not seen and a change generally does not occur. As for the area around Borehole B

and the lower area of the objective field, Figure 6.31 shows a good agreement with the actual

measurements of the borehole wall joint survey although Figure 6.27 presents a difference

measurement from the joint distribution. Therefore, applying the seismic geotomographic

technique to the joint frequency map improves the initial velocity field and upgrades the

reliability of the seismic geotomography.

     As the initial velocity field is estimated by the joint frequency map and is applied to the

geotomographic analysis, it is confirmed that the reliability of the geotomographic analysis has

made progress. However, the results are very likely to control the estimation of the joint

frequency map. Then, another improved method is applied to the geotomographic analysis. The

joint distribution around the boreholes shows the actual measurements, and the estimated seismic

velocity around the borehole is reliable. Then, the numerical cells around the boreholes put on the

estimated seismic velocity and their velocity values are fixed until the iterative analysis is

complete. The results are shown in Figure 6.32. As compared with the other results, Figure
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6.32 reflects the influence

measurements, this method

analysis.

of the joint distribution around the boreholes. As for the actual

has made progress in terms of the reliability of the geotomographic

6.4.3 Results of the seismic amplitude geotomographic technique (SA7) and a

       proposal for the classification ofjointed rock masses through the results of

       seismic geotomography and ajoint frequency map

    Using Equation 6-16, an analysis of the seismic amplitude geotomographic technique

(SA7) on the section between Boreholes A and C is carried out. Figure 6.33 shows the

attenuation factor distribution maps for Section A-C. The raypaths are applied to the results so

as to solve Figure 6.31.

    Based on the laboratory experiments described in Chapter 5, the following conclusions for

the propagating seismic wave through the rockjoints are clarified.

    i) The seismic velocity did not show changes in the propagation of closely connected

         joints.

    li) The amplitude damping factor reflected both closely connectedjoints and the joints

         of wide apertures.

Applying such knowledge to a discussion on both SVT and SAT results, the following

suggestions can be presented.
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Table 6.1 Rock classification based on three different maps

-

Classification SVT(Z[kmls]) SAT(a[11m]) n[11m]

ood(M over5.0 belowO.7 below5

medium(lt4) 4.0-5.0 O.7-O.9 5-10

oorL below4.0 overO.9 over10

Zonea 4.0-4.5(2L4) O.9-1.2(L) 15-20(L)

Zone-b 5.5-6.0(M O.6-O.8(M) 3-5(M
Zone-c 4.5-5.0( O.8-1.0(A4) 5-8(M)
Zoned 4.0-5.5(M) Q5-O.7( 4-7(H"vM)

Zonee 3.5-4.5(L) O.9-1.2(L) 15-20(L
Zone-f 5.0-5.5(M O.9 -- 1.2 (L) 8- 12 (L)

1

     i) A zone which shows a lower velocity and a higher damping factor for each result

         consists ofmany joints which have wide apertures and fi11ing material.

     li) A zone which shows ahigher velocity and a higher damping factor consists ofjoints

         which are packed closely together.

     In order to propose a classification forjointed rock masses, the following is discussed.

Adding ajoint frequency map (n) (Figure 2.32) to these two tomographic maps, the appearance

of various rock are compared conditions on the respective maps which are classified into three

classes. They are i) good (H), li) medium (1wo, and hi) poor (L) classes. Table 6.1 shows the

results ofthe rock classification concerning the six zones shown in Figure 6.33.

    In comparing the three different maps, Zones c and e show a good agreement with each

other regarding Classes M and L. Zones b and d show an agreement between the SVT and the

joint frequency maps, and also there is a remarkably good agreement between the SAT and the

joint frequency maps, except in the case ofZone b.

    Judging from the results ofthe comparison among SVT, SA T, and the joint frequency maps,

the magnitude ofthe velocity does not always correspond with such rock joint conditions as

joint frequency, aperture, and so on, which control the mechanical behavior ofrock masses.

    The sensitivity to (capability of detecting) joint orientation is discussed, as well as the

agreements on the rock classification. The clearly identified small faults (through the geologist's

visual investigation in the pilot) are illustrated with solid lines in Figure 6.33. The broken line

shows the orientation ofthe fault which is assumed to exist 1O-15 m behind Section A-C from the

observation through borehole scanning (BSS). The propagating behavior ofthe projected waves is

very spatial, and it is highly recommended that a seismic survey should be carried out in a three-

dimensional manner as much as possible.
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6.5 Conclusion

     According to certain types of numerical simulations, the following conclusions can be

obtained for the geotomographic analysis.

     First of all, as for the location of the source and the receiver points, naturally enough,

Arrangement I, namely, all-around sensing (360-degree scanning like in medical cases), has the

advantage over other arrangements. However, it is impossible to apply Arrangement I in the civil

engineering field. On the other hand, Arrangement ll that is, the ground surface and two scanning

boreholes, shows results in a good agreement with the original model and without the effect of the

inclination ofa low velocity zone. Since the density ofthe ray paths presents an unbalance in the

objective area however, a numerical ghost appears and it is difficult to judge the existence or non-

existence ofa ghost in the practical results. As for Arrangement M two venical scanning

boreholes (for conventional cross-borehole scanning), the distribution of the raypaths in an

objective area presents a good balance. However, the low velocity zone running parallel to the

boreholes cannot be created for the reconstructed model. It is concluded that scanning only

between boreholes does not provide reliable images. Thus, scanning in three directions, such as in

Arrangement ll should be employed in addition to the fact that the scanning area should be at

least twice as large as the objective area, that is, the depth of the boreholes in the case of

Arrangement ll should be two or more times deeper than 40 m. This is due to the excessive

difference in the raypath densities propagating through the respective cells. The distribution of

rays (traveling waves) must be as uniform as possible.

     As for the locations of the source and the receiver points, the reappearance of the

reconstructed model makes progress since the interval between the source and the receiver points

decreases, namely, the density of the raypaths increases. However, if the target is smaller than

the interval, the target cannot be shown in the reconstructed model and the high-precision

reconstructed model cannot be obtained. In addition, in order to perform a high-precision analysis

in geotomography, as many cells as possible must be set up, according to the limits, to prevent a

break in the calculations.

    It is shown that the seismic geotomographic technique, based on the attenuation behavior

of traveling waves, can provide more detailed information conceming rock joints by giving

consideration to both laboratory experiments and applications in the field.

    The following conclusions can be made :

     1) When the number ofjoints with smooth fracture planes and thin apertures increases,

         the amplitude distribution technique (SA7) corresponds much better than the

         velocity distribution technique (SV7).

e
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2)

3)

4)

Concerning variations in joint roughness and changes in normal and shear stresses,

SAT is more sensitive than SVT.

When fi11ing materials and thick apertures exist in joints, both SAT and SVT show a

good correspondence.

By employing the joint frequency mapping through BSS (the borehole scanner

system), the geotomographic technique (consisting of SVT and SA7) may be

suggested and may distinguish the following cases from each other i

  - the existence ofweak zones andjoints with fi11ings in the case of low velocity

    and high attenuation, and

  - the distribution oftightlyjointed fractures in the case ofhigh velocity and high

    attenuatlon.
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Chapter 7

The Property of Deformation of Jointed Rock Masses
        and the Determination of Joint Stiffness
             through Borehole Loading Tests

7.1 Intreduction

     In the design and the construction of rock structures, it is very essential to understand the

realistic deformability of rock masses. It is not sufficient to characterize rock deformability by

the elastic constants alone, for many rocks are inelastic. Elasticity refers to the property of the

reversibility of deformation in response to load. Mariy fresh, hard rocks are elastic when

considered as laboratory specimens. On the field scale, however where rocks can be expected to

contain fissures, fractures, bedding planes, contacts, zones of altered rock, and clay with plastic

properties, most rocks do not exhibit perfect elasticity. The extent ofthe irrecoverability of strain

in response to load cycles is as important to the design as the slope of the loadldeformation

curve.

    The most widely used testing procedures for deformability measurements are laboratory

compression and bending tests, wave velocity measurements in the laboratory and in the field,

field loading tests using fiat jacks or plate-bearing apparatus, and borehole expansion tests. The

borehole expansion tests are classified into two types. One is a dilatometer test in which

expanding rubber sleeves provide uniform inner pressure around the entire circumference of the

borehole wall, and the other is a borehole jack test in which the loads are applied unidirectionally

across the diameter.

     Goodman (1980) suggested a concept for the "modulus of permanent deformation (A4)",

whose definition is shown in Figure 7.1. Boreholejack tests are carried out in three drillholes, all

70 m in length, and the relationship among the elastic modulus ofthe intact rock, the deformation

coefficient of the rock mass, joint stiffness, and the modulus of permanent deformation are

clarified. In panicular, the physical meaning of permanent deformation which is presented

through cyclic loading-unloading is considered. Then, based on the discontinuity information at

the loading point, a concept for the determination ofjoint stiffness is suggested. Laboratory tests

which consider the loading mechanism ofthe borehole jack test are carried out, and the validity of

the joint stiffness determined through the borehole jack tests is investigated.
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Figure 7.2 Apparatus ofthe Goodmanjack

Photo 7.1 Goodmanjack

7.2 Goodman-typeborehole jack tests

7.2.1 Boreholejacktests

     Boreholejack tests are carried out using a Goodmanjack (Model-52101, SINCO) in order

to consider the deformation of rock masses as the loading direction. Since the loading plate of a

Goodmanjack is made ofstainless steel, it is very stiff and solid. And, as the loading capacity is

very high (a maximum capacity of 70 MPa), it can be applied to both soft and hard rock. The

loading can be performed to pump up the oil, and the load can be indicated to the pressure

transducer on the ground. The displacement can be measured by two linear-displacement

transducers (LVD71) which fit into both ends of the loading plate and can be indicated to the

displacement instrument on the ground, The precision ofthe LVDT is 11100 mm, The area of the

jack face is 30 mm (in width) by 300 mm (in length), Figure 7.2 and Photo 7.1 show the outline

ofthe Goodmanjack.
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     In order to estimate the various mechanical parameters ofeach loading level and to consider

the non-elastic behavior, loading and unloading up to four loading levels are carried out. Four

boreholes (Boreholes A, B, C, and E), 70 m in depth, are made in the location where the

construction ofan underground cavem is planned, as shown in Figure 2.3, and were provided for

use in the tests at 63 selected depths. So as to clarify the relationship between the property of

the deformation of the jointed rock mass and the loading direction, that is, the relationship

between the orientation ofthejoints and the loading direction, the borehole jack tests are carried

out in two or three different directions at a selected depth. When discussing the relationship

between the property of deformation and the orientation of the joints, the Goodman-type jack

has an effective advantage since the loading direction is clear. Therefore, the borehole jack tests

are carried out in a total of 126 loading directions.

    Prior to the boreholejack tests, the insides ofthe boreholes are scanned by the borehole

scanner system (BSS), and joints crossing the borehole are investigated in as precise an

undisturbed state as possible. The BSS, which was described in Chapter 2, is unique and is

characterized by its principle and its performance capabilities such as direct digital data

acquisition, continuous imagery through a rotating scanner, its incredibly high observation speed

(72 m per hour), image quality (O.1 mm resolution), and so on (Tanimoto, et al., 1992). The

observed numbers ofjoints and joint frequencies are shown in Table 7.1, and the average

frequency ofthejoints is 5.9 joints per meter, corresponding to the classification of 'moderately

fissured' (Class CH - CL ranked by CRIEP-Japan). Based on the carefu1 observation of a

complete image through BSS, 63 points are selected as the objective loading points from the

points ofview ofavariety ofjoint orientations, apertures, spacing, filling, etc..

7.2.2 Results ofthe boreholejacktest

    Several examples ofload - displacement curves are shown in Figure 7.3. Respective pairs

of (a) and (b), at a depth of 52.30 m, and (c) and (d), at a depth of 53.60 m at Borehole A, are

obtained for different loading directions forming 45 degrees. The former is done from the average

state ofjoints, while the latter is done from the state of a comparatively wide aperture. The

dotted lines show inelastic deformations, and the magnitudes ofdeformation are as different from

each other as the concept shown in Figure 7.1. Actually, with a different loading direction, it is

confumed that the obtained load - displacement curves and the magnitude of permanent

deformation are different at the same depth. Figure 7.4 shows some examples of joints

monitored at loading points, as presented in Figure 7.3. Figure 7.4, which comes from the BSS

borehole wall survey, shows the three-dimensional display ofjoints at the loading points and

presents the different joint distributions at each loading point.

    Since the localized part of the borehole wal1 is presented to the deformation as loading by

borehole loading tests, joints strongly affect the deformation at the loading points. From Figures
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7.3 and 7.4, the deformation and the permanent deformation are different. Moreover, at the same

loading point, the deformation and the permanent deformation are obtained differently as each

load has an effect in a different direction.

7.2.3 Stiff loading tests in the laboratory

     In order to obtain Poisson's ratio to estimate the mechanical pararneters through borehole

loading tests and to compare the mechanical behavior of intact rock with that of a jointed rock

mass, uniaxial compression tests are carried out. In these tests, the specimens, in which no joints

can be found, are taken from recovered borehole core samples. The ends of the intact rock

specimens are finishedwith an allowance ofO.Ol mm or smaller. Photo 7.2 shows the set-up of

the specimen. A stiffness loading test machine made by MTS is used, and the data logger (TDS-

301, Tokyo Sokki Institute, Ltd.) measures certain types of strain. The strain gauge (PC-10-1 1,

Tokyo Sokki Institute, Ltd.) is glued to the specimen using glue (CN glue, Tokyo Sokki Institute,

Ltd.).

     There are two purposes for this test, namely, the estimation of such mechanical parameters

as Poisson's ratio, the uniaxial compressive strength, and the elastic modulus, and the estimation

ofthe mechanical behavior ofintact rock. Therefore, tests on certain specimens are performed

under axial displacement control (O.04 -- O.O04 mmtmin.), under lateral displacement control, such

as dilatancy control (O.Ol "- O.O05 rmmin.), and under cyclic and constant loads which are equal

to those of the borehole loading tests. The purrpose of the latter is to clarify the mechanical

behavior.

     Table 7.2 shows parameter specimens and test results. The uniaxial compressive strength

is as difl7erent as the control systems. As for the axial strain (displacement) control and the

constant axial loading control, the yield point is passed all at once since the amount of

displacement is constant or increasing around the yield point. On the other hand, as the load is

controlled in detail around the yield point in the lateral displacement control, the uniaxial

compressive strength appears to be higher. In spite of differences in the loading control, the

elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio are almost constant for each specimen.

     Figure 7.5 shows the stress - strain relation ofSpecimen No. 12, sampled from a depth of

53.10m in BoreholeB, as shown in Figure 7.4. The stress - strain relation is linear and a slight

hysteresis is observed under cyclic loading. This cyclic loading is equal to that of the borehole

loading test in the field. This hysteresis is different, however, from that observed in the load -

displacement relation through the borehole loading tests and is negligible in consideration of the

main objective ofthis thesis.
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Photo 7.2 Set--up of the specimen for the

uniaxial compression test
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The stress - strain relation of

intact rock under cyclic loading

7.3 Discussion on the results of the borehole loading tests

7.3.1 Elastic modulus and deformation coefficient through the borehole loading

       tests

    In general, deformation coefficient D is determined by an enveloping line to the hysterestic

curves, and elastic coefficient E (of the rock mass) is found by a tangential gradient at the

maximum load in a load - displacement curve (JSCE, 1983). Following the JSCE designation and

using Goodman's elastic equation (Goodman, et al., 1968), the deformation and the elastic

coefficients obtained in Figure 7.3 are as shown in Table 7.3. Goodman's elastic equation is

assumed on the plane strain condition under a two-dimensional isotropic elastic body and the

boundary stress distribution around the borehole. Then, it is presented as follows:

Table 7.3 Deformation coefficient (D) and elastic modulus (E) determined by the empirical

          method in Figure 7.3

Borehole Depth[m] Loadingdirection D[MPa] E[MPa]
52.30 Nl15M 2.13xlo3 4.69xlo3-

A 52.30 N70M 2.04Å~103 4.86xlo3

A 53.60 N90E 3.10xlo3 7.38Å~103

A 53.60 Nl35E 6.89xlo2 323Å~103
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D orE= t ll ' w(fi, v) ' ne
Au

(7-1)

where d is the diameter of the borehole, 6 is the curvature of the loading plate, v is Poisson's

ratio, u, is the function determined by fi and v, and AP and Au are the increment ratios ofload and

displacement, respectively (Goodman, et al., 1968). In this thesis, u and fi are O.25 and 27.5,

respectively. The values for the elastic coefficient are far different from those of the intact rock

(7.02 x 104 MPa). The values for D and E are conveniently employed in deformation and stress

analyses, respectively, but their physical meanings are unclear It is also pointed out that the

determination ofthe elastic coefficient (Il) by the tangent may include human error caused by an

individual's visual observation andlorloading patterns. In this sense, determination by a secant is

more meaningfu1 than one by a tangent.

    Figure 7.6 shows the dependency of the deformation coefficient on the applied load.

Respective coefficients corresponding to load increments are plotted. According to Figure 7.6,

the deformation coefficient increases up to a certain load pressure (4 - 5 MPa), and then maintains

a constant value at a level higher than the above-mentioned pressure. Conventionally, many

engineers employ this constant value for the deformability of a rock mass. When the mechanical

behavior ofloosened rock is considered, the dependency of the deformability on a low confining

pressure in a covering rock should be noted. On the other hand, the deformation coefficient does

not become constant at the higher loading level in Figures 7.6(c) and (d), since the joint at the

loading point is strongly affected by the property of deformation of the jointed rock mass.
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    Then, the physical meanings of the deformation of the jointed rock mass must be

considered under several pressure levels, especially permanent deformationM.

7.3.2 Modulus ofpemianent deformation through the borehole loading tests

    When the magnitude of the load returns to zero under cyclic loading, a nonrecoverable or

permanent deformation is more or less recognized. Goodman (1980) defined 'modulus of

permanent deformationM' as the ratio of stress magnitude to permanent deformation, as shown

in Figure 7.1. Namely, it is the coefficient indicating a relation between maximum load and

inelastic deformation in respective cyclic loading.

    The modulus ofpermanent deformation in the plate bearing test was defined by Goodman

(1980) as follows:

                         M=Ca(1.if)• ZSP (7-2)
                                       tu -                                           COelas

where C is the parameter determined by the boundary condition, a is the radius of the bearing

plate, v i's Poisson's ratio, tu is the displacement, and toelas is the displacement at reloading. When

a boreholejack is employed, the modulus ofpermanent deformation, M, is given by Equation 7-3

based on Goodman's elastic equation as described in Equation 7-1, namely,

                         M=g' v(fi• v)'A.4{]. (7-3)
                                             p

where d is the diameter of the drillhole, P is the increment of the load, u is the displacement

caused by P, up is the residual (permanent) displacement caused by P, and ut6, v) is the constant

given by Poisson's ratio of the rock and the curvature of the loaded surface (Tanimoto et al.,

1991). Equation 7-3 is transformed by the Goodman's elastic equation.

    According to Equation 7-3, values for M in the load - displacement curves shown in

Figures 7.3 and 7.4 are obtained as shown in Table 7.4. Table 7.4 also shows values forMin

the uniaxial compression tests shown in Figure 7.5. In the uniaxial compression tests in the

laboratory, the specimen with no joints (intact rock) shows a much higher value for M than in

other field data. Even in the load - displacement curve for intact rock, a slight hysteresis can be

observed when cyclic loading is applied. This is because cycles of loading and unloading produce

'hysteresis loops' as energy is consumed by sliding on cracks and fissures inside the rock volume.

This hysteresis is negligible because oftoo high avalue for M, such as 106 to 107 MPa, for a

displacement which is given by the inverse ofMis as smal1 as 10-4 to 10-5 ofthe value for jointed

rock. From the fundamental tests on the modeled rock mass, mentioned in the previous section, it

is concluded that the higher thejoint frequency becomes the greater the hysteresis becomes. And,

the higher the confining pressure is, the smaller the hysteresis becomes. This means that most or
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Table 7.4 Obtained permanent deformation coefficientM

Borehole Loading
direction

Permanentdeformation coefficientM[MPa]Depth
[m] Ml M2 M3 M4

A 52.30 Nl15M 2.91xlo3 3.21xlo3 3.21xlo3 3.08xlo3
A 52.30 N90M 1.77x1o3 2.65xlo3 2.96xIo3 3.20x103
A 53.10 uniaxial 6.27x105 1.13xlo6 1.29x1o7 155xlo7
A 53.60 N90E 3.02x103 4.31xlo3 5.81xlo3 5.39xlo3
A 53.60 Nl35E 3.78xlo2 5.30Å~102 1.11xlo3 9.21x103

all ofthe permanent deformation (in an engineering sense) by borehole jacking is governed by

joints in a rock mass. For example, Figures 7.3(c) and (d) correspond to wide apertures, and the

difference in M is remarkably directional. Knowledge of the relative positioning between the

loading direction and the orientation ofthejoint plane is extremely essential to the understanding

ofthe load - displacement curve through the borehole jack tests.

     Fundamental laboratory tests on thejoint models are carried out in order to investigate the

relationship between the characteristics ofajoint and its deformability. A biaxial loading cell with

a steel cylinder, 60 on in diameter, 40 cm high, and 2.5 em thick, is prepared. After setting the

joint model assemblage into the cell, four fiat jacks, 40 cm square, are installed onto the four sides,

and the space between the assemblage and the cell is fi11ed in tightly with stiff cement mortar, as

shown in Figure 7.7. The joint model is formed by assembling many cubes and rectangular

prisms made of plaster. The mixing ratio is 3 to 2 for plaster to water, and the physical

properties of the plaster block are 5.27 x 103 MPa and O.20 for Young's modulus Eo and

Poisson's ratio v, respectively. These values are constant during the test period (Tanimoto, et al.,

1988). Model No. 1 is prepared for a continuous rock without anyjoints, while Model Nos. 2 to

5 are prepared forjointed rock masses and are designed so as to correspond with joint frequencies

n (number ofjoints per meter) of 7.5, 15, 25, and 35, respectively. Joint frequency n can be

defined by dividing the total length ofthejoints (in meters) with respect to a horizontal plane by

the objective area (in square meters). This has an equal dimension to the 'number ofjoints per

meter' along an objective line.

     Arbitrary combinations of confining pressures (or contact pressures at joints) can be

applied to the models by controlling the surrounding flat jacks. The loading pattern which is

employed in the laboratory tests is a step-wisely repeated loading, and the peak load of each

loading process is divided into four and increased step by step with increments of a quarter of the

peak load. The magnitudes ofthe peak load are 1.0 to 4.0 MPa, corresponding to the same levels

of confining pressure of 1 .0 to 4.0 MPa, respectively.

    Figure 7.8 illustrates the relationship between joint frequency (n) and the 'deformability

ratio' (DIEo), namely, the ratio of the average D for ajointed mass versus that of a solid body

(intact rock) with no joints (Eo). It is easy to recognize that the deformation coefficient D is
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greatly affected by the degree ofjoint frequency. And, the higher ajoint frequency is, the more

remarkable the reduction in the deformation coefficient becomes under a lower confining pressure.

This suggests that the shear resistance (strength) of the jointed rock depends highly on the

magnitude ofthe confining pressure when the confining pressure is low, such as 1 to 2 MPa. This

matter relates to the mechanical behavior of loosened rock near free faces to be exposed by

excavatlon.

     Figure 7.9 presents the load - volumetric displacement relation under a confining pressure

of O.5 MPa for Model Nos. 1, 3, and 4, as shown in Figure 7.7. Figure 7.9 also presents the

relation under a confining pressure of 3.0 MPa for Model No. 3. From these results, a clear

hysteresis can be observed for many joint frequency models and a slight hysteresis can be

observed in the case ofa higher confining pressure. Based on this knowledge, it is thought that the

permanent deformation of ajointed rock mass is strongly controlled by the deformation of the

joints. The permanent deformation of ajointed rock mass, or that presented in Figure 7.9, is

more difficult than that of intact rock under uniaxiai compression, as shown in Figure 7.5.

Actually, a different magnitude for the permanent deformation can be observed at the same.

Ioading poiRt in the borehole loading tests, if the loading direction changes. In particular, in

comparison to Figures 7.3(c) and (d), different magnitudes of the permanent deformation can be

clearly found. This is the reason why ajoint aperture at the loading point is widely observed

through the borehole wall survey. And, the relative relation between the loading direction and the

location ofthejoint is closely affected by the permanent deformation. Therefore, the deformation

of a jointed rock mass obtained through borehole loading tests can consist of both elastic

deformation and permanent deformation which occur on ajoint.

     Then, the physical meanings and the mechanism of the permanent deformation are

considered. Cyclic loading tests under a uniaxial compressive condition are carried out using a

cylindrical specimen which includes a single joint. The specimen is made of plaster, although it

includes anatural rockjoint. Thisjoint is located in the middle of the specimen and is almost

parallel to both end planes of the specimen. The strain gauge is stuck on both intact rock parts
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and the total displacement of the specimen is measured by a contact-type displacement

transducer. Therefore, the normal displacement for the joint is determined by deducting the

displacement ofthe intact rock from the total displacement of the specimen. A sample of the

stress - displacement at the aperture curve is shown in Figure 7.10. In the initial cyclic loading, a

permanent deformation in the normal direction at thejoint can be observed. In the second and

third cyclic loadings, the permanent deformation can not be clearly observed. On the other hand,

using a specimen which has the same shape as the natural joint surface roughness •in the uniaixal
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Figure 7.11 Shear stress - shear displacement relation under the

           cyclic direct shear tests on a rock joint

cyclic loading tests, the cyclic direct shear tests on the rockjoint are carried out. The shear stress

- shear displacement curve is shown in Figure 7.11. An almost constant magnitude of permanent

deformation can be found in every cyclic shear loading. As mentioned above, the permanent

deformation ofajoint is more strongly affected by the shear behavior of a rock joint than by the

normal behavior of it. As described in Chapter 4, the shear behavior ofa rock joint is strongly

affected by the naturaljoint surface roughness. In the cyclic shear tests, it is thought that the

permanent deformation is caused by the overclimbing ofthe asperity ofthejoint.

7.3.3 Deformationofajointedrockmass

     As described in Section 7.3.2, it is confirmed through the borehole loading test that the

deformation ofajointed rock mass consists ofelastic deformation and permanent deformation,

and that the permanent deformation occurs to the deformation of the rock joint, especially the

shear behavior ofthe rockjoint.

    Next, the elastic deformation ofajointed rock mass will be considered. The elastic modulus

which is given by the entire gradient ofa load - displacement curve around a higher loading level is

apart from it throughout the uniaxial compression tests, as shown in Figure 7.5. And, with the

same rock type and the same loading point, the elastic deformation differs with changes in the

loading direction. Therefore, the elastic deformation of a jointed rock mass consists of the elastic

deformation ofboth the intact rock and the rockjoint.

     As mentioned above, it is known through the borehole loading tests that the deformation of

ajointed rock mass consists of elastic deformation and non-elastic deformation; this relation can

be described by Equation 7-4, namely, ,

Utotal = Ue + Up (7-4)
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where utotal is the total displacement of the jointed rock mass

elastic components of the displacement, respectively. Then,

elastic modulus E, and permanent deformation coefficient M,

Equation 7-5 or Equation 7-6, namely,

and ue and up are elastic and non-

using deformation coefficient D,

Equation 7-4 is transformed by

2.2.a (7-5)

or

L.1.-L (7-6)

E is not equal to the elastic modulus of the intact rock. D is defined as the gradient of an

enveloping straight line onto the hysteresis of several cyclic loading - unloading curves with

different peak stress levels, and E is defined as the gradient of a reloading or unloading curve. D

andE are conveniently employed in the design ofa rock structure, but the relationship between

them is discussed only as a kind of empirical rule, but not well explained in a quantitative form.

The introduction of Goodman's "permanent deformation coefficient (A4)" gives a solution to the

mathematical expression.

    It has already been explained in this thesis that the non-elastic deformation ofa jointed rock

mass occurs to the joint itself, since the intact part of the jointed rock mass is very stiff.

Therefore, the elastic deformation of a jointed rock mass actually consists of that of both the

intact rock and the rockjoint. Thus, the following relation can be obtained:

Emass Eintact Ejoint
(7-7)

in which Emass, Eintact, and Ej'oint are the elastic moduli of the jointed rock mass, the intact rock

and the rockjoint, respectively. In this research work, since the borehole loading tests are carried

out in two loading directions at the same loading point, two types ofEmass can be determined for

the same loading point. And, Eintact can be determined through laboratory tests using intact rock.

Therefore, ifthe relationship between the loading direction and some parameters of the rock joint

can be clarified, the mechanical parameter of the joint, namely, joint stiffness, can be found

through Equation 7-7.
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7.4 Determination ofjoint stiffness through the borehole loading tests

7.4.1 Joint stiffness

    In the elastic body, Kishida (1992) and Ando

which presents the displacement at a point along the

tests, namely,

(1995) described the following equation

loading axis during the borehole loading

f(X) . ex-i (7-8)

where x is the distance from the center of the borehole, a is a coefficient determined by the

displacement of the loading plate, and f(x) is a function of the displacement. Then, if the stress

andlor the load is constant over avery slight range in the elastic body, the following relation can

be described:

P = Eintact
f(x + du) - f(x)

du
Ofpt)

   du
 Ox

= Eintact

= Eintact

= Eintact

  du
Ofu)

 ex

   -2'ax (7-9)

Eintact is supposed to be constant over the effective area of the borehole loading tests. P is the

stress andlor the load in a point along the loading direction. P is different from Po which is the

load applied to the loading plate. In the borehole Ioading tests, the expansion of the load andlor

the stress onto the rock around the borehole is supposed to agree with Goodman's concept as

described by Equation 7-1 (1968). Then, substituting Goodman's function, for Equation 7-9,

v(6, v) Equation 7-10 can be obtained and coefficient parameter a can be determined by

Equation 7-11, namely,

P(r)= v(6, v)'Po
    = Eintact ' arne2

   W(6, v)'P,•r2
a=

(7-1O)

Eintact
(7-11)

whereris the radius of the borehole. Therefore, the stress (the load) and the displacement at a

disposal point ofthe rock mass along the Ioading direction can be presented by Equations 7-12

and 7-13 after performing the borehole loading tests.
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Figure 7.12 The concept ofa loading angle in the boreholejacking

P(x)=
op(fi, V)'P,•r2

f(x) =

     x2
W(6, v)'P,•r2

(7-12)

Eintact 'X
(7-13)

Based on Equation 7-13, the displacement of the intact rock at the borehole wall

in the following equation:

can be shown

Uintact = f(r)

       V(6, v)•P, •r
(7-14)

Eintact

     Next, the displacement ofa rockjoint will be considered. It is assumed that the rock joint,

when it is located near the loading point, yields to the displacement so as to apply it to the stress

along the Ioading direction. In the numerical analysis of the elastic body, the function of the

stress areund the borehole is presented by the distance along the loading direction (Kishida,

1992, Ando, 1995). Considering the distance from the rock joint to the loading point along the

loading direction, the stress andlor the load applied to the rock joint can be estimated. Therefore,

the displacement ofthe rock joint can be calculated in order to determine the nearest rock joint

from the loading point and to measure its orientation. Before presenting the displacement of the

rock joint, the modulus of the deformation of the rock joint and the loading mechanism on the

rockjoint are discussed. In this thesis, the loading angle on the rock joint is defined by a normal

line ofrockjoints and aloading direction. The model, which presents the displacement applying

joint stiffness along the loading direction, K(w), is assumed. This concept is shown in Figure

7.12. The concept ofjoint stiffness K(ca) is an overal1 parameter including normal stiffness Kn

and shear stiffness Ks.

    Figure 7.13 shows the relatioR between the borehole and the rock joint and three kinds of

rectangular coordinate systems, as defined in the following:

    xi coordinate system i xl is north -- south, x2 is east- west, and x3 is in avertical direction



Figure 7.13 Joint orientation and loading direction
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     x-, coordinate system : xi coordinate system is rotated on an x3 axis turning q clockwise,

                         and the loading direction is in agreement with x,

     xl. coordinate system : xi coordinate system is rotated by turning the strike angle, a, and

                         the dip direction, b, and the xl axis is in agreement with a normal

                         line of rock joints.

     Ifthe load in the borehole loading tests is applied under a uniaxial compressive condition,

the stress tensor in the x- , coordinate system can be described as follows:.

The transformed tensor from the

Equation 7.16, namely,

Using the transformed

coordinate system.

tensor,

U=

x-
i

5=
poo
ooo
ooo

coordinate system to the xi coordinate system is d

e-

2, the

cos e
sin e
  o

e•6•eT

   p cos2e

p sm e cos

     o

stress

e

-sin e
cos e
  o

e]

tensor in a rock mass

p sin e cos e

  p sin2 e

     o

o

o

o

can be

     Next, the transformed tensor from the xi coordinate system to the

defined by the following equation:

(7-15)

efined by

        (7-16)

presented in the xi

           (7-17)

xl. coordinate system is
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S=

-[S

1

o
o

  o
cos 6

- sm fi

   cos a
- sm a• cos 6
 sm a• sm 6

i'
]

 o
sin 6

cos 6

[-agi.

   sin a
cos a•cos fi
cos a • sin 6

a SMa
a coS a
    o

 o
sin 6

cos 6

o
o
1

(7-18)

The normal vector ofthe rockjoint is presented by Equation 7-19.

n'

-S

-[

T[e]

 sm a• sln fi

-cos a• sm fi
   cos fi

gii]

(7-19)

Using Equations 7-17 and 7-19, therefore,

Equation 7-20.

                          .the stress vector on the rockjoint, T, is presented by

Then

.T=u•n'

pS,,cos2e + pS,,sin e • cos

pS3isin e • cos e + pS32sin2

          o

      .,vector T is transformed in the xl, coordinate system,

-T
T     .=S•T

P(SiicoS

P(S2icoS

T,

T,
T5

e

e

in other words
           '

e + S,2sin e)(S3icos e + pS32sin e)

e + S,,sin e)(S3,cos e + pS,,sin e)

 p(S3iOos e + S,,sin e)2

(7-20)

(7-21)
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described by the following equation:

uf
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 1
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displacement on the rock joint, u', can
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be

                                      r

                                   K(w) . (7-22)
                                                '
The relative displacement on the x- , coordinate system is transformed as follows:

                              a= eT•sT •u' (7-23)

Substituting Equation 7-23 for 7-22, the relative displacement can be presented using the joint

stiffness.

                        -p                        u=                           K(to)

The loading angle, to, between a normal

defined by Equation 7-25, namely,

                        w=

S3,cos e + S32sin e

       o
       o

                                line and aloading direction is

                           arccos (S,,cos e + S.,,sin e) .

    The elastic displacement ofrockjoints is considered once again. Using Equation 7

joint stiffness K(tu), the elastic displacement ofthe rockjoint can be described as follows:

                           -p(.k.) '
                        Ujoint -                               K(tu)
                               V(fi, v) •P,•r2

                                (.k.)2

                            = K(.) (7-26)
                              W(6, v) 'P,•r2•cos2 tu

                                    h2•K(.)

where r is the radius ofthe borehole and h is the minimum distance from the loading point to the

rockjoint. Based on Equations 7-7, 7-14, and 7-26, therefore, the elastic modulus of the jointed

rock mass can be presented by Equation 7-27, namely, '

(7-24)

therefore

(7-25)

 -10 and
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Emass= 2rv(6, v)
Po

2Uintact

= 2rv(6, v)

+ujoint

Po

2Porv(fi, v) +

    Eo

op(fi, v) 'P,•r2•cos2 tu

h2•K(.)
1

1 r • cos2 tu
-+Eo 2h2•K(.)

That is
     '

Emass
-[ -l,-

Eo

+ r•cos2 ca 1nti .

 2h2•K(tu)1
(7-27)

    Figure 7.14 shows the relationship between joint stiffness K(co) and loading angle ca

through the results of the borehole loading tests. As mentioned above, the joint stiffness can be

determined through the results ofthe borehole loading tests. So as to estimate the mechanical

propenies ofrockjoints using K(tu) and ca, however, these relations have to be clarified. Then, in

order to clarify the mechanical properties ofthe rockjoint, a laboratory test, which considers the

loading angle ofthe rockjoint, will be performed.

  7.4.2 Rockjoint loading tests at a constant loading angle in the laboratory

       To grasp the property ofdeformation ofthe rockjoint, laboratory tests are carried out and

  the relationship between the Ioading angle and the joint stiffness along the loading direction is

  discussed.

       Specimens employed in thess laboratory tests include natural joints taken from core

  samples (60 mm in diameter). After choosing five types of natural joint surface roughness,

' impressions are made ofthem. This is the same method as that described in Chapter 4. Using the
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impressions, reproduced plaster specimens are made. The impressions are made of Silicon rubber

(TSE350, Toshiba Silicon Co. Ltd.). To make plaster specimens, Jet cement (Sumitomo Cement

Co.) is used. The combinationratio ofcement, sand, and water is 1 i 1 : O.375. The compressive

strength ofthe specimen is almost constant at 52.0 MPa with more than fourteen days passing

after making them.

     As shown in Figure 4.1, the rockjoint loading tests at a constant loading angle are carried

out using a rockjoint direct shear tester (Seikensya). Since an intelligent-type control system was

developed using a personal computer, the tests are performed for the purpose of controlling both

the loading and the displacement directions on the rock joint. They seem to present the

mechanism ofthe borehole loading in the constant displacement-type borehole loading tests.

     Aimed at the loading mechanism ofthe borehole loading, the behavior of the rock joint and

the observed data will be discussed. Figure 7.12 assumes the performance of the borehole

loading tests on a rockjoint. The loading angle from the normal line of the rock joint is presented

in Figure 7.12. In the constant displacement-type borehole loading tests, the load is worked

along the loading direction, that is, the loading plate is moved along one direction by force, and in

reaching the loading level, the displacement along the direction is observed. At that time, the

displacement along the loading direction appears forcibly on the rock joint, and it is thought that

the mechanical behavior of the rock joint is controlled by the load. In order for the loading

condition ofthe rockjoint to appear in the Iaboratory, the following control is carried out:

     i)

ii)

iii)

To set up loading angle ca, deformation ur on the rock joint is forced to occur along

the loading direction.

Both normal and shear forces, P. and Ps, respectively, are measured, and the resultant

forces are calculated.

Until the loading direction's component Pr of the resultant force reaches a setting

level, the deformation ofthe rockjoint is maintained.

     Figure 7.15 shows the concept ofthis control system. By performing this control system

in a laboratory, it is thought that the loading condition of the rock joint, applied for the borehole

loading tests reappears. And, in the case ofsetting up aloading angle of to = O, the shear behavior

ofthe rockjoint occurs and is equivalent to that in the uniaxial compressive tests controlled by

the load. It is not suitable, therefore, to call it a shear test. The test using the above-mentioned

control system is called a rock joint loading test under a constant loading angle.

     In actuality, six types ofloading angles, namely, tu == O, 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75 were divided

mto four loading levels, namely, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 MPa, and tests were carried out. The

loading velocity was set at 1.0 MPafmin.. Some samples of the results are shown in Figures

7.16(a), (b), (c), and (d). The results are similar to those ofthe borehole loading tests. From these

results, the joint stiffness ofthe loading direction, K(tu), can be determined.
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7.4.3 Discussion

     In the same way as the joint stiffness is estimated through the in-situ borehole loading

tests, the joint stiffness will be determined through the results of laboratory tests, and a

discussion will be conducted.

     In the case of field measurements, the combined deformation from the intact rock and the

rockjoint is measured. On the other hand, only the deformation ofthe rock joint is assumed in

the laboratory. Moreover, the area of the rock joint affected by the shear behavior is smaller in
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Figure 7.17 The relationship betweenjoint stiffness K(ca) and loading angle tu through the rock

          joint loading tests with a constant loading angle

the laboratory than in the field, and it is thought that the scale effect produces some influence. It

is not suitable, therefore, to compare the joint stiffness through laboratory tests with that

through tests in the field. However, it is necessary to compare the tendency ofthese values so as

to verify the method for estimating thejoint stiffness.

    Figure 7.17 shows the relationship between joint stiffness K(to) and loading angle ca

through laboratory tests. As for the tendency of the data plotting points, this figure is in

agreement with Figure 7.14. It is shown that the laboratory tests represent the loading

mechanism ofthe borehole loading tests in the field. Therefore, it is effective to introduce the

concept ofjoint stiffness along loading direction K(tu), and the deformation of the rock joint can

be estimated through borehole loading tests.

    In the next step, the relationship between K(tu) and normal and shear stiffness, Kn and Ks,

respectively, will be discussed. In Figure 7.12, the displacement vector of rock joint u' . can be

divided into normal and shear components, u. and us, respectively, using loading angle w and

                               .scalar size ur ofthe displacement vector u., namely,

                           u',-u,( gS'l[I ZI)-(:D (7-2s)

From each displacement component, shear load Ps and normal

following relation exists between the displacement and the loads:

             ÅÄTherefore, force P,, w

Ps=KsÅ~Us

Pn = Kn Å~ Un

hich is actually working on the rockjoint,

load Pn can be measured. The

(7-29)

(7-30)

can be described as follows:
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P, - (fls. )

   . (KKJi I :i )

   "(K"i"'r

(7-31)

                                                    .Then, since observed load Pr is a loading direction's component of P. the following relation can

be described using Equations 7-28 and 7-31:

    - -År   RtuP=tr r-     Ur
    dr2 (Kn 'coS2to + K, 'sin2 to)

   =             dr
= dr' (Kn 'coS2w + K,'sin2 to) .

(7-32)

Using Equation 7-32, the joint stiffness ofthe loading direction can therefore be described as

follows:

K(tu) = P-d' =K. • cos2to +K, • sin2to .

       r

(7-33)

    If both normal and shear stiffness are assumed as constants, the results of the rock joint

loading tests at a constant loading angle can be described by Equation 7-33. Using Equation 7-

33, the average values for the normal and the shear stiffness can be estimated from the results. In

this research work, normal stiffness K. is obtained by 4.1 Å~ 10` MPalm and shear stiffness Ks is

obtained by 4.5 Å~ 103 MPalm from laboratory tests, respectively.

7.5 Conclusion

    The deformation of rock masses is influenced by joint orientation, spacing, apertures,

roughness, fi11ing materials, etc.. Even if one rock type (intact rock) is the same as another, the

deformability is quite different. The introduction ofpermanent deformation coefficientMhelps

to better explain the practical deformation behavior ofrock masses. The rock classification based

onMwill be significant.
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    In particular, the factors appearing in the permanent deformation have been considered.

Through the results of laboratory tests, the permanent deformation in jointed rock masses occurs

to the shear behavior ofthe rockjoints. Therefore, the mechanical properties ofthe rock joints

must be considered, along with the permanent deformation. In additlon, in order to estimate the

permanent deformation, it is important to grasp thejoint conditions ofthe objective area.

    Applying Equation 7-33 to the results ofthe borehole loading tests in the field, the average

values of the normal stiffness K. == 1.7 Å~ 10` MPalm and shear stiffness K, = 3.0 Å~ 102 MPalm

have been obtained. The normal stiffness is also in agreement with the results of the laboratory

tests. It has been confirmed that rock joint loading tests at a constant angle have correctly

presented the loading condition in the borehole loading tests. As for the normal deformation of

the rockjoint, it is appropriate to estimate the normal stiffness using the concept ofthis thesis.

With the shear stiffness, however, one order of difference between the results in the field and

those in the laboratory has been confirmed. It is thought that the difference occurs due to the

scale effect. As for the shear behavior of the rock joint, the scale effect must be considered.

Finally, it is important to determine the effective areas of the rock joints when discussing the

shear behavior through the results ofthe borehole loading tests.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

     Discontinuity characteristics and mechanical properties ofjointed rock masses have been

described in this thesis. The goals of this research have been to estimate the distribution of

discontinuities andlorjoints in the field and to determine the mechanical properties of the rock

joints from field measurements and laboratory tests. In order to clarify these objectives, joint

mapping, a borehole survey, seismic exploration, and borehole loading tests have been carried out

in the field. In addition, certain laboratory tests, namely, the determination ofjoint surface

roughness, direct shear tests on rock joints, and seismic propagating tests, have been conducted

to interpret the results of the field measurements. The results obtained in each chapter are

described below.

    In Chapter 2, "Joint Survey and Joint Analysis", a geological survey and a joint

investigation were carried out and thejoint data were analyzed. Then, thejoint aperture, the joint

frequency, and the orientation ofthe joints, such as the dip and the dip direction, were estimated,

and a discontinuity model for ajointed rock mass and a semi-continuity model were made based

on thejoint frequency.

     In the investigation ofdiscontinuities andlorjoints, borehole wall sensing was performed by

BSS and the character ofthe discontinuities was grasped in detail. BSS was confirmed to have an

advantage regarding images and analyses over other investigating methods. In particular, in

comparing the number ofjoints and ReD obtained from the BSS images with those obtained

through the investigation ofrecovered core samples, the values were found to be different for the

same borehole. Since the core samples were broken, it is thought that the BSS images presented a

more practical picture ofthe in•-situ rock mass than the core samples. From the BSS images, the

orientation, the aperture, and the joint surface roughness were estimated.

    Based on the orientation data, an orientation analysis was carried out and joint sets were

extracted. Using the extracted results, it was possible to perform a discontinuity simulation, such

as DEM, to represent the joint orientation. In the extraction ofjoint sets, however, only the

number ofjoints was considered. It is thought that only considering the number ofjoints is not

suffricient for estimating the mechanical and the hydromechanical propenies of ajointed rock

mass. In this research, therefore, R.I., which presents the relative importance of ajoint set, was

proposed. This parameter was believed to have been influenced by the number ofjoints, the

extension (an area), and the apertures. Based on the idea that ajoint, which consists of a wide

aperture and covers a large are& strongly affects both the mechanical and the hydromechanical

behaviors more than others, R.I. was able to estimate both properties in detail. In particular, it

was confirmed that ajoint set presents a large number for R.l., although it has shown more small
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numbers ofjoints than otherjoint sets. It is thought that an insufficient amount of consideration

was given to the extension ofjoints since only the borehole survey data was analyzed in this

thesis. However, the apertures of most joints in ajoint set were found to be wide, although the

number ofjoints was few. The joint analysis estimated the intensive orientation, only giving

consideration to the same number ofjoints as usual. However, R.I. supplemented the joint

analysis with other factors, such as the apertures and the extension ofjoints, and joint sets were

obtained in consideration of both mechanical and hydromechanical properties. Regarding the

above-mentioned reasons, it is thought that R.l presented essential information on jointed rock

masses.

     As for the semi-continuity model for ajointed rock mass, a joint frequency map was

proposed. While making the joint frequency map, the composition of the geology and a

comparison ofthe orientation of major faults with that of the joints were considered. Then, the

model was created in consideration of the geological structure. As for the extension ofjoints,

consideration for the index of the joint apertures was given. This consideration is based on the

concept thatjoints with wide apertures present high continuity. The joint frequency map can be

applied to some numerical models.

     In Chapter 3, "Quantitative Determination of Rock Joint Surface Roughness", the power

spectral moment, Ms, was defined through the results of a spectral analysis and the quantitative

determination ofthe natural rockjoint surface roughness was carried out.

     A spectral analysis was performed on the representative JRC, suggested by Barton and

Choubey (1977), and its power spectrum was calculated. As for the spectral analysis of

roughness, it was confumed that MLEZM has an advantage over FFT. With MEM, it is possible to

calculate the spectrum ofa high-quality resolution using a small amount of data; therefore, MLIiM

can easily be applied to the measuring data ofa specimen and reliable results can be obtained.

     The Ms value was defined in order to determine the roughness from the results of the

spectral analysis. The Ms value presented the product ofthe center of the frequency distribution

and the strength ofthe power spectrum in arange under I Hz. It is thought that the strength of

the power spectrum represents the unevenness property of the roughness ahd the center of the

frequency distribution repres.ents the period property of it. Therefore, Ms showed both

unevenness and period properties ofthe roughness.

    Barton's JRC was determined using the Ms value. It was confirmed that as the JRC value

increases, the Ms value also increases. And, an equation describing the relationship between IRC

and Ms was introduced.

    A roughness profiler was developed to measure the natural rock joint surface roughness

accurately, and the roughness was measured by it. The Ms value, which represents the specimen,
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was defined as the averageMs for each scan line in consideration ofthe weight value based on the

scan length. Using the calculatedM, value, the JRC ofthe specimen can be estimated.

     As mentioned above, the natural rock joint surface roughness was determined quantitatively

by the Ms value, and the JRC was calculated. It is necessary to confum the relationship between

the shear behavior and the Ms value, in particular, the relationship between the peak shear

strength from laboratory tests, Ms, and the peak shear strength estimated from Barton's empirical

equatlon.

     In Chapter 4, "Experimental Study on the Shear Behavior of Rock Joints through Direct

Shear Tests", direct shear tests were carried out under both constant and variable confining

conditions. As for the variable confining condition, it is known that the stress ratio-shear

displacement relation is equivalent to that under a constant confining condition. Therefore, the

shear behavior ofrockjoints under a low confining condition is controlled by the interlocking of

the joint surface roughness and the sliding friction before and after the peak stress ratio appeared,

respectively.

     The JRC value was estimated using the Ms value. JRC itself is calculated by the back

analysis in Barton's empirical equation as follows:

                        Tp=on tan(tJRCIOg(`Jif.S)+Åëb) (8-1)

and does not represent the factor ofjoint surface roughness. IRC is thought to represent the

factor ofjoint surface roughness containing the influence of the material strength, the sliding

friction, the normal effective stress, and weathering (orthe nonoccurrence ofit) in the direct shear

tests.

     From the experimental results, it was shown that the shear behavior of rock joints can be

affected by joint surface roughness, material strength, and effective normal stress. Under a

conditions with the same roughness form and material strength for both, increases in peak shear

strength and residual strength and decreases in dilation were observed due to increases in the

effective normal stress. Considering the influence of the difference in joint surface roughness,

changes in peak shear strength, residual strength, dilatancy, and peak shear displacement were

seen. The difference in material strength caused changes in the shear behavior. In particular, the

peak shear strength decreased and the dilatancy increased in comparison to specimens in which

the materiai strength is soft.

    Based on the results ofdirect shear tests, the parameter of the joint surface roughness was

estimated in consideration of its form, material strength, and effective normal stress and can

determined the relationship among this parameter, the peak shear strength, and the dilatancy

curves.
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     In Chapter 5, "Laboratory Experiments on the Propagating Behavior of Seismic Waves

through Several Kinds ofRock Joint under Uniaxial Conditions", several specimens consisting of

certain kinds ofjoint conditions wereused for seismic propagating experiments under normal and

shear loading conditions. Just how the seismic propagating behavior has affected joint conditions

was considered.

    Using specimens which consist of smooth

change with variations in joint frequency. However

sense.

artificial joints, the seismic velocity did not

, the first break amplitude showed remarkable

     In performing the seismic propagating experiments with five kinds of natural joint surface

roughness, variations in seismicvelocity could not be found. However, the first break amplitude

was found to show a remarkable distinction against the joint surface roughness. Thus, a good

correlation between joint surface roughness and the first break amplitude was confirmed.

     In the case ofa model which includes fi11ing material, both the seismic velocity

break amplitude decreasd with increments in the thickness ofthe fi11ing material.

and the first

    Under a shear loading condition, variations in the first break amplitude were more sensitive

than those ofthe seismic velocity. In particular, variations in joint surface roughness and changes

in aperture andlor dilation were clearly presented by the first break amplitude.

     As mentioned above, the first break amplitude was more usefu1 than the seismic velocity

for discussing the effects ofjoint frequency and joint surface roughness. However, both the

seismic velocity and the first break amplitude are useful for estimating the fi11ing material. And,

the first break amplitude is usefu1 for presenting variations in the dilation and the aperture under

the shear loading, that is, for discussing the effects of support elements in tunneling or Iarge

underground excavation works. Applying these remarkable conclusions to a discussion on the

results of field investigations, rock structures can be estimated in detail over an objective area

using both seismic velocity and seismic attenuation geotomography.

     In Chapter 6, "Development of the Seismic Geotomographic Technique and its

Application in Jointed Rock Masses", seismic geotomography was developed and a certain

numerical simulation and analyses of field data were conducted.

     First of all, as for the locations of the source and the receiver points, naturally enough,

Arrangement I, namely, all-around sensing (360-degree scanning like in medical cases), had the

advantage over the other arrangements. However, it is impossible to apply Arrangement I to the

civil engineering field. On the other hand, Arrangement E that is, the ground surface and two

scanning boreholes, yielded results which show a good agreement with the original model without

the effect ofthe inclination ofa low velocity zone. Since the density ofthe raypaths presented an

unbalance in the objective area, however, a numerical false appeared and it was difficult to judge
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the existence or the non-existence of a false in the practical results. As for Arrangement M two

vertical scanning boreholes (for conventional cross-borehole scanning), the distribution of the

raypaths in an objective area presented a good balance. However, the low velocity zone running

parallel to the boreholes could not be created for the reconstructed model. It was concluded that

scanning only between boreholes does not provide reliable images. Thus, scanning in three

directions, such as in Arrangement ll should be employed in addition to the fact that the scanning

area should be at least twice as large as the objective area. In other words, the depth of the

boreholes in the case of Arrangement ll should be two or more times deeper than 40 m. This is

due to the excessive difference in raypath densities propagating through the respective cells. The

distribution ofrays (traveling waves) must be as uniform as possible.

     As for the locations of the source and the receiver points, the reappearance of the

reconstructed model made progress since the interval between the source and the receiver pomts

decreased, namely, the density ofthe raypaths increased. However, ifthe target was smaller than

the interval, the target could not be shown in the reconstructed model and the high-precision

reconstructed model could not be obtained. In addition, in order to perform a high-precision

analysis in geotomography, as many cells as possible must be set up, according to the limits, to

prevent a break in the calculations.

     It was shown that the seismic geotomographic technique, based on the attenuation behavior

oftraveling waves, was able to provide more detailed information conceming rockjoints by giving

consideration to both laboratory experiments

conclusions can be madei '
1)

2)

3)

4)

and applications in the field. The following

         tt

When the number ofjoints with smooth fracture planes and thin apertures increases,

the amplitude distribution technique (SA7) corresponds much better than the

velocity distribution technique (SV71).

Concerning variations in joint roughness and changes in normal and shear stresses,

SATis more sensitive than SVT.

When fi11ing materials and thick apertures exist at joints, both SAT and SVT show q

good correspondence.

By employing joint frequency mapping through the borehole scanner system (BSS),

the geotomographic technique (consisting of SVT and SA7) may suggest and

distinguish the following cases from each other :

  - the existence of weak zones and joints with fi11ings in the case of a low

     velocity and a •high attenuation, and

  - the distribution oftightly jointed fractures in the case of a high velocity and a

     high attenuation.

     In Chapter 7,
Determination of Joint

"The Property of Deformation of Jointed Rock Masses and

Stiffness through Borehole Loading Test", borehole loading tests

 the

were
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carried out in the field and the determination ofjoint stiffness through the results of the borehole

loading tests was discussed.

     The deformation of rock masses is influenced by joint, orientation, spacing, apertures,

roughness, fi11ing materials, etc.. Even if one rock type (intact rock) is the same as another, the

deformability is quite different. The introduction ofpermanent deformation coefficientMhelps

to better explain the practical deformation behavior ofrock masses. The rock classification based

onMwill be significant.

     In particular, the factors appearing in the permanent deformation were considered. Through

the results of laboratory tests, the permanent deformation in jointed rock masses was seen to

occur to the shear behavior ofthe rockjoints. Therefore, the mechanical properties of the rock

jomts must be considered, along with the permanent deformation. Also, in order to estimate the

permanent deformation, it is important to grasp thejoint conditions ofthe objective area.

     Applying Equation 7-33 to the results ofthe borehole loading tests in the field, the average

values of the normal stiffness K. = 1.7 Å~ 10` MPalm and the shear stiffness Ks = 3.0 Å~ 102

MPa!m were obtained. The normal stiffness was also in agreement with the results of the

laboratory tests. It was confirmed that rock joint Ioading tests at a constant angle correctly

presented the loading conditions of the borehole loading tests. As for the normal deformation of

the rockjoint, it is appropriate to estimate the normal stiffness using the concept of this thesis.

With the shear stiffness, however, one order of difference between the results in the field and

those in the laboratory was confirmed It is thought that the difference occurs due to the scale

effect. As for the shear behavior ofthe rock joint, the scale effect must be considered. Finally, it

is important to determine the effective areas of rock joints when discussing the shear behavior

through the results of borehole loading tests.

     Figure 8.1 shows the relationship between conclusions in each chapter. In this figure, the

goal ofthis research work is to estimate the constitutive model of the jointed rock masses. This

thesis could not sufficiently present the constitutive model ofthe jointed rock masses. However,

it is thought that the determination ofthe mechanical propenies ofjointed rock masses, which is

important to discuss the modeling, could be presented.

     Issues concerning the mechanical behavior ofjointed rock masses are found to be strongly

affected byjoints andlordiscontinuities. In the construction and the design ofrock structures on

jointed rock masses, both the distribution and the mechanical properties of the rock joints must

be clarified. Then, effective kRowledge obtained through field measurements and laboratory tests

is important to the construction and the design ofthe rock structures. In this thesis, it is thought

that these points were clarified.
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